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Abstract

Expander graphs are highly connected sparse graphs which lie at the interface of

many different fields of study. For example, they play important roles in prime sieves,

cryptography, compressive sensing, metric embedding, and coding theory to name a few.

This thesis focuses on the connections between sparse graphs and coding theory.

It is a major challenge to explicitly construct sparse graphs with good expansion

properties, for example Ramanujan graphs. Nevertheless, explicit constructions do exist,

and in this thesis, we survey many of these constructions up to this point including a new

construction which slightly improves on an earlier edge expansion bound.

The edge expansion of a graph is crucial in applications, and it is well-known that

computing the edge expansion of an arbitrary graph is NP-hard. We present a simple algo-

rithm for approximating the edge expansion of a graph using linear programming techniques.

While Andersen and Lang (2008) proved similar results, our analysis attacks the problem

from a different vantage point and was discovered independently.

The main contribution in the thesis is a new result in fast decoding for expander

codes. Current algorithms in the literature can decode a constant fraction of errors in linear

time but require that the underlying graphs have vertex expansion at least 1/2. We present

a fast decoding algorithm that can decode a constant fraction of errors in linear time given

any vertex expansion (even if it is much smaller than 1/2) by using a stronger local code,

and the fraction of errors corrected almost doubles that of Viderman (2013).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce expander graphs and linear codes. First, we define

expander graphs and provide some of the intuition behind these graphs as well. We then

briefly survey several fundamental expansion bounds. Next, we provide a broad overview of

coding theory, introduce linear codes, and state several key results. We also describe what we

mean by asymptotically good codes and introduce the relationship between asymptotically

good codes and expander graphs.

1.1 Expander Graphs

In this section, we first define the edge expansion and vertex expansion of a graph.

As we will see, these expansion properties measure how well the vertices of a graph are

inter-connected with each other. Next, we will present several well-known bounds for both

edge expansion and vertex expansion. Finally, we will define Ramanujan graphs, which have

very good expansion properties, followed by a brief description of a very recent result about

Ramanujan graphs.

We now define edge expansion of a graph. Given a constant d, let G be a d-regular,
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undirected graph (a graph for which exactly d edges are adjacent to each vertex). Let V (G)

denote the vertex set of G, and suppose that S ⊆ V (G). Let E(S, S) denote the set of

edges between S and S̄, where S̄ denotes the vertices outside of S. Since we expect more

edges between sets with similar sizes than between sets with vastly different sizes, we divide

|E(S, S)| by the size of the smaller of the two sets and scale by d. Since we want every small

set to have many edges connected to vertices outside that set, we take the minimum of this

ratio, and we denote the result as:

ΦE(G) := min
S⊆V (G)

|E(S, S)|
d(min(|S|, |S|))

.

This definition is equivalent to

ΦE(G) := min
S⊆V (G)

|S|≤|V (G)|/2

|E(S, S)|
d|S|

.

For any constant ε > 0 and a fixed d, a d-regular graph G is called an ε-edge expander graph

if ΦE(G) ≥ ε. Notice that for an ε-edge expander graph,

d|S| ≥ |E(S, S)| ≥ εd|S|

for every S ⊆ V (G) with |S| ≤ |V (G)|/2. For example, a 10-regular, 0.3-edge expander graph

on a graph with 100 vertices is a graph for which every subset S ⊆ V (G) with |S| ≤ 50 has

at least 3|S| edges to vertices outside S.

Intuitively, in a communication network represented by a graph in which the vertices

correspond to communication nodes and the edges correspond to communication links be-

tween those nodes, an ε-edge expander graph gives a network in which there are many paths

between any two sets of communication nodes. Larger values of ε imply more paths between

the nodes. In other words, good ε-edge expanders ensure that there are no “bottlenecks” in
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the communication network.

For a given ε > 0 and fixed degree d, when we refer to ε-edge expander graphs, we

typically have in mind an infinite family of d-regular ε-edge expander graphs.

Definition 1. Given a fixed ε > 0 and a fixed degree d, a family {Gi}i∈N of d-regular graphs

with |V (Gi)| < |V (Gi+1)| is an infinite family of ε-edge expanders if ΦE(Gi) ≥ ε for all i ∈ N.

We now define expansion in terms of the vertices of a given d-regular graph G =

(V,E). We say that a vertex v ∈ V is a neighbor of a set S if there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E

such that u ∈ S. For a set S of vertices, let N(S) denote the set of all neighbors of vertices

of S that are not in S. We can define a vertex expansion analogue to the edge expansion

definition as follows:

ΦV (G) := min
S⊆G

|S|≤|V |/2

|N(S)|
d|S|

.

Similarly to before, for an ε-vertex expander graph,

d|S| ≥ |N(S)| ≥ εd|S|

for every S ⊆ V (G) with |S| ≤ |V (G)|/2. Also, notice that

ΦV (G) ≤ ΦE(G),

so vertex expansion is a stronger requirement than edge expansion. We say a graph G is

an ε-vertex expander for some ε > 0 if ΦV (G) ≥ ε, and we define a family of good vertex

expanders analogously to before.

Definition 2. Given a fixed ε > 0 and a fixed degree d, a family {Gi}i∈N of d-regular graphs

with |V (Gi)| < |V (Gi+1)| is an infinite family of ε-vertex expanders if ΦV (Gi) ≥ ε for all

i ∈ N.

3



So far, we have concentrated on d-regular graphs. However, it is also possible to define

expansion for non-regular graphs. In particular, we can characterize the vertex expansion

of a (c, d)-biregular bipartite graph with c edges incident with each vertex on the left-hand

side and d edges incident with each vertex on the right-hand side. This particular type of

expansion will be very important to our results in Chapter 4.

Definition 3. A c-left regular bipartite graph G = (L ∪ R,E), where L denotes the set of

vertices on the left-hand side of the graph and R denotes the set of vertices on the right-hand

side of the graph, is a (c, γ, α) bipartite expander graph if for every S ⊆ L with |S| ≤ γ|L|,

|N(S)| ≥ αc|S|.

If G is (c, d)-biregular, we say that G is a (c, d, γ, α) bipartite expander graph.

We illustrate this definition pictorially below.

Figure 1.1: Bipartite Vertex Expansion

For example, in a (36, 72, 0.04, 0.25) bipartite expander graph with 1000 vertices on

the left-hand side and 500 vertices on the right-hand side, every set of 40 vertices on the
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left-hand side has at least 360 neighbors on the right-hand side. The notion of bipartite

vertex expansion is slightly different from that of vertex expansion since only sets of vertices

on the left-hand side need to have many neighbors. There are no restrictions on the vertices

on the right-hand side. Also, notice that it is not necessary to require that the graph is

d-right regular, though we will use d-right regular graphs extensively in Chapter 4.

Pinsker [Pin73] showed that almost every d-regular graph has good edge expansion

properties. Unfortunately, it is well-known that computing the exact edge expansion of a

graph is an NP-hard problem [GJ79]. However, various methods exist for approximating the

expansion of a graph. In Chapter 3, we will revisit one method for approximating ΦE(G)

using linear-programming techniques. Some of the most successful methods for bounding

the expansion of a graph use the second-largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of the

graph, which we now define.

Definition 4. The edge-adjacency matrix of an undirected graph G with n vertices is the

n×n symmetric matrix whose (i, j)-entry is 1 if there is an edge between vertex i and vertex

j and 0 otherwise. Denote this matrix by A(G).

Throughout this thesis, we denote the second-largest eigenvalue of A(G) by λ(G),

and we call methods based on this second-largest eigenvalue “spectral methods.” Notice

that λ(G) can be approximated in polynomial time.

Remark 1. The largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of a d-regular graph is simply d

and corresponds to the eigenvector consisting of all 1’s.

By generalizing the Cheeger inequality (originally introduced in [Che70]), Dodziuk

[Dod84] and Alon and Milman [AM85] used λ(G) to approximate ΦE(G).

Theorem 1 (Discrete Cheeger Inequality, [Dod84, AM85]). Let G be a finite, connected,
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d-regular graph. Then,

1− λ(G)/d

2
≤ ΦE(G) ≤

√
2(1− λ(G)/d).

Note that the Discrete Cheeger Inequality guarantees that if λ(Gn) < d for an infinite family

of d-regular graphs {Gi}i∈N with |V (Gi)| < |V (Gi+1)|, then that family is an expander family.

Spectral methods can also be used to approximate ΦV (G). One early result in this

direction was given by Tanner [Tan84], who proved the following theorem:

Theorem 2 ([Tan84]). Let G be a finite, connected, d-regular graph. Then,

1

d

 2

1 +
(
λ(G)
d

)2

 ≤ ΦV (G).

Later, Kahale [Kah95] improved the spectral bound on vertex expansion.

Theorem 3 ([Kah95]). Given a finite, connected, d-regular graph G, there is an absolute

constant c such that

1

2

(
1−

√
1− 4(d− 1)/λ(G)2

)
(1− c log d/ log 2) ≤ ΦV (G).

Both Tanner and Kahale’s results can also be applied to (c, d, γ, α) expander graphs. In this

case, Kahale’s approximation implies that spectral methods can only guarantee expansion

up to α = c/2 for a (c, d, γ, α) expander graph. Consequently, the eigenvalue bound for

vertex expansion is not always tight. In fact, it is well-known that with high probability,

random (c, d)-biregular graphs have expansion properties which surpass those which spectral

expansion can guarantee. In Chapters 2 and 4, we will return to graphs whose vertex

expansion exceeds the expansion bounds given by spectral methods. Finally, λ(G) can also

be used to approximate how rapidly a random walk on the graph converges to the uniform

6



distribution.

Theorem 4 ([HLW06]). Let G denote a d-regular expander graph. Then, for any initial

probability distribution p, for all integers t > 1,

‖Ψtp− u‖1 ≤
√
n

(
λ(G)

d

)t
,

where Ψ = 1
d
A(G).

We will revisit the relationship between random walks and vertex expansion in the description

of the modified zig-zag product given in Chapter 2.

In addition to providing insight into how quickly the distribution of a random walk

converges to the uniform distribution, λ(G) gives an approximation of how close the graph

G is to being a random graph in the following sense. Given a graph G and two disjoint

sets S, T ⊆ G, if we lay down an edge uniformly at random with one endpoint fixed in S,

the probability that the other end will land in T is |T ||V | . Summing over the d|S| edges with

one endpoint in S (and allowing the possibility of double-edges) we see that the expected

number of edges between S and T in a random graph is d|S||T |
|V | . The Expander Mixing Lemma

shows that in an expander graph G with small λ(G), the number of edges between any two

disjoint sets is close to the expected number of edges between those sets if the graph were

constructed randomly.

Lemma 5 (Expander Mixing Lemma). Suppose we are given a d-regular graph G = (V,E).

Let S, T ⊆ V be two disjoint sets. Then,

∣∣∣∣|E(S, T )| − d|S||T |
|V |

∣∣∣∣ ≤ λ(G)
√
|S||T |.
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Given the fact that small values of λ(G) imply good expansion, it is natural to ask

how small λ(G) can be made. The answer to this question (asymptotically) was given by

Alon and Boppana in [Alo86] who presented the following theorem:

Theorem 6 (Alon-Boppana Bound, [Alo86]). Let {Gi}i∈N be any family of d-regular graphs

with |V (Gi)| → ∞ as i→∞. Then,

lim inf
i→∞

λ(Gi) ≥ 2
√
d− 1.

For four separate proofs of this theorem, see [LPS88, Nil91, Fri93, Nil04]. Graphs for which

λ(G) ≤ 2
√
d− 1 (whose second-largest eigenvalues are asymptotically as small as possible)

are called Ramanujan graphs. The Alon-Boppana bound also generalizes as follows:

Theorem 7 ([FL96]). Let {Gi}i∈N be any family of (c, d)-biregular bipartite graphs with

|V (Gi)| → ∞ as i→∞. Then,

lim inf
i→∞

λ(Gi) ≥
√
c− 1 +

√
d− 1.

Analagously to before, we say that a (c, d)-biregular bipartite graph G = (L ∪ R,E) is

Ramanujan if λ(G) ≤
√
c− 1 +

√
d− 1.

In [Fri03], Friedman proved a conjecture by Alon that for any d ≥ 3 and any ε > 0,

λ(G) ≤ 2
√
d− 1 + ε for almost every graph on a sufficiently large number of vertices. The

same paper mentioned that in numerical experiments, the average λ(G) (given a graphG with

a fixed degree and a fixed number of vertices) is actually smaller than 2
√
d− 1. Consequently,

it is conjectured but not proved that almost all graphs are actually Ramanujan. Recently,

Marcus et al. [MSS15] proved the following theorem:

Theorem 8 ([MSS15]). For fixed c, d ≥ 3, there exists an infinite family of (c, d)-biregular

bipartite Ramanujan graphs.

8



While this theorem proved the existence of such families of graphs, the only explicit

constructions of Ramanujan graphs as of yet are d-regular graphs for special values of d. In

Chapter 2, we will return to these constructions. Note that Ramanujan graphs are one of the

few cases in which the parameters of explicitly constructed graphs surpass the parameters

guaranteed by probabilistic arguments.

1.2 Linear Codes

In this section, we introduce linear codes and briefly mention applications of expander

graphs to coding theory. We will significantly elaborate on these applications in Chapter 4.

1.2.1 Basic Definitions

A linear code C is a k-dimensional vector space in Fn, where F is a finite field (for

example F2` for some ` ≥ 1). We call such codes [n, k] codes. Since C is a k-dimensional

vector space, it can be described as the set of linear combinations of k linearly independent

row vectors of length n. In particular, a k×n matrix G with rank k gives the k-dimensional

code C = {xG : x ∈ Fk}, and we call G the generator matrix of the code C. Alternatively, the

code C can be defined by an (n−k)×n matrix H of rank n−k (i.e. C = {y ∈ Fn : Hy = 0}).

In this case, H is called the parity-check matrix of the code C. (While G could be an m× n

matrix with m ≥ k, and H could be an m′×n matrix with m′ ≥ n−k, for sake of illustration,

we consider only the case when m = k and m′ = n− k.) Notice that given a k×n generator

matrix G of rank k, any vector v ∈ Fk can be encoded into a codeword c ∈ Fn. In codeword

c, there are n − k redundant symbols and k information symbols. We define the rate of a

k-dimensional code C as r := k/n. Intuitively, the rate measures the amount of information

in the code. Codes with high rate have many information symbols and little redundancy.

The Hamming distance between two codewords is the number of coordinates in which

9



the two codewords differ. The Hamming weight of a codeword is the number of non-zero

coordinates in that codeword. The minimum distance of a code C is the minimum Hamming

distance between any two codewords. For a linear code, the minimum Hamming distance is

equivalent to the minimum Hamming weight. We call a linear code of length n, dimension

k, and minimum Hamming distance d an [n, k, d] code. The relative minimum distance of

an [n, k, d] code is given by δ := d/n.

It is fairly easy to see that a nearest-neighbor decoder which decodes an arbitrary

vector in Fn to the nearest codeword can correct any combination of up to bd−1
2
c errors.

Moreover, no decoder can guarantee correction of all patterns of e errors when e > bd−1
2
c.

Consequently, to obtain codes which can guarantee correction of as many errors as possible

with as high of a rate as possible, it is of great interest to obtain codes with the best possible

rate-minimum distance tradeoff. In particular, given a fixed minimum distance (rate), we

would like to determine the highest possible rate (minimum distance) for a linear code.

1.2.2 Rate-distance Tradeoff

It is not too difficult to prove that the Singleton bound (d ≤ n− k+ 1) gives the best

possible upper bound for the rate-distance tradeoff. In terms of the rate r and minimum

distance δ of a code, the Singleton bound is given by δ ≤ 1 − r + 1/n. It is well-known

that Reed-Solomon (RS) codes achieve the Singleton bound. However, they do so at the

expense of a field size q ≈ n. Consequently, it is a very important problem to find the best

rate-distance tradeoff given a fixed field size. Despite many decades of research, provably

tight bounds have eluded researchers even in the asymptotic case. However, several good

bounds have been obtained. While we give these bounds for linear codes, analogous bounds

hold for non-linear codes as well.

Let δ > 0 be any constant less than 1. For any n > 1, let d = bδnc, and let kq(n, d)

denote the maximum dimension of a linear code of length n with minimum distance d and

10



field size q. Define

rq(δ) = lim sup
n→∞

kq(n, bδnc)
n

.

This parameter gives the maximum asymptotic rate possible for a code given a fixed field size

and a fixed relative minimum distance. A very well-known lower bound is the (asymptotic)

Gilbert-Varshamov (GV) bound:

rq(δ) ≥ 1− hq(δ)− o(1),

where

hq(δ) := δ logq(q − 1)− δ logq δ − (1− δ) logq(1− δ).

In a remarkable breakthrough, Tsfasman et al. [TVZ82] constructed algebraic geometry

(AG) codes with a fixed field size q ≥ 49 (when q is a square) which surpassed the GV

bound. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, there is still no explicit construction of binary

codes (linear or non-linear) which surpass or even reach the GV bound. However, random

binary linear codes achieve the GV bound with high probability. It is conjectured that the

GV bound is asymptotically tight for binary codes.

Note that if most of the codewords are far apart but only two codewords are close to

each other, then a decoder which decodes to the nearest neighbor of the received word will

typically perform well despite a possibly poor tradeoff between the rate and the minimum

distance. In particular, the number of errors which the decoder is guaranteed to correct could

be much smaller than the number of errors which the decoder is likely to correct, assuming

the symbols in a codeword are altered independently and at random. Consequently, for

many applications, it is of great interest to determine how well a code typically performs.
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1.2.3 Channels and the Shannon Capacity

Before determining bounds on how well codes can typically perform, we must first

specify a model for how the errors are introduced in the codewords. This model is called the

channel. A discrete channel consists of an input alphabet I and an output alphabet O with

a transition probability matrix

T = (p(y|x))

where p(y|x) denotes the probability of observing output symbol y ∈ O given that input

symbol x ∈ I was sent. A discrete memoryless channel (DMC) is a discrete channel in which

the probabilities p(y|x) do not depend on previous channel input or output symbols. Given

a received word ŷ = (ŷ1, . . . , ŷn) ∈ On, maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding decodes to the

codeword x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ In which maximizes the probability p(ŷ|x) =
n∏
i=1

p(ŷi|xi).

The primary DMC channel in which we will be interested is the Binary Symmetric

Channel (BSC). Given a binary codeword transmitted over a BSC, each bit is flipped with

some probability p. It is easy to show that on the BSC, ML decoding is equivalent to

nearest-neighbor decoding. Note that for field sizes greater than 2, one can easily generalize

to a q-ary symmetric channel in which each symbol is altered with some probability p and

takes one of the other possible symbol values with probability p/(q − 1). The BSC is often

assumed for hard-decision decoders which decide that a bit is either a zero or a one and

provide no additional reliability information. In this chapter, we will be primarily concerned

with hard-decision decoders.

The fundamental limit on how well codes can perform on average over a given DMC

channel was given by Shannon [Sha48] in his noisy channel coding theorem and in its converse.

Shannon called this fundamental limit the capacity of the code. For additional details about

the Shannon capacity, see [CT12]. Before giving the noisy channel coding theorem, we first

introduce some notation. Given a code C and a DMC, let I denote the set of possible inputs
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to the channel and O denote the set of possible outputs of the channel, where C ⊆ In.

Let D : On → C denote a decoding algorithm for C. Suppose a codeword x ∈ C is sent

over a discrete memoryless channel where it may incur errors according to the channel’s

error model. Suppose the vector y ∈ On is received. Then, let Pe(C) denote the maximum

probability of not decoding to the correct codeword. In particular, define

Pe(C) := max
x∈C

Pr(D(y) 6= x).

Shannon’s noisy channel coding theorem for DMC channels can now be stated as follows:

Theorem 9 (Shannon’s Channel Coding Theorem). Let C denote the capacity of a given

DMC channel with input set I and output set O. Then, for every rate R < C, there exists

an infinite sequence of codes {Cn} (Cn ⊆ In) of rate R with a decoding algorithm such that

Pe(Cn) → 0 as n → ∞. Conversely, for any infinite sequence of codes {Cn} (Cn ⊆ In) of

rate R such that R > C, under any decoding algorithm, Pe(Cn)→ 1 as n→∞.

The capacity of quite a few channels can be explicitly computed. In particular, the capacity

of a BSC is given by 1 − h2(p), where h2(x) denotes the binary entropy function, and p is

the probability of error. Similarly, the capacity of the q-ary symmetric channel is 1− hq(p).

1.2.4 Capacity-achieving Codes

Codes for which the properties of Shannon’s Noisy Channel Coding Theorem hold are

called capacity-achieving codes. Shannon’s random-coding proof does not provide a method

for constructing capacity-achieving codes having practical decoding algorithms. However, af-

ter decades of research, two classes of codes with practical decoding algorithms have emerged

which come very close to achieving the capacity of the AWGN channel. The first class of codes

coming close to achieving capacity are called low-density parity check (LDPC) codes and
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were introduced by Gallager [Gal63]. The second class of codes coming close to achieving ca-

pacity are called Turbo codes and were introduced by Berrou, Glavieux, and Thitimajshima

[BGT93].

There are a variety of codes which achieve the capacity of q-ary symmetric channels

(see [Sho04]). One such code dating back to 1966 is the concatenated coding scheme which

Forney [For66] introduced in his dissertation. In essence, concatenated codes encode a word

using one encoder then provide the resulting codeword as the input to a second encoder. We

will return briefly to concatenated codes in Chapter 4.

The analysis of both Turbo codes and LDPC codes are based on the study of graphs of

which there are three major types. Trellis graphs provide the basis for much of the intuition

underlying convolutional codes (including Turbo codes), Tanner graphs provide the basis for

much of the intuition behind LDPC codes, and factor graphs unite Tanner graphs and trellis

graphs under a single theoretical umbrella. In chapter 4, where we will be almost exclusively

interested in LDPC codes, we will focus on Tanner graphs.

1.2.5 Asymptotically Good Codes

As mentioned previously, rate-distance tradeoff analysis and Shannon capacity anal-

ysis give two different types of bounds. In particular, rat-distance tradeoff analysis can

guarantee correction of any pattern of m errors under ML-decoding whenever m is within

a specified bound. In contrast, Shannon capacity analysis does not attempt to bound the

number of errors which a decoder can correct. Instead (for the BSC), Shannon capacity anal-

ysis guarantees that there is a code and a decoding algorithm such that for any codeword,

if errors are introduced independently and at random with some probability p, then as long

as p is below h−1
2 (1− r), where r is the rate of the code, the decoding algorithm can correct

those errors with probability approaching 1 as the length of the code approaches infinity.

Since the probability of correct decoding approaches 1, most error patterns occurring with
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high probability can be corrected, though there could be a few error patterns with a fraction

of errors much smaller than p which the decoder cannot correct.

To contrast rate-distance tradeoff analysis and Shannon capacity analysis, if we as-

sume that the GV bound is indeed asymptotically tight for binary codes, no decoder for

an arbitrarily long rate-1/2 binary code can guarantee correction of an error pattern hav-

ing more than (h−1
2 (1/2)/2)n ≈ 0.055n errors (where n denotes the length of the code).

In contrast, a capacity-achieving, rate-1/2 binary code over the BSC can correct with high

probability an error pattern in which each bit is corrupted independently and at random

with probability h−1
2 (1/2) ≈ 0.110.

Both types of analysis provide valuable information about the performance of a code.

However, in this thesis, we will focus on families of codes with (preferably fast) decoding

algorithms which can correct any pattern of up to αn errors (even as n → ∞), where n

denotes the length of the code, and α > 0 is a constant. Assuming the field size remains

fixed, we will call such codes asymptotically good codes. The first family of asymptotically

good codes with a linear-time decoding algorithm was constructed by Sipser and Spielman

[SS96] from expander graphs. They called such codes “expander codes,” and to the best

of our knowledge, expander codes are the only asymptotically good codes with linear-time

decoding algorithms.

1.3 Organization of Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we survey many explicit

constructions of Ramanujan graphs and non-Ramanujan expander graphs. In Section 2.1.7,

we also introduce a new construction of non-Ramanujan expander graphs based on affine

linear transformations.

In Chapter 3, we present a simple algorithm for approximating the expansion of a
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graph using linear programming techniques. In particular, we compute the set with minimum

edge expansion within a given, fixed set of size at most half the size of the graph. We then

show how to find a set with minimum edge expansion (up to an approximation guarantee)

over all sets with “enough” overlap of a given, fixed set. Though similar results appear in

[AL08], our results were discovered independently, and our analysis attacks the problem from

a different point of view.

In Chapter 4, after briefly describing Tanner graphs, LP decoding, and message-

passing decoding, we summarize the types of results obtained using girth-based analysis.

While girth-based analysis can provide excellent typical-case bounds, we emphasize that

girth-based analysis does not prove that these types of decoding algorithms can correct any

pattern of of up to αn errors, where n denotes the length of the code, α > 0 is fixed, and n

is allowed to go to infinity.

Next, we focus on fast decoding algorithms for expander codes which can guarantee

that any pattern of up to αn errors will be corrected, even as n goes to infinity. The analysis

of these decoding algorithms breaks into two parts: spectral analysis based on the second-

largest eigenvalue of the edge-adjacency matrix of the code’s underlying Tanner graph and

expansion analysis based only on the vertex expansion of the code’s underlying Tanner graph.

After surveying results based on spectral analysis, we provide detailed descriptions

of the algorithms whose analysis is based on vertex expansion, and we give full proofs of

the guarantees for these algorithms. None of these guarantees allow vertex expansion less

than 1/2. However, our new result in Section 4.4.2 shows that it is possible to produce

asymptotically good families of codes with linear-time decoding complexity even when the

vertex expansion is significantly smaller than 1/2. We present the details of our decoding

algorithm and a full proof of our results. We also note that our decoding algorithm can

correct approximately double the fraction of errors corrected by the decoding algorithm in

[Vid13]. In Chapter 5, we make some concluding remarks and mention a few open problems.
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Chapter 2

Explicit Expander Constructions

In this chapter, we provide a summary of many of the explicit constructions of ex-

pander graphs up to this point, describe several of these constructions in detail, and give a

new construction of expander graphs using affine linear transformations.

2.1 Margulis-type Constructions

One of the original motivations for finding explicit constructions of expander graphs

was to build superconcentrators. Intuitively, superconcentrators consist of a set of inputs

and a set of outputs with paths in-between such that for any small set of inputs, there are

many disjoint paths to the outputs. For more details about superconcentrators, see [Pip77,

Chu79, AGM87]. Pinsker and Bassalygo [BP73] gave the first definition of expander graphs,

and Pinsker [Pin73] provided a nonconstructive probabilistic argument for obtaining these

graphs with high probability. He then used expander graphs to construct superconcentrators.

The first explicit construction of expander graphs (hence also the first explicit construction

of superconcentrators) was given by Margulis [Mar73] who constructed a bipartite 5-regular

expander graph. A slight modification of Margulis’s construction [Ang79] produced 3-regular
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expander graphs as well. Another explicit construction was given in [Sch80], though that

paper makes no explicit reference to expanders or superconcentrators. Unfortunately, the

arguments in [Mar73, Ang79] were insufficient to verify how good their constructed expanders

were. However, using a construction similar to that in [Mar73] coupled with techniques

from Fourier analysis, Gabber and Galil [GG79] (full journal article in [GG81]) constructed

expander graphs with guaranteed expansion properties. Recently, Linial and London [LL06]

gave (vertex) expansion properties for a Margulis-like construction as well.

A few years later, several new constructions emerged. Tanner [Tan84] followed a differ-

ent approach from that in [Mar73] and constructed expander graphs using finite geometries.

Another way to build expander graphs geometrically was given by Alon [Alo85] (see [Alo86]

for the full journal article version). While Tanner demonstrated that his method could not

be used to construct an infinite family of expander graphs, his graphs had excellent expan-

sion guarantees and were recently used to build codes with good properties [HJ06, BHPJ13].

Even more importantly, Tanner’s paper was one of the first results linking the expansion of

a graph with the second-largest eigenvalue of that graph’s adjacency matrix.

In rapid succession, four other papers [Dod84, AM84, AM85, JM85] also studied

the connection between the second-largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix (or almost

equivalently, the graph Laplacian) and the graph’s expansion properties. Using the corre-

spondence between the expansion of a graph and its second-largest eigenvalue, Alon and

Milman [AM84] and [AM85] introduced many new constructions of expander graphs. In

addition, as described in Chapter 1, Dodziuk [Dod84] as well as Alon and Milman [AM85]

explicitly linked the spectral properties of a graph with the Cheeger inequality [Che70]

from analysis. This correspondence proved to be a major breakthrough in the construction

and analysis of expander graphs. Soon afterwards, Buck [Buc86] explicitly linked good ex-

panders with rapidly mixing random walks, and used techniques exploiting this relationship

to provide a different construction for expander graphs. Jimbo and Maruoka [JM85] (see
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[JM87] for the full journal article) used more elementary techniques from linear algebra and

Fourier analysis to obtain a proof (which is still quite intricate) for the expansion guaran-

tees of their construction. Finally, Alon, Galil, and Milman [AGM87] combined the ideas

in [Tan84, AM84, AM85, JM85] to produce the construction surveyed in [HLW06]. We now

give an overview of some of these constructions and introduce a new construction building

on the analysis presented in [HLW06].

2.1.1 Original Margulis Construction [Mar73]

We will construct a bipartite graph G = (L ∪R,E). Let L = R = Z2
m, and define

T1 =

 1 1

0 1

 , T2 =

 0 −1

1 0

 , e1 =

(
1

0

)
, e2 =

(
0

1

)
.

For any z ∈ L, define the following edges in L × R: (z, z), (z, z + e1), (z, z + e2), (z, T1z),

and (z, T2z).

2.1.2 Angluin Construction [Ang79]

We will construct a bipartite graph G = (L ∪R,E). Let L = R = Z2
m, and define

T1 =

 1 1

0 1

 , T2 =

 0 1

−1 0

 .

For any z ∈ L, define the following edges: (z, z), (z, T1z), and (z, T2z + e1).

2.1.3 Gabber Galil Constructions [GG81]

Construction 1: We will again construct a bipartite graph G = (L∪R,E). Let L = R = Z2
m,

and define
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T1 =

 1 0

1 1

 , T2 =

 1 1

0 1

 .

For any z ∈ L, define the following edges: (z, z), (z, T1z), (z, T1z+e2), (z, T2z), and (z, T2z+

e1).

Construction 2: It is possible to double the expansion factor with the next construction. Let

T1 =

 1 0

2 1

 , T2 =

 1 2

0 1

 .

For any z ∈ Z2
m, define the following edges: (z, z), (z, T1z), (z, T1z + e2), (z, T1z + 2e2),

(z, T2z), (z, T2z + e1), and (z, T2z + 2e1).

2.1.4 Alon Milman Construction [AM84, AM85]

Before proceeding with this next construction, recall the definition of a Cayley graph:

Definition 5. Let G be a group and S ⊆ G (S does not necessarily need to be a subgroup

of G). Then, the Cayley graph C(G,S) has vertex set G and edge set

E = {(u, v) ∈ G×G : u · s = v for some s ∈ S} .

If for each s ∈ S it is also true that s−1 ∈ S, the set S is called symmetric. In this case, the

graph C(G,S) is undirected and |S|-regular. Now, define
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T1 =



0 1 0 · · · 0

0 0 1 · · · 0

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 · · · 1

(−1)n−1 0 0 · · · 0


, T2 =



1 1 0 · · · 0 0

0 1 0 · · · 0 0

...
...

...
...

...

0 0 0 · · · 1 0

(−1)n−1 0 0 · · · 0 1


.

We form an infinite family of Cayley graphs C(Gi, Si) with Gi = SLn(Zi) and Si ={
T1, T

−1
1 , T2, T

−1
2

}
(mod i).

2.1.5 Alon Galil and Milman Construction [AGM87]

Construction 1: We construct the graph G = (V,E). Let V = Z2
m, and define T1 and T2 as

in [GG81]:

T1 =

 1 0

2 1

 , T2 =

 1 2

0 1

 .

For any z ∈ Z2
m, define the following edges: (z, T1z), (z, T1z + e2), (z, T2z), and (z, T2z + e1)

along with their four inverses. This construction gives an 8-regular graph with expansion

factor 8− 5
√

2. (This expansion factor was proved in [JM85].)

Construction 2: Same as above, but add the following edges with their inverses:

(z, T1z + 2e2), (z, T2z + 2e1).

2.1.6 Analyzing the Discrete Margulis Construction

The goal of this section is to show that the undirected graph formed by the construc-

tion in [AGM87] is actually an expander and to provide an expansion guarantee. We closely
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follow the analysis presented in [HLW06] but slightly enlarge on some of the explanations.

Theorem 10 ([JM87, AGM87]). Let {Gn}n∈N be a family of graphs constructed as in section

2.1.5, and let λ(Gi) denote the second-largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of Gi. Then,

for any i ∈ N, λ(Gi) ≤ 5
√

2 ≤ 8.

Note that since 1−λ/d
2

is a lower bound for the expansion ratio ΦE(G) by the Cheeger in-

equality, this theorem implies that {Gn} is a family of expanders.

We will prove a slightly weaker result below. In particular, we will show that λ(Gn) ≤

7.25 < 8. However, Hoory et al. [HLW06] note that using similar analysis to that given

below, it is possible to improve the bound to 5
√

2 ≈ 7.07. To prove the slightly weaker

result, we will use the Rayleigh quotient as is usual in arguments of this type. Let Rn be

the vector space over which we are working. Recall the Courant-Fischer minimax principle

(where λ(G) denotes the second-largest eigenvalue in absolute value of the adjacency matrix

of a graph G):

λ(G) = min
dim (W )=n−1

max
x∈W,x6=0

‖xTAx‖
‖x‖2

.

Since the matrix A is symmetric, the Spectral Theorem guarantees that the eigenvectors of

A are orthogonal and that they form a basis for Rn. Since the vector of all ones, denoted 1,

is an eigenvector of the adjacency matrix, the vectors {1,x1, . . . ,xn−1} form an orthogonal

basis for Rn, where the xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 are eigenvectors of A. Let W ′ denote the subspace

spanned by x1, . . . ,xn−1 (i.e. all vectors y ⊥ 1). If for all y ∈ W ′,

yAyT

‖y‖2
≤ 7.25,

then λ(G) ≤ 7.25 because by the Courant-Fischer minimax principle,

λ(G) = min
dim(W )=n−1

max
y∈W,y 6=0

yAyT

‖y‖2
≤ max

y∈W ′
yAyT

‖y‖2
≤ 7.25.
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Recall that an n-dimensional real vector space can be represented as a collection of functions

f : [n] → R where [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. Using this representation of our vector space, we

wish to show that for any such function f where
∑

x f(x) = 0 (i.e. f ⊥ 1),

2
∑

(x,y)∈E
f(x)f(y)∑

x f(x)2
≤ 7.25. (2.1)

Remark 2. The multiple of 2 results from the fact that the adjacency matrix contains an

entry for the edge from vertex x to vertex y as well as an entry from the edge from vertex y

to vertex x. Note that in the case of self-loops, the left-hand side of (2.1) provides an upper

bound for the Rayleigh quotient, not the exact Rayleigh quotient.

Consequently, proving the theorem reduces to showing that

∑
(x,y)∈E

f(x)f(y) ≤ 3.625
∑
x

f(x)2.

As one can obtain all the edges by applying only forward transformations, showing (2.1) is

equivalent to showing

∑
z∈Z/nZ×Z/nZ

f(z)[f(T1z) + f(T1z + e1) + f(T2z) + f(T2z + e2)] ≤ 3.625
∑
z

f(z)2. (2.2)

We are now ready to leverage tools from discrete Fourier analysis.

Definition 6. Let H be a group and F a field. A characteristic function is a homomorphism

χ : H → F× (i.e. χ(ab) = χ(a)χ(b)).

For the construction in Section 2.1.5, H = Z/nZ× Z/nZ, and F = C.

Definition 7. Let ω denote the primitive root of unity e2πi/n. Define χa : Z/nZ×Z/nZ→ C

by χa(z) = ω<a,z>.
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Definition 8. Let f : H → C be a function (not necessarily a homomorphism) from the

group H to C. The discrete Fourier transform of f is given by f̂(x) =< f, χx >, where

< f, g >=
∑
x∈H

f(x)g(x) denotes the complex inner product.

It is a well-known result that if H is a finite abelian group, the characteristic functions

{χa}a∈H form an orthonormal basis for the vector space F of all functions f : H → C. So,

for any f ∈ F , the function f =
∑
y∈H

f̂(y)χy. We now list some properties of discrete Fourier

transforms which we will soon need:

• Property 1: The inverse Fourier transform is given by f(a) = 1
n2

∑
b∈H

f̂(b)ω−<a,b>.

• Property 2:
∑
b∈H

f(b) = 0 if and only if f̂(0) = 0.

• Property 3: 〈f, g〉 = 1
n2

〈
f̂ , ĝ
〉
.

• Property 4 (Parseval’s Identity):
∑
b∈H
|f(b)|2 = 1

n2

∑
b∈H
|f̂(b)|2.

• Property 5 (Shift Property): If g(x) = f(Ax+ b), then ĝ(x) = ω−<A
−1b,x>f̂((A−1)Tx).

Note that because f(x) is a real-valued function, we can re-write (2.2) as

〈f(z), f(T1z) + f(T1z + e1) + f(T2z) + f(T2z + e2)〉 ≤ 3.625
∑
z

f(z)2

which, after applying Property 3, the Shift Property, and Parseval’s Identity, becomes

1

n2

∣∣∣〈f̂(z), f̂((T−1
1 )T z) + ω−<T

−1
1 e1,z>f̂((T−1

1 )T z) + f̂((T−1
2 )T z) + ω−<T

−1
2 e2,z>f̂((T−1

2 )T z)
〉∣∣∣

(2.3)

≤ 3.625
1

n2

∑
z

|f̂(z)|2.

Note that

T−1
1 =

 1 n− 2

0 1

 ≡
 1 −2

0 1

 mod n
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and

T−1
2 =

 1 0

n− 2 1

 ≡
 1 0

−2 1

 mod n.

So, T−1
1 e1 = e1, T−1

2 e2 = e2, (T−1
1 )T = T−1

2 , and (T−1
2 )T = T−1

1 . Combining these facts and

canceling the 1/n2 terms, we see that (2.3) is equivalent to

∣∣∣〈f̂(z), f̂(T−1
2 z)(1 + ω−z1) + f̂(T−1

1 z)(1 + ω−z2)
〉∣∣∣ ≤ 3.625

∑
z

|f̂(z)|2. (2.4)

As an aside, using Cauchy-Schwarz and the triangle inequality gives

∣∣∣〈f̂(z), f̂(T−1
2 z)(1 + ω−z1) + f̂(T−1

1 z)(1 + ω−z2)
〉∣∣∣ ≤

‖f̂‖2‖f̂‖2(|1|+ |ω−z1 |+ |1|+ |ω−z2|) = 4
∑
z

|f̂(z)|2

which is not sufficient. We must show that λ(Gn) < 8 not that λ(Gn) ≤ 8. Otherwise, we

cannot conclusively state that this family of graphs is a family of expanders. Coming back

to the argument, (2.4) gives the following form of the original theorem:

Theorem 11 ([HLW06]). For every F : Z/nZ× Z/nZ→ C with F ((0, 0)) = 0,

∑
z∈Z/nZ×Z/nZ

F (z)
(
F (T−1

2 z)(1 + ω−z1) + F (T−1
1 z)(1 + ω−z2)

)
≤ 3.625

∑
z

|F (z)|2.

Next, still following [HLW06], define G : Z/nZ × Z/nZ → R by G := |F |. Moreover, note

that |1 + ω−t| = 2| cos(πt/n)|. This identity follows since

|1 + ω−t| =
√

(1 + cos(−2πt/n))2 + sin(−2πt/n)2.
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(Recall that ωt = cos(2πt/n) + i sin(2πt/n).) Then,

(1 + cos(−2πt/n))2 + sin2(−2πt/n) = 2 + 2 cos(−2πt/n)

= 4

(
1 + cos(2πt/n)

2

)
= 4 cos2(πt/n).

So, |1 + ω−t| = 2| cos(πt/n)|. Now, using the triangle inequality,

Theorem 12 ([HLW06]). For every non-negative function G : Z/nZ × Z/nZ → R where

G(0, 0) = 0,

∑
z∈Z/nZ×Z/nZ

2G(z)
(
G(T−1

2 z)| cos(πz1/n)|) +G(T−1
1 z)| cos(πz2/n)|

)
≤ 3.625

∑
z

|G(z)|2. (2.5)

As noted previously, by using Cauchy-Schwarz and the triangle inequality, one cannot con-

clude that this family of graphs is a family of expanders. So, we must use a more flexible

tool.

Lemma 13 (Young’s Inequality). For any non-negative a, b, γ,

2ab ≤ γa2 + γ−1b2.

Proof. The proof is simply a consequence of the fact that (γa+ γ−1b)2 ≥ 0.

Note that by setting γ = 1, we are back to the triangle inequality which was almost enough

to show that the graph was an expander. So, it is reasonable to expect that the ultimate

value of γ will be fairly close to 1 as well. Applying Young’s inequality to (2.5) gives the

following theorem (where the subscript on γ emphasizes that different values for γ are chosen

depending on the value of z):
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Theorem 14 ([HLW06]). For any G : Z2
n → R such that G(0, 0) = 0,

∑
z

| cos(πz1/n)|(γzG(z)2 + γ−1
z G(T−1

2 z)2) + | cos(πz1/n)|(γzG(z)2 + γ−1
z G(T−1

1 z)2)

≤ 3.625
∑
z

G(z)2

To better keep track of the γz terms, given a partial order on Z2
n, one can introduce the

following function γ(x, y), where x, y ∈ Z2
n:

γ(x, y) =


ε if x > y

ε−1 if x < y

1 otherwise

(2.6)

where ε corresponds to the γ in Young’s inequality. Now, Theorem 14 can be re-written as

Theorem 15 ([HLW06]). For any G : Z2
n → R such that G(0, 0) = 0,

∑
z

| cos(πz1/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

2 z)G(z)2 + γ(T−1
2 z, z)G(T−1

2 z)2
)

+

| cos(πz2/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

1 z)G(z)2 + γ(T−1
1 z, z)

)
G(T−1

1 z)2 ≤ 3.625
∑
z

G(z)2.

Since T−1
1 and T−1

2 simply permute the elements in Z/nZ×Z/nZ, we can replace T−1
2 z and

T−1
1 z by z in the second and fourth terms in the sum respectively (simultaneously replacing

z with T2z and T1z respectively in the second and fourth terms in the sum). We then obtain

the following form of the inequality:
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Theorem 16 ([HLW06]). For any nonzero G : Z2
n → R such that G(0, 0) = 0,

∑
z

G(z)2(| cos(πz1/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

2 z) + γ(z, T2z)
)

+

| cos(πz2/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

1 z) + γ(z, T1z)
)
) ≤ 3.625

∑
z

G(z)2.

Cancelling the non-zero
∑
z

G(z)2 terms gives

(| cos(πz1/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

2 z) + γ(z, T2z)
)

+

| cos(πz2/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

1 z) + γ(z, T1z)
)
) ≤ 3.625. (2.7)

Next, define a partial order on Z2
n. Since a partial order on the elements of Z2

n follows

naturally from a partial order on Zn, first define a partial order on Zn. Also, due to the

symmetry of the function | cos(πz1/n)| + | cos(πz2/n)| about the origin, choose the repre-

sentatives in Zn from the interval [−n/2, n/2). Attempting to define a partial order in the

natural way (i.e. x ≥ y if x− y ≥ 0) fails. In particular, if 8|n, then n
4
≥ −n

8
and −n

8
≥ −n

4
;

however, n
4
6≥ −n

4
since n

4
+ n

4
≡ −n

2
< 0, which violates transitivity. To avoid this problem,

define a partial order on the given interval as follows: x < y if and only if |x| < |y| and x = y

if and only if x = y. (So, x ≤ y if and only if |x| < |y| or x = y.) This definition satisfies all

of the properties of a partial order.

Now, define a partial order on Z2
n by letting (z1, z2) > (z′1, z

′
2) if and only if |z1| ≥ |z′1|

and |z2| ≥ |z′2| with the additional restriction that one of the inequalities is strict. This

partial order will allow us to control the coefficients from Young’s inequality. Recall that we

are attempting to compare z with T1z, T2z, T−1
1 z, and T−1

2 z. But T1 and T−1
1 fix z2. Similarly,

T2 and T−1
2 fix z1. So, we need only to make the following comparisons (respectively):

• z vs. T1z: z1 vs. z1 + 2z2
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• z vs. T−1
1 z: z1 vs. z1 − 2z2

• z vs. T2z: z2 vs. z2 + 2z1

• z vs. T−1
2 z: z2 vs. z2 − 2z1,

where z1, z2 ∈ [−n/2, n/2). Without loss of generality, suppose |z1| > |z2|. By symmetry,

suppose z1, z2 ≥ 0. (If z1 ≤ 0, replacing z1 by −z1 still yields the same four comparisons

above.) At this step, impose the additional restriction that z1 + z2 < n/2. Then,

• |z1| < |z1 + 2z2|

– if z1 + 2z2 < n/2.

– if z1 + 2z2 > n/2. Note that z1 + z2 < n/2 implies that z1 + 2z2 − n < −z1. So,

|z1 + 2z2 − n| > |z1|, and consequently |z1| < |z1 + 2z2|.

• |z1| > |z1 − 2z2| since z1 > z2 implies that −z1 < z1 − 2z2.

• |z2| < |z2 + 2z1|

– if z2 + 2z1 < n/2.

– if z1 + 2z2 > n/2. Note that z1 + z2 < n/2 implies that z2 + 2z1 − n < −z1. So,

|z2 + 2z1 − n| > |z2|, and consequently |z2| < |z2 + 2z1|.

• |z2| < |z2 − 2z1|

– if z2 − 2z1 > −n/2. Note that −z2 > −z1 implies that −z2 > z2 − 2z1. So,

|z2| < |z2 − 2z1|.

– if z2 − 2z1 < −n/2. Note that z1 < n/2 implies that z2 < z2 − 2z1 + n. So,

|z2| < |z2 − 2z1|.
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In three cases out of the four, z < Az when A ∈
{
T1, T2, T

−1
2

}
, and z > T−1

1 z. Note that

the reason for the choice of the matrices T1 and T2 is now clear. They were chosen so that

the above properties would hold whenever z1 + z2 < n/2. We now address the case where

|z1| = |z2|. In this case, if z1 + z2 < n/2 then either z1 = z2 or z1 = −z2. If z1 = z2

• |z1| = |z1−2z2| = |z2−2z1|. So, (z, T−1
1 z) and (z, T−1

2 z) are either equal or incomparable

under our partial order.

• |z1| < |z1 + 2z2| and |z2| < |z2 + 2z1|. To see this, note that if z1 + 2z2 < n/2, the

inequality is clear. If not, −z1 > z1 + 2z2− n since z1 + z2 < n/2. So, |z1| < |z1 + 2z2|.

Clearly then, |z2| < |z2 + 2z1| as well. So, z < T1z and z < T2z.

By symmetry, if z1 = −z2

• |z1| = |z1 + 2z2| = |z2 + 2z1|. So, (z, T1z) and (z, T2z) are either equal or incomparable.

• |z1| < |z1 − 2z2| and |z2| < |z2 − 2z1|. To see this, note that if z1 + 2z2 < n/2, the

inequality is clear. If not, −z1 > z1 + 2z2− n since z1 + z2 < n/2. So, |z1| < |z1 + 2z2|.

Clearly then, |z2| < |z2 − 2z1| as well. So, z < T−1
1 z and z < T−1

2 z.

So, assuming z1 + z2 < n/2, equation (2.6) gives the following:

• When |z1| < |z2|

– γ(z, T1z) = γ(z, T2z) = γ(z, T−1
2 z) = ε−1.

– γ(z, T−1
1 z) = ε.

• When |z1| = |z2|

– If z1 = z2

∗ γ(z, T1z) = γ(z, T2z) = ε−1
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∗ γ(z, T−1
1 z) = γ(z, T−1

2 z) = 1

– If z1 = −z2

∗ γ(z, T−1
1 z) = γ(z, T−1

2 z) = ε−1

∗ γ(z, T1z) = γ(z, T2z) = 1.

So, from (2.7) to prove the theorem, it must be shown that

(| cos(πz1/n)|
(
ε−1 + ε−1

)
+ | cos(πz2/n)|

(
ε+ ε−1

)
) ≤ 3.625

when |z1| < |z2|. When |z1| = |z2|, it must be shown that

(| cos(πz1/n)|
(
1 + ε−1

)
+ | cos(πz2/n)|

(
1 + ε−1

)
) ≤ 3.625.

From these inequalities, it is clearly advantageous to let ε > 1 in definition (2.6). In particu-

lar, bounding the cosine terms by 1, choose ε so that 3ε−1 + ε < 3.625 and 2 + 2ε−1 < 3.625.

Note that if ε > 1, then 3/ε + ε > 2 + 2/ε. So when z1 + z2 < n/2, we only need to ensure

that 3ε−1 + ε < 3.625.

Next, consider the case when z1 + z2 ≥ n/2. Letting f(x, y) =
∣∣cos

(
πx
n

)∣∣+ ∣∣cos
(
πy
n

)∣∣,
note that when z1 + z2 ≥ n/2, f(z1, z2) is decreasing and is maximized along the line z1 = z2

when z1 + z2 = n/2. Consequently, f(z1, z2) is maximized at z1 = z2 = π
4
. (By symmetry,

we only consider the first quadrant where z1, z2 ≥ 0.) Bounding each γ term by ε, when

z1 + z2 ≥ n/2 gives:

(| cos(πz1/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

2 z) + γ(z, T2z)
)

+ | cos(πz2/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

1 z) + γ(z, T1z)
)
) ≤
√

2(2ε).

Combining the inequalities for z1 + z2 < n/2 and z1 + z2 ≥ n/2, we must ensure that

for a given choice of ε, it is true that both 2
√

2ε < 3.625 and 3/ε+ε < 3.625. The intersection
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of 2
√

2ε and 3/ε+ ε occurs at
√

3
2
√

2−1
≈ 3.623 < 3.625. So, setting ε =

√
3

2
√

2−1
gives

(| cos(πz1/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

2 z) + γ(z, T2z)
)

+ | cos(πz2/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

1 z) + γ(z, T1z)
)
) < 3.625.

Consequently, the graph construction described in Section 2.1.5 gives an infinite family of

expander graphs.

2.1.7 Improving the Discrete Margulis Construction

We next show that by carefully adding more edges, we can decrease the normalized

spectral gap below 8−5
√

2
8

. We will introduce the following additional edges (several of which

will be multi-edges) from vertex z along with their inverses:

T1z, T1z +

(
3

1

)
, T2z, T2z +

(
1

3

)
.

Note that this construction produces a 16-regular graph.

Theorem 17. For the graph G given by the construction described above, λ(G) < 13.941 <

16, and 1− λ(Gn)/d > 1− 13.941/16.

As noted in the previous section, it is possible to bound the second-largest eigenvalue

of the adjacency matrix of the Margulis 8-regular graph by 5
√

2. Consequently, letting λ

denote the second-largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of the 8-regular graph, 1−λ/d >

1 − 5
√

2
8
≈ 0.116. For the 16-regular graph described above, 1 − 13.941/16 ≈ 0.1287, and

the Cheeger inequality is given by ΦE(G) ≥ 1
2
(1 − λ(G)/d). Consequently, by carefully

introducing additional edges, we have improved the lower bound on the edge expansion. We

now prove Theorem 17.

Proof. Following the reasoning in Section 2.1.6, to prove that our new graph is an expander

graph, we must show that for all functions f with
∑

z f(z) = 0,
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∑
z

f(z)[f(T1z) + f(T1z + e1) + f(T2z) + f(T2z + e2)

+ f(T1z) + f(T1z +

(
3

1

)
) + f(T2z) + f(T2z +

(
1

3

)
)] < 8

∑
z

f(z)2.

Equivalently, using the Shift Property and the fact that |1 +ωa| = 2| cos(πa
n

)|, we must show

that for all non-negative functions G : Z2
n → R

∑
z

2G(z)(G(T−1
2 z)| cos(πz1/n)|) +G(T−1

1 z)| cos(πz2/n)|

+G(T−1
2 z)| cos(π(z1 + z2)/n)|+G(T−1

1 z)| cos(π(z1 + z2)/n)|) < 8
∑
z

G(z)2,

where G = |F |, and F denotes the Fourier transform of f . Next, applying Young’s inequality

as before, the above inequality reduces to showing that for any nonzero G : Z2
n → R such

that G(0, 0) = 0, ∑
z

G(z)2(| cos(πz1/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

2 z) + γ(z, T2z)
)

+

| cos(π(z1 + z2)/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

2 z) + γ(z, T2z)
)

+

| cos(π(z1 + z2)/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

1 z) + γ(z, T1z)
)

+

| cos(πz2/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

1 z) + γ(z, T1z)
)
) < 8

∑
z

G(z)2. (2.8)

Following the same process as in Section 2.1.6 when z1 +z2 < n/2, and bounding each cosine

term by 1, this inequality reduces to showing that

6ε−1 + 2ε < 8 and 4ε−1 + 4 < 8.

Dividing through by 2, we see that these are exactly the same bounds as before. So, the
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improvement in our approximation will come from the analysis when z1 + z2 ≥ n/2. In

this case, after bounding each γ term by ε as before, showing (2.8) reduces to showing that

2(| cos(x)|+ | cos(y)|+ 2| cos(x+ y)|)ε < 8, where we have let x = πz2
n

and y = πz1
n

.

The global maximum of | cos(x)| + | cos(y)| + 2| cos(x + y)| for x + y ≥ π/2 is 9/4

which occurs when x = y = arccos(1/4). So,

2(| cos(x)|+ | cos(y)|+ 2| cos(x+ y)|)ε < 9ε

2
.

As before, for ε > 1, it is the case that 6/ε + 2ε > 4/ε + 4. So, we need only require that

6/ε+ 2ε < 9ε
2

, which is true when ε ≤ 1.549. By setting ε = 1.549, we see that

| cos(πz1/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

2 z) + γ(z, T2z)
)

+ | cos(π(z1 + z2)/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

2 z) + γ(z, T2z)
)

+

| cos(π(z1 + z2)/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

1 z) + γ(z, T1z)
)

+ | cos(πz2/n)|
(
γ(z, T−1

1 z) + γ(z, T1z)
)

< 4.5(1.549) = 6.9705 < 8.

So, λ(Gn) < 13.941, and 1− λ(Gn)/d > 1− 13.941/16 ≈ 0.1287.

2.2 Ramanujan Graphs

The discovery of the relationship between expansion and the second-largest eigenvalue

of the adjacency matrix naturally raised the question of how much expansion the second-

largest eigenvalue could guarantee. As noted in the previous chapter, the Alon-Boppana

bound [Alo86, LPS86] answered this question asymptotically. Margulis [Mar84, Mar88] and

Lubotzky et al. [LPS86, LPS88] independently produced the first explicit constructions of

infinite families of graphs with fixed degree p + 1 (where p > 2 is a prime) which achieved

the Alon-Boppana bound. Mestre [Mes86] also provided a construction of an infinite fam-

ily of Ramanujan graphs with fixed degree p + 1. Since the proof in [LPS88] utilized the
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Ramanujan conjecture, the resulting graphs were called Ramanujan graphs. While cubic Ra-

manujan graphs (p = 2) were mentioned in [LPS88], there had been no explicit construction

of cubic Ramanujan graphs given up to that point. Chiu [Chi92] filled this gap by explicitly

constructing an infinite family of Ramanujan graphs with degree 3. As in [Mar82], all of

these constructions were built from Cayley graphs and motivated several other constructions

of Ramanujan graphs. In particular, Pizer [Piz90] exhibited a different construction which

also produced infinite families of fixed-degree Ramanujan graphs with degree p + 1. His

construction also yielded “almost” Ramanujan graphs for other degrees as well.

All of the constructions of Ramanujan graphs mentioned so far had degree p+ 1 with

p a prime. However, a few years after [LPS88], Morgenstern [Mor94] constructed infinite

families of Ramanujan graphs with fixed degree p`+1 with p a prime and ` ≥ 1. A few years

after Morganstern’s paper, Jordan and Livne [JL97] generalized the construction presented in

[LPS88] and showed that the construction in [LPS88] was a special case of their construction.

Other than these papers, very little progress was made on explicitly constructing in-

finite families of fixed-degree Ramanujan graphs. However, several other constructions of

(infinitely many) finite families of Ramanujan graphs with fixed degree also emerged. In

particular, using abelian groups, Chung [Chu89] and Li [Li92] built infinitely many finite

families of Ramanujan graphs with fixed degree. These Ramanujan graphs allowed for a

greater variety of degrees than p + 1 or even p` + 1 with p a prime. Unfortunately, Klawe

[Kla84] showed that any approach attempting to use abelian groups to construct infinite

families of fixed-degree expander graphs, let alone Ramanujan graphs, was doomed to fail.

Lubotzky and Weiss [LW93] pushed this result slightly farther to show that attempting to use

even “almost” abelian groups was also doomed to failure. Terras et al. [ACP+92, CPT+93]

also constructed infinitely many finite families of fixed-degree Ramanujan graphs, and the

result implying that these graphs actually were Ramanujan was proved by Katz [Kat93].

Using simpler methods, de Reyna [AdR97] constructed p-regular Ramanujan graphs hav-
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ing p2 vertices for any prime p, and later, Chee and Ling [CL02] built on Alon’s geometric

construction in [Alo85] to produce finite families of highly symmetric Ramanujan graphs.

Somewhat recently, Li and Meemark [LM05] gave another alternate construction of infinitely

many finite families of fixed-degree Ramanujan graphs. While interesting, none of these con-

structions contributed to the problem of finding infinite families of fixed-degree Ramanujan

graphs for degrees other than p+ 1 or p` + 1.

Lubotzky [Lub94] conjectured that there are infinite families of fixed-degree Ramanu-

jan graphs for every degree d ≥ 3. However, despite many years of intense research activity,

the only explicit constructions of infinite families of Ramanujan graphs with fixed degree

have had degree p` + 1 for prime p and ` ≥ 1. Very recently, Marcus et al. [MSS13] (see

[MSS15] for the full journal article) expanded on the techniques used to construct “almost”

Ramanujan graphs in Bilu and Linial [BL04] (see [BL06] for the full journal article) to prove

Lubotzky’s conjecture in the bipartite case. In particular, they showed that there exist infi-

nite families of fixed-degree bipartite Ramanujan graphs for every degree d ≥ 3. Following a

generalization of the definition of Ramanujan graphs for (c, d)-biregular bipartite graphs in

[FL96], they also showed that there exist bipartite (c, d)-biregular Ramanujan graphs for ev-

ery c, d ≥ 3. In a follow-up work [MSS15], the same authors showed that there exist infinite

families of fixed-degree bipartite Ramanujan graphs for every degree d ≥ 3 and also every

possible number of vertices. This breakthrough result has stimulated intense research effort

toward finding explicit constructions of Ramanujan graphs. In [CV15], Chandrasekaran and

Velingker took steps toward explicitly constructing d-regular Ramanujan graphs using k-lifts

for k = 2, 3; however, their result does not yield infinite families of Ramanujan graphs. Find-

ing alternate constructions of infinite families of fixed-degree bipartite Ramanujan graphs

remains a very active area of research. We now briefly describe the classic construction in

[LPS88].

Theorem 18 ([LPS88]). For every pair of primes p, q congruent to 1 mod 4 such that p
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is a quadratic residue mod q, there is a (p + 1)-regular Cayley graph of PSL(2,Z/qZ) with

q(q2 − 1)/2 vertices such that the second-largest eigenvalue of the graph is at most 2
√
p.

Moreover, this graph can be constructed in polynomial time. By varying q, we can construct

an infinite family of Ramanujan graphs.

We now briefly describe the construction of Theorem 18. First, take u ∈ Z such that

u2 ≡ −1 mod q. By a well-known theorem of Jacobi, there are 8(p + 1) solutions (a, b, c, d)

such that a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = p. There are p+ 1 solutions with a > 0 and b, c, d even. Each

such solution corresponds to the matrix

 a+ ub c+ ud

−c+ ud a− ub

 ∈ PGL2(Z/qZ).

Let S be the set of these matrices, and let G be the group of all matrices in PGL2(Z/qZ)

(where we identify two matrices which are constant multiples of each other). The Cayley

graph C(G,S) is a (p+1)-regular Ramanujan graph. By varying p and q, we obtain an infinite

family of Ramanujan graphs. The proof that this construction yields an infinite family of

Ramanujan graphs is quite technical, and we refer the interested reader to [DSV03].

2.3 Zig-zag Product and Other Constructions

In a different direction, around the same time that the relationships between eigen-

values and expansion were being explored, Karp et al. [KPS85] showed that expander graphs

held great promise for derandomization. Sipser [Sip86] took another step in this direction and

was the first to use highly expanding multigraphs in derandomization. While he conjectured

that the expander graphs necessary for derandomization existed, no explicit construction up

to that time (including the Ramanujan graphs in [LPS86]) satisfied Sipser’s requirements.

It was not long, however, before Ajtai et al. [AKS87] gave an explicit construction satisfying
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these requirements, and a few years later, Cohen et al. [CW89] improved this construction.

Around the same time, Ajtai [Ajt87] introduced the first purely combinatorial construction

of expander graphs with his construction of 3-regular expander graphs (see [Ajt94] for the

full journal article). A few years later, several different combinatorial constructions with de-

randomization as the primary motivation appeared in [Zuc90, Zuc91] (see [Zuc96] for the full

journal article). Wigderson and Zuckerman improved these constructions in [WZ93, WZ99]

and explicitly pointed out that these constructions surpassed the eigenvalue bound given in

[Kah92] (see [Kah95] for the full journal article). The next major combinatorial construction

came with the introduction of the brand new zig-zag graph product in [RVW00, RVW02].

While this construction did not obtain as good of an eigenvalue bound as the Ramanujan

graphs of [LPS88], it provided a new, entirely combinatorial method to construct infinite

families of constant-degree expander graphs. Note that another proof of the properties of

the zig-zag product was given by Reingold et al. in [RTV05], and in [RTV06] the same

authors allude to an even simpler proof. Alon et al. [ASS08] presented another construction

which directly analyzes the replacement product from which the zig-zag product was built.

Soon after [RVW00], Alon et al. [ALW01] derived a correspondence between the

zig-zag product and the semi-direct product from group theory. Building on this correspon-

dence, several new constructions merging group theoretic techniques with the zig-zag prod-

uct appeared [MW02, MW04, RSW04, RSW06]. In particular, Meshulam and Wigderson

[MW02, MW04] combined the zig-zag product and semi-direct product to construct infinite

families of almost constant-degree families of expanders. Soon afterwards, Rozenman et al.

[RSW04] showed that given an appropriate base graph, the semi-direct product version of

the zig-zag product in [ALW01] could be used to yield infinite families of constant-degree

expanders. The construction of Kassabov [Kas05b, Kas07] which produced bounded-degree

Cayley expander graphs from Ad provided a base graph allowing Rozenman et al. to com-

plete their construction [RSW06]. Kassabov [Kas05a] also constructed Cayley expander
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graphs from SLn(pm) where p is a prime, n ≥ 3, and m ≥ 1. In an unpublished result,

Lubotzky obtained a similar result in the case when n = 2. For a summary of these results,

see [KLN06]. Building on the work in [AC02], Capalbo et al. [CRVW02] refined the ideas

from their earlier zig-zag product to construct lossless expander graphs with excellent vertex

expansion. This result was a major breakthrough far surpassing Kahale’s eigenvalue bound

in [Kah95].

In the highly unbalanced bipartite graph setting in which |R| << |L|, it is well known

that random constructions can with high probability produce highly unbalanced expander

graphs with good parameters.

Proposition 19. For any ε > 0, a random c-left regular bipartite graph G = (L ∪ R,E)

(where |L| = n and |R| = m) with c = O
(

log(n/K)
ε

)
and m = O

(
cK
ε

)
satisfies the following

property with high probability: For any S ⊆ L with |S| ≤ K, |N(S)| ≥ (1− ε)c|S|.

For a simple proof of this proposition, see [Ber09]. In contrast, Ta-Shma, Umans, and

Zuckerman [TSUZ01] (see [TSUZ07] for the full journal article) explicitly constructed highly

unbalanced expander graphs whose properties are given in the following theorem:

Theorem 20 ([TSUZ07]). For any β > 0 and ε > 0, one can explicitly construct an infinite

family of c-left regular bipartite graphs G = (L ∪ R,E) with one of the following two pairs

of parameters (where |L| = n and |R| = m)

1. c = log` n for some ` > 1, and m = 2(k/ε)(1+β)

2. c = (log n)O((log logn)) and m = 2O(k/ε)

such that for any S ⊆ L with |S| < 2k, |N(S)| ≥ (1− ε)c|S|.

Later, by utilizing Parvaresh-Vardy codes, Guruswami and Umans [GUV09] improved the

parameters in [TSUZ07].
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Theorem 21 ([GUV09]). For any β > 0 and ε > 0, one can explicitly construct an infinite

family of c-left regular bipartite graphs G = (L∪R,E) with the following parameters (where

|L| = n and |R| = m)

1. c = O((log n)(logK)/ε)(1+1/β)

2. m ≤ c2 ·K1+β

such that for any S ⊆ L with |S| < K, |N(S)| ≥ (1− ε)c|S|.

Comparing this theorem with Proposition 19, it is clear that there is still some room for

improvement in the highly unbalanced setting. We pause to mention that quantum expander

graphs were also introduced quite recently in [BASTS08].

We now give an overview of the original zig-zag construction in [RVW00, RVW02] as

well as the modified zig-zag construction in [CRVW02] which yields constant-degree lossless

bipartite expander graphs. For the expander codes of Chapter 4, we are primarily interested

in the “slightly unbalanced” setting in which the number of vertices on the right-hand side of

the graph is a constant fraction of the number of vertices on the left-hand side of the graph.

2.3.1 Zig-zag Product Construction

With their original zig-zag construction, Reingold et al. [RVW00, RVW02] con-

structed infinite families of d-regular expander graphs with λ(G)/d < 1. In particular,

Reingold et al. [RVW02] proved the following for d-regular graphs:

Theorem 22 ([RVW02]). One can explicitly construct infinite families of expander graphs

{Gi} such that λ(Gi) = O(1/d1/3).

(Recall that for an infinite family {Gi} of Ramanujan graphs, λ(Gi) = O(1/d1/2).) By

modifying the original zig-zag construction in [RVW00], Capalbo et al. [CRVW02] explicitly

constructed lossless c-left regular bipartite graphs.
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Theorem 23 ([CRVW02]). For any ε > 0 and m ≤ n, one can explicitly construct a c-left

regular (c, γ, 1−ε) bipartite vertex expander graph G = (L∪R,E) with |L| = n and |R| = m,

where c = Θ
(

log(n/m)
ε

)
and γ = Θ

(
εm
cn

)
.

For example, one can explicitly construct a (c, γ, α) expander graph with α = 1/2,

m = n/8, c = 64, γ = 2−30. As we will see in Chapter 4, such a graph corresponds to a binary

code with rate at least 7/8. It is an interesting question whether or not the construction in

[CRVW02] can be modified to construct (c, d)-regular bipartite graphs in addition to c-left

regular bipartite graphs.

2.3.1.1 Replacement Product

We now explore the constructions in [RVW00] and [CRVW02] in more detail, begin-

ning with the replacement product. Following the notation in [HLW06], we say that a regular

graph G is an (n, d, α) graph if n is the number of vertices, d is the degree, and λ(G)/d ≤ α,

where λ(G) is the second-largest eigenvalue of A(G). Before describing the zig-zag product,

we must first describe the replacement product G ©r H where G is a (n,m, α) graph, and

H is a (m, d, β) graph. Notice that the degree of G must match the number of vertices in

H. The reason for this requirement will become clear in the description of the construction

which we now provide.

• To obtain the vertices of G ©r H, replace each vertex v in G with a copy of the graph

H (which gives a graph with nm vertices). Denote this copy of H by Hv.

• To obtain the edges of G ©r H, follow the procedure below:

– All edges in each copy of H remain edges in G ©r H.

– Assign each edge adjacent to a given vertex v ∈ V (G) to a vertex in Hv. (It is

now clear why the number of edges in G must match the number of vertices in

H.)
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– Label the vertices of each Hv.

– Let eiv denote the edge assigned to the ith vertex of Hv. Given u, v ∈ V (G) and

i, j ∈ V (H), if eiv and eju correspond to the same edge (denoted by eiu = ejv), then

there is an edge between vertices (u, i) and (v, j) in V (G ©r H).

Notice that G ©r H is an (nm, d + 1) graph since each vertex in a copy of H is associated

with one additional edge. The replacement product is best illustrated by an example. Let

G = Z2
3 with the edges as given in the graph below:

Figure 2.1: Replacement Product: Z2
3

Let H = C4 be the graph given below:

Figure 2.2: Replacement Product: C4

We first replace the vertices in V (G) with copies of H:
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Figure 2.3: Replacement Product: Vertex Replacement

We now assign the edges adjacent to each vertex v ∈ V (G) to the vertices in the copy of H

which replaced vertex v.

Figure 2.4: Replacement Product: Edge Assignment
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We now order the vertices on each copy of H, which induces an ordering to the edges leaving

H.

Figure 2.5: Replacement Product: Vertex Ordering

Next, when eiu = ejv as is the case in the figure above for e4
1 and e2

2, we connect vertex

(u, i) with vertex (v, j) where u and v specify the copy of H (or cloud of vertices) under

consideration, and i and j specify the vertex in that particular cloud/copy of H.
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Figure 2.6: Replacement Product: Final Graph

2.3.1.2 Zig-zag Product

We now describe the construction of the zig-zag product G©z H of an (n,m, α)-graph

G and an (m, d, β)-graph H.

• Begin with G ©r H.

• Include an edge between (u, i) and (v, j) if there is an edge between (u, i) and (u, k) for

some k ∈ H and an edge between (v, j) and (v, `) for some ` ∈ H such that eku = e`v.

• Remove the edges from G ©r H.

We again illustrate this procedure with an example. Consider the replacement graph

given above. Suppose we begin with vertex (5, 3). We first “zig” to the adjacent vertices

(5, 2) and (5, 4) within copy 5 of graph H:
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Figure 2.7: Zig-zag Product: “Zig” Step

We then follow the outgoing edges connected to vertices (5, 2) and (5, 4).
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Figure 2.8: Zig-zag Product: Permutation Step

Finally, we “zag” to the adjacent vertices (4, 3) and (4, 1) within copy 4 of graph H

and adjacent vertices (6, 3) and (6, 1) within copy 6 of graph H. In terms of the definition,

note that there is an edge between (4, 3) and (4, 4). There is also an edge between (5, 2) and

(5, 3). Since e4
4 = e2

5, there is an edge between (4, 3) and (5, 3).
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Figure 2.9: Zig-zag Product: “Zag” Step

We now remove the original edges and show the edges in the new zig-zag product

which run horizontally.

Figure 2.10: Zig-zag Product: Horizontal Edges
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Next, we illustrate the edges in the zig-zag product which run vertically.

Figure 2.11: Zig-zag Product: Vertical Edges

Putting these figures together gives the full zig-zag product graph.
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Figure 2.12: Zig-zag Product: Complete

Note that in this example, G©z H is 22-regular. In general, the zig-zag product of

an (n,m, α) graph with an (m, d, β) graph is d2-regular.

2.3.2 Properties of the Zig-zag Product

Recall that given an m× n matrix

A =



a11 · · · a1n

a21 · · · a2n

...
. . .

...

am1 · · · amn
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and a p× q matrix B, the tensor product/Kronecker product of A and B is defined as

A⊗B =



a11B · · · a1nB

a21B · · · a2nB

...
. . .

...

am1B · · · amnB


.

Define the mn×mn permutation matrix P as follows:

P(u,i),(v,j) =


1 if eiu = ejv

0 otherwise.

Recall that A(G) denotes the adjacency matrix of a graph G, and let In denote the n × n

identity matrix. Letting Z = G©z H,

A(Z) = (In ⊗ A(H))P (In ⊗ A(H))

where In ⊗ A(H) represents the n copies of H in the replacement product. Define MH :=

In ⊗ A(H). To see that the above equality is true, note that

(A(Z))(u,i),(v,j) =
∑
(ω,`)

∑
(w,k)

(MH)(u,i),(ω,`)P(ω,`),(w,k)(MH)(w,k),(v,j)

=
∑
(u,`)

∑
(v,k)

(MH)(u,i),(u,`)P(u,`),(v,k)(MH)(v,k),(v,j).

So, (A(Z))(u,i),(v,j) = 1 if and only if there is an edge between (u, i) and (u, `), e`u = ekv , and

there is an edge between (v, k) and (v, j) for some `, k. From the construction of the zig-zag

product, this is precisely when there is an edge between (u, i) and (v, j) in G©z H.

Recall that a regular graph G is an (n, d, α) graph if n is the number of vertices, d is

the degree, and λ(G)/d ≤ α, where λ(G) is the second-largest eigenvalue of A(G).
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Theorem 24 ([RVW02]). Let G be a (n,m, α) graph and H be a (m, d, β) graph. Then,

G©z H is an (nm, d2, α + β + β2) graph.

We now describe a simple method given in [RVW02] of iterating the zig-zag product

to obtain an infinite family of expander graphs. Given a graph G = (V,E), let G2 denote

the graph defined on the same vertex set V as G with an edge (u, v) ∈ G2 if and only if

there is a path of length 2 between u and v in G. Now, starting with an arbitrary (d4, d, 1/5)

graph H, let G1 = H2. Note that H2 is a (d4, d2, 1/25) graph since A(G2) = A(G)2, and the

eigenvalues of A(G)2 are the squares of the eigenvalues of A(G). For all subsequent iterations

i > 1, let

Gi = G2
i−1©z H.

From Theorem 24, G2 is a (d8, d2, (1/25)2 + (1/5)2 + 1/5) graph. So, since (1/25)2 + (1/5)2 +

1/5 < 2/5, G2 is a (d8, d2, 2/5) graph. Similarly, G3 is a (d12, d2, (2/5)2 +(1/5)2 +1/5) graph.

Since (2/5)2 + (1/5)2 = 1/5, G3 is a (d12, d2, 2/5) graph. By performing further iterations,

it is now clear that for any i ≥ 1, Gi is a (d4i, d2, 2/5) expander graph. By iterating in this

way, Reingold et al. [RVW02] obtained an infinite family of fixed-degree expander graphs.

This construction can be used to compute the neighborhood of a given vertex in

a polynomial number of steps in the size of Gi; however, there is also a more intricate

construction described in [RVW02] which requires only a polylogarithmic number of steps

in the size of Gi to compute the neighborhood of a given vertex. In addition, by using a

slightly more delicate argument, [RVW02] proved the following theorem:

Theorem 25 ([RVW02]). Let G be a (n,m, α) graph and H be a (m, d, β) graph. Then,

G©z H is a (nm, d2, 1
2
(1− β2)α + 1

2

√
(1− β2)2α2 + 4β2) graph.

Note that 1
2
(1− β2)α+ 1

2

√
(1− β2)2α2 + 4β2 ≤ α+ β, so the eigenvalue bound in Theorem

25 improves the eigenvalue bound in Theorem 24.
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2.3.3 Improved Zig-Zag Product [CRVW02]

Recall that one characterization of expansion is that random walks on good expander

graphs mix rapidly. More precisely, the probability distribution on the vertices converges

exponentially quickly to the uniform distribution, and the rate of the convergence depends

on how good of an expander graph we are given. In terms of entropy, we can view this mixing

as an increase in entropy at each step of the random walk, and we can view the expansion

as a measure of how quickly the entropy increases in the graph.

Following this intuition, the zig-zag product given above either increases the entropy

on the uniform random “zig” step or on the uniform random “zag” step. Unfortunately,

entropy is potentially lost at each step which results in an eigenvalue bound of O(D1/3)

which is sub-optimal to the O(D1/2) bound obtained by Ramanujan graphs. To improve

the zig-zag construction, [CRVW02] introduced entropy conductors designed to retain the

lost entropy until the last step. Using these objects, they were able not only to improve the

original zig-zag construction but to far surpass Kahale’s bound [Kah95] on the best possible

vertex expansion guarantee using spectral methods. We next give the formal (somewhat

complicated) definition of the improved zig-zag product in [CRVW02]. In what follows, (n)

denotes the set of all bit strings of length n; and 〈E,C〉 : (n) × (d) → (m) × (b) denotes

the concatenation of the two functions E : (n)× (d) → (m) and C : (n)× (d) → (b). Also,

x1 ◦ x2 denotes the concatenation of x1 and x2.

Definition 9 (Generalized Zig-zag Product). Suppose we are given three functions

• 〈E1, C1〉 : (n1)× (d1)→ (m1)× (b1),

• 〈E2, C2〉 : (n2)× (d2)→ (d1)× (b2),

• E3 : (b1 + b2)× (d3)→ (m3).

Given x1 ∈ (n1), x2 ∈ (n2), r2 ∈ (d2), and r3 ∈ (d3), let
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• 〈E2, C2〉(x2, r2) = 〈r1, z1〉,

• 〈E1, C1〉(x1, r1) = 〈y1, z2〉,

• E3(z1, z2) = y2,

where r1 ∈ (m1), z1 ∈ (b1), y1 ∈ (d1), z2 ∈ (b2), and y2 ∈ (m3). Then, define the zig-zag

product E : (n1 + n2)× (d2 + d3)→ (m1 +m3) as follows:

E(x1 ◦ x2, r2 ◦ r3) = (y1 ◦ y2)

where y1 and y2 are as defined above.

Before illustrating the generalized zig-zag product with an example, we first note

that given a distribution X on (n) and the uniform distribution Ud on (d), a function E :

(n)×(d)→ (m) induces a distribution on (m). Denote this induced distribution by E(X,Ud).

The min-entropy of a distribution X is defined as

H∞(X) := min
a∈Supp(X)

− log(Pr[X = a]) = log(1/( max
a∈Supp(X)

Pr[X = a]))

where Supp(X) denotes the support set of the random variable X. Notice that requiring

H∞(X) ≥ k is equivalent to requiring that Pr[X = a] ≤ 1/2k for each a ∈ Supp(X). So, by

enforcing a min-entropy threshold, we are simultaneously “squeezing” the distribution down

to a uniform distribution. In addition, we are forcing the size of the support set of X to be

at least 2k.

Definition 10 (k-source). A distribution X is a k-source if H∞(X) ≥ k.

Definition 11 (ε-close). Two distributions X and Y are ε-close (in `1 norm) if

1

2

∑
a∈S

|Pr[X = a]− Pr[Y = a]| ≤ ε.
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Definition 12 ((k, ε)-source). A distribution X is a (k, ε)-source if it is ε-close to a k-source.

We now review the types of functions from [CRVW02] which they included in the

zig-zag product. Throughout the following discussion, let N = 2n, M = 2m, K = 2k,

Kmax = 2kmax , and D = 2d. Also, define a bipartite graph G = (L ∪ R,E) whose N left

vertices L are indexed by (n) and whose M right vertices R are indexed by (m). Finally,

recall that Ud denotes the uniform distribution on (d).

Definition 13 (Lossless Conductor). Given a function E : (n) × (d) → (m), a kmax ∈ R+,

and a k-source X (for some 0 ≤ k ≤ kmax), E is a (kmax, ε) lossless conductor if E(X,Ud) is

a (k + d, ε) source.

The definition of a lossless conductor implies that for every subset S ⊆ L with

|S| ≤ Kmax, it holds that |N(S)| ≥ (1 − ε)D|S|. In particular, the condition that X is a

k-source for 0 ≤ k ≤ kmax implies that |S| ≤ Kmax, and the condition that E(X,Ud) is

a (k + d, ε) source implies that |N(S)| ≥ (1 − ε)D|S|. In terms of entropy, this definition

indicates that up to an ε factor, none of the kmax bits of entropy from X or the d bits of

entropy from Ud are lost (hence the name “lossless conductor”).

Definition 14 (Extracting Conductor). Given a function E : (n)×(d)→ (m), an a ∈ [0,m],

and a k-source X over (n) with k ∈ [0,m−a], E is an (ε, a) extracting conductor if E(X,Ud)

is a (k + a, ε) source.

Following previous notation, let A = 2a. In the context of vertex expansion, the

definition of an extracting conductor implies that for S ⊆ L with |S| ≥ K, it holds that

|N(S)| ≥ (1− ε)K ·A. In terms of entropy, at least a bits of entropy are extracted from the

d random bits of entropy available in Ud while the k bits of entropy in X are preserved.

Definition 15 (Permutation Conductor). A function 〈E,C〉 : (n) × (d) → (m) × (b) is an

(ε, a) permutation conductor if E is an (ε, a) extracting conductor and 〈E,C〉 is a permuta-

tion of the elements in (n+ d).
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A permutation conductor simply re-arranges the vertices while maintaining the orig-

inal distribution (and hence the original entropy). However, during the re-arrangement, the

permutation conductor ensures that there are at least k+a bits of entropy in the distribution

on (m) (assuming X is a k-source).

Definition 16 (Buffer Conductor). A function 〈E,C〉 : (n) × (d) → (m) × (b) is a buffer

conductor if E is an (ε, a) extracting conductor and 〈E,C〉 is a (kmax, ε) lossless conductor.

Assuming X is a k-source ( 0 ≤ k ≤ kmax), a buffer conductor is a lossless conductor

which extracts at least k+ a bits of entropy into the distribution on (m) and transfers k+ d

overall bits of entropy to the distribution on (m)× (b).

We are now ready to describe the generalized zig-zag product which produces a lossless

conductor. The goal at each step will be to preserve all of the entropy introduced in both the

“zig” and the “zag” steps. As noted after the definition of lossless conductors, a distribution

with large min-entropy implies that the size of the distribution’s support set is large, and

large sets of neighbors of a given set S (as close to D|S| as possible) are exactly the goal.

The “zig” step (〈E2, C2〉 : (n2) × (d2) → (d1) × (b2) in Definition 9) will be a buffer

conductor. Consequently, all of the entropy initially present in the distribution on (n2) as

well as the new entropy introduced by Ud2 on (d2) will be preserved (up to a 1 − ε factor).

Part of the entropy will be extracted and stored in the distribution on (d1). The rest of the

entropy will be stored in the distribution on (b2).

The intermediate permutation step (〈E1, C1〉 : (n1) × (d1) → (m1) × (b1) in Defini-

tion 9) will preserve the entropy from the previous step since it is simply a permutation

(the underlying distribution has been re-ordered but not altered). Part of this entropy will

be extracted into the distribution on (m1). The rest of the entropy will be stored in the

distribution on (b1).

The “zag” step (E3 : (b1 + b2) × (d3) → (m3) in Definition 9) will be a lossless

conductor. Consequently, it will preserve all the entropy (up to a 1 − ε factor) from the
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distributions on (b1) and (b2) as well as the additional entropy introduced by the distribution

Ud3 on (d3). It will then transfer as much of this entropy as possible to the distribution on

(m3). Note that enough entropy must be extracted into the distributions on (d1) and (m1)

from E2 and E1 respectively in order for E3 to be able to transmit the desired number of bits

of entropy to (m3). This is the reason for requiring that E2 and E1 be extractors. Overall,

the new zig-zag product will be a lossless expander graph. The following theorem formally

states the result which we have just summarized intuitively:

Theorem 26 (Theorem 6.2 in [CRVW02]). Suppose we are given the following functions:

• An (ε, a1) permutation conductor: 〈E1, C1〉 : (n1)× (d1)→ (m1)× (b1)

• An (n2, ε, a2) buffer conductor: 〈E2, C2〉 : (n2)× (d2)→ (d1)× (b2)

• An (m3 − a3, ε) lossless conductor: E3 : (b1 + b2)× (d3)→ (m3).

Moreover, suppose that the parameters satisfy the following relationships:

• a1 ≥ d2 + a3 + (n2 −m3) + log 1/ε

• m3 ≥ d1 + (n1 −m1) + (d2 − a2) + a3 + log 1/ε.

Then, the zig-zag product E : (n1 + n2)× (d2 + d3)→ (m1 + m3) of 〈E1, C1〉, 〈E2, C2〉, and

E3 is a (k′max, 5ε) lossless conductor, where k′max = m1 +m3 − a3 − d2.

Loosely, the two conditions

a1 ≥ d2 + a3 + (n2 −m3) + log 1/ε

and

m3 ≥ d1 + (n1 −m1) + (d2 − a2) + a3 + log 1/ε
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respectively require that (b1) does not have too many bits of entropy to transfer and that

(m3) has enough bits to receive the required number of bits of entropy via the E3 map.

Next, set the parameters as follows (where 0 ≤ t ≤ n):

• a3 = d3 + log(1/ε) +O(1) (which implies that all d3 bits of entropy are transmitted to

(m3) via E3)

• a1 = t+ c · (log(t+ 1) + log(1/ε)

• n2 = c · a1 (for a sufficiently large constant c)

• d2 = log n2 + 2 log(1/ε)

• a2 = d2 − 2 log(1/ε)−O(1)

• b2 = n2 + d2 − d1

• d3 = log(d1 + b2) + log(1/ε) +O(1).

With this selection of parameters, the two conditions of Theorem 26 are satisfied, and E :

(n) × (d) → (m) is a (kmax, ε) lossless conductor for kmax = (n − t) − d − log(1/ε) − O(1),

n = n1 + n2, d = d2 + d3, and m = n− t. In summary, for any ε > 0, this theorem gives an

explicit construction of a D-left regular (γ, α) vertex expander with γ = Ω( εM
N ·D ) such that

when |S| < γn, it holds that |N(S)| > (1− ε)D|S|.

Unlike the previous zig-zag product, this new zig-zag product is not composed it-

eratively. Instead, the (ε, a1) permutation conductor is explicitly constructed from a large

d-regular expander graph for which many explicit constructions (including the original zig-

zag product) are known. The (n2, ε, a2) buffer conductor and (m3−a3, ε) lossless conductors

can be constructed by brute force since they are of constant size for a D-regular graph.

This general zig-zag product is best illustrated by an example. In an attempt to follow

the example for the original zig-zag product as closely as possible, we set n2 = d1 = m3 and
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m1 = n1. Also, we let G1 = Z2
3 (n1 = log2(9), d1 = log2(4)), d3 = log2(2), and G2 = C4

(n2 = 4, d2 = log2(2)). Note that 9 is not in the allowable vertex range, but we allow it here

it for consistency with the previous example. We let b1 = log2(4) and leave b2 unspecified.

The initial graph is represented pictorially as follows:

Figure 2.13: Generalized Zig-zag Product: Initial Graph

First select vertex 5 in G1 and vertex 3 in G2.
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Figure 2.14: Generalized Zig-zag Product: Select Initial Vertex

Next, take a “zig” step on the smaller graph from (5, 3) to (5, 2) using the E2 function and

simultaneously select one of the 2b2 “clumps” of vertices using the C2 function.

• E2 : (d1) × (d2) → (d1): Given by the edge set on the 2d2-regular 2d1-vertex graph

G2 = C4 (denoted by the solid red line in the figure below). E2 must extract at least

a given amount of entropy to the distribution on (d1).

• C2 : (d1) × (d2) → (b2): Given by the edge set from the vertices of G2 = C4 to the

2b2 vertex clusters (the selected edge is denoted by the dashed red line in the figure

below). The remaining entropy in the distributions on (d1) and (d2) is stored in the

distribution on (b2).
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Figure 2.15: Generalized Zig-zag Product: “Zig” Step

We next take a step on the larger graph from (5, 2) to (4, 4) using the E1 function. Using

the C1 function, we simultaneously select one of the 2b1 vertices in the vertex cluster which

we selected during the previous step. Since 〈E1, C1〉 is a permutation, none of the entropy

from the previous step is lost.

• E1 : (n1)× (d1)→ (n1): Given by the edge set on the 2d1-regular 2n1-vertex graph G1

(denoted by the solid blue line in the figure below). E1 must extract at least a fixed

amount of entropy into the distribution on (n1).

• C1 : (n1)×(d1)→ (b1): Given by the edge set from the vertices of G1 to the 2b1 vertices

in the vertex cluster selected during the previous step (the selected edge is denoted

by the dashed blue line in the figure below). The remaining entropy is stored in the

distribution on (b1)
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Figure 2.16: Generalized Zig-zag Product: Permutation Step

Finally, using the E3 function, take a step from the vertex which was chosen in the previous

two steps. In our example, the two possibilities are vertices (4, 2) and (4, 3).

• E3 : (b1 + b2) → (d1): Given by the edge set from the 2b1+b2 left vertices to the 2d1

vertices in a given copy of G2 (the selected edges are denoted by the solid green lines

in the figure below). E3 must transfer all of the entropy in (b1) and (b2) as well as the

d3 additional bits of entropy to the distribution on (d1).
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Figure 2.17: Generalized Zig-zag Product: “Zag” Step

In total, d2 + d3 additional bits of entropy have been introduced to the distribution on

(n1)× (d1) (up to a 1− ε factor), and the expander graph is lossless as desired. Of course, in

this example, we have completely ignored all restrictions in Theorem 26, and we already noted

that we have introduced degrees which are not powers of 2. Nevertheless, at a high level,

this example serves to illustrate the general zig-zag product construction and to provide a

conceptual bridge between the original zig-zag product and the generalized zig-zag product.
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Chapter 3

Computing Edge Expansion

In this chapter, we present a linear-programming formulation which allows us to

compute the set with minimal edge expansion within a given, fixed set of size at most half

the size of the graph. We then show how to find a set with minimal edge expansion (up to an

approximation guarantee) over all sets with “enough” overlap of a given, fixed set. Finally,

we formulate the problem of finding the minimum edge expansion over the whole graph as

a program which is linear except in one constraint.

3.1 Background

3.1.1 Introduction

Given an arbitrary graph G, we define the edge expansion of a subset T ⊆ V (G) to

be e(T ) := |E(T, T )|/|T |, where we recall that E(T, T ) denotes the set of edges from T to

its complement. We say that (T, T ) forms a cut over the set of vertices V , and for notational

convenience, we let e(T, T ) := |E(T, T )|. Also, we recall that the edge expansion ratio ΦE(G)

is defined as the minimum e(T ) over all T ⊆ V (G) with |T | ≤ n
2
.

A fundamental question in algorithmic design is to find a set S ⊆ V (G) with |S| ≤ n/2
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such that e(S) = ΦE(G). Since exactly computing such a set is NP-hard, many researchers

have invested considerable effort in finding good approximations to ΦE(G). In particular,

for very large networks such as web graphs, social networks, neural networks, etc., there

has been a growing interest in approximating ΦE(G) (and related quantities) locally [LS93,

ST04, ACL06, AC07, Chu07].

For any graph G and any T ⊆ V (G), define the local minimal edge expansion ratio

as

Φ̃E(T ) := min
S⊆T

e(S).

In what follows, we are interested in computing Φ̃E(T ) exactly for any fixed subset T of

vertices in any given graph. Since finding ΦE(G) is an NP-hard problem, we might intuitively

expect finding Φ̃E(T ) to be very difficult as well. Surprisingly, this is not the case, and there

is a well-known algorithm presented by Lang and Rao [LR04] which finds Φ̃E(T ) exactly in

polynomial time. Andersen and Lang [AL08] showed that it is also possible to extend the

search for small cuts slightly beyond T for a given T ⊆ V (G). In addition, Goemans [Goe97]

provided an integer programming formulation for finding ΦE(G) itself. In what follows, we

present a unified, independently derived framework for these three results in the context

of a single linear programming formulation which we slightly modify at each step. Using

this framework, we first provide an alternate algorithm and proof that it is possible to find

Φ̃E(T ) in polynomial time. Building on this result, we then show that we can approximate

small cuts which are “close” to the original given set T . We note that the main result in

[AL08] follows from our result in the case of a d-regular graph. Building on these first two

results, we finally provide a formulation for computing the minimal cut over the whole graph

in terms of an optimization problem which is linear in everything except for a single 1-norm

constraint.
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3.1.2 Setup

In what follows, for any integer n, let [n] denote the level set {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let G

be any undirected graph with vertex set [n] and edge set E(G) ⊂ [n] × [n]. Our primary

objective will be to minimize the function

B(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑

(i,j)∈E(G)

|xi − xj|

subject to

A(x) ≤ b,

where A(x) ≤ b denotes a set of linear constraints. The B-function B(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is used

in the formulation of the Cheeger constant in [Chu97, Section 2.5] and is also the 1-norm

analogue of the Dirichlet sum in [Chu97, Section 1.2]. It is also closely related to the Bf

function used in [HLW06] to prove the discrete Cheeger inequality in the d-regular case.

We can convert B into a linear function by introducing a new variable yi,j for each edge

(i, j) ∈ E(G) which gives us the following problem:

min
∑

(i,j)∈E(G)

yi,j

subject to

yi,j ≥ xi − xj, yi,j ≥ −(xi − xj), for each edge (i, j) ∈ E(G),

A(x) ≤ b,

where the variables x1, . . . , xn correspond to the vertices of the graph and the variables yi,j

for (i, j) ∈ E(G) correspond to the edges of the graph. One can see that the solution of this

problem is equal to the minimum value of B(x1, . . . , xn) subject to A(x) ≤ b.
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Lemma 27. Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) be any vector in Rn. Suppose

xt1 ≥ xt2 ≥ · · · ≥ xtn

where {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a permutation of [n]. Let Ti = {t1, t2, . . . , ti} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then

B(x1, . . . , xn) =
n−1∑
i=1

(xti − xti+1
)e(Ti, Ti).

Proof. This proof is motivated by the proof of Lemma 4.13 in [HLW06]. Note that

B(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
∑

(ti,tj)∈E(G)

|xti − xtj | =
∑

(ti,tj)∈E(G)
i<j

j−1∑
k=i

xtk − xtk+1

by telescoping sums. Then,

∑
(ti,tj)∈E(G)

i<j

j−1∑
k=i

xtk − xtk+1
=

n−1∑
i=1

(xti − xti+1
)e(Ti, Ti)

which follows by noting that in the double sum, the term xti − xti+1
appears only for edges

from t` to tm where ` ≤ i < m. But e(Ti, Ti) gives exactly the number of edges from t1, . . . , ti

to ti+1, . . . , tn by definition, so equality holds.

We next describe a method for finding the set with minimal edge expansion within a

given, fixed set of size at most half the size of the graph.

3.2 Searching for Sets Inside a Neighborhood

Given a set T ⊆ V (G), we show that there is a polynomial-time algorithm for finding

Φ̃E(T ). This proof will motivate the main result of this chapter which occurs in the next
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section. Our primary tool is the following optimization problem:

min
x∈Rn

B(x1, . . . , xn)

subject to
n∑
i=1

xi = 1,

xi ≥ 0 for i ∈ T, and xi = 0 for i ∈ T ,

Notice that in this formulation, we restrict ourselves to the set T by only allowing positive

values of xi for i ∈ T .

Theorem 28. For any subset T ⊆ [n], an optimal solution to the above linear programming

problem provides a cut (S, S) with S ⊆ T for which Φ̃E(T ) = e(S).

Note that it follows as an immediate result of this theorem that Φ̃E(T ) can be computed in

polynomial time.

Proof. Let y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) denote an optimal solution to the given linear program, and

define

M := B(y1, . . . , yn).

Order the entries so that yt1 ≥ yt2 ≥ · · · ≥ ytn where {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a permutation of [n].

Let Ti = {t1, t2, . . . , ti} , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, by Lemma 1,

B(y1, y2, . . . , yn) =
n−1∑
i=1

(yti − yti+1
)e(Ti, Ti) =

n−1∑
i=1

i(yti − yti+1
)e(Ti)

since |Ti| = i. For T ( [n], suppose that there are k > 0 non-zero entries in the solution

vector. Also, note that for |T | < n, there is at least one zero entry in the optimal solution

vector by definition of the linear-programming formulation. For T = [n], the optimal solution

is trivially ( 1
n
, · · · , 1

n
) which represents the cut (V (G), ∅) with e(V (G)) = 0.
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We now show that e(Ti) ≥ e(Tk) for all 1 ≤ i < k, proceeding by contradiction.

Suppose

e(Tm) < e(Tk)

for some 1 ≤ m < k. Then, we define a new vector y′ with its entries given by

y′tj =


ytj − ytk +

kytk
m

if 1 ≤ j ≤ m

ytj − ytk if m < j ≤ k

0 otherwise.

Note that y′ satisfies the constraints of our linear program and the order of the entries is

preserved. So, by Lemma 1

B(y′) =
n−1∑
i=1

i(y′ti − y
′
ti+1

)e(Ti)

= M +
kytk
m

me(Tm)− kytke(Tk) = M + kytke(Tm)− kytke(Tk).

But we assumed that e(Tm) < e(Tk) which contradicts the minimality of M . Thus, e(Tm) ≥

e(Tk) for all 1 ≤ m < k.

Using this fact, we show that given an optimal solution vector with k non-zero entries,

there is an optimal solution vector whose ordered entries have the form
{

1
k
, 1
k
, . . . , 1

k
, 0, . . . , 0

}
.

We simultaneously provide an efficient method for transforming any optimal solution of the

given linear program into this form. To begin, re-consider the optimal solution y with ordered

entries {
yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytm , ytm+1 , ytm+2 , . . . , ytk , 0, . . . , 0

}
where

yt1 = · · · = ytm > ytm+1 ≥ ytm+2 ≥ · · · ≥ ytk > 0
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and 1 ≤ m ≤ k. If m = k, we are done. Otherwise, let ε := ytm− ytm+1 . Then, define y′′ such

that

y′′tj =


ytj − ε+ εm

k
if 1 ≤ j ≤ m

ytj + εm
k

if m < j ≤ k

0 otherwise.

Observe that this vector also satisfies the constraints of the linear program and preserves

the original order. So, again using Lemma 1,

B(y′′) =
n−1∑
i=1

i(y′′ti − y
′′
ti+1

)e(Ti) = M − εme(Tm) +
εm

k
ke(Tk)

which is at most M since e(Tk) ≤ e(Tm). Thus, B(y′′) = B(y) since B(y) is minimal. Note

that in y′′,

y′′t1 = y′′t2 = · · · = y′′tm = y′′tm+1

and y′′ is still an optimal solution. By repeating this process until all non-zero terms

are equal, we see that there is an optimal solution whose ordered entries have the form{
1
k
, 1
k
, . . . , 1

k
, 0, . . . , 0

}
. Denoting this optimal solution by y′′′, we have

B(y′′′) =
n−1∑
i=1

i(y′′′ti − y
′′′
ti+1

)e(Ti) =
1

k
ke(Tk) = e(Tk).

Finally, we show that e(Tk) is minimal among all e(S) with S ⊆ T. For any S ⊆ T, consider

the vector yS with the ith entry given by

yiS =


1
|S| if i ∈ S

0 if i ∈ S.

Then, from Lemma 1, B(yS) = e(S). So, since B(y) = e(Tk) is minimal, e(S) ≥ e(Tk) for
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all S ⊆ T, and Tk is given by the set of vertices corresponding to the non-zero entries of

y′′′.

Note that when |T | ≤ n/2, we have located the set S ⊆ T having minimum edge

expansion. Next, we show how to find a set with minimal edge expansion (up to an approx-

imation guarantee) over all sets with “enough” overlap of a given, fixed set of size at most

half the size of the graph.

3.3 Searching for Sets Overlapping a Neighborhood

In the previous section, we searched for an optimal set within a given subset T ⊆ [n].

In this section, we extend the arguments of the previous section to allow us to search for

an optimal set which overlaps a given subset T ⊆ [n]. Define m := |T |, and without loss

of generality, assign the vertices in T to the integer indices in [1,m]. We can partition the

vertex set [n] into two disjoint sets:

[n] = [1,m] ∪ (m,n].

Consider the following optimization problem

min
x∈Rn

B(x1, . . . , xn)

subject to

(a)
∑

1≤i≤m

xi ≥ 1,

(b)
∑

m<i≤n

xi ≤ 0.
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Intuitively, we are “encouraging” vertices to lie in T but are allowing vertices to lie outside

T if they significantly contribute to a decrease in B(x1, . . . , xn). Let B0 denote the opti-

mal value of this optimization problem, which can be computed in polynomial time via a

linear program. We are interested in characterizing the optimal solutions in terms of edge

expansion, that is, how the optimal value B0 is related to e(S) for certain subsets S ⊆ [n].

For any subset S ⊆ [n], let

S1 = S ∩ [1,m], S2 = S ∩ (m,n].

Let δ1, δ2 ∈ R be such that |δ1 − δ2| is minimum subject to

δ1|S1|+ δ2(m− |S1|) ≥ 1 and δ1|S2|+ δ2(n−m− |S2|) ≤ 0.

The feasible region defined by the two given inequalities must not cross the line δ1 = δ2. If

δ1 = δ2 = δ, then 1
m
≤ δ and δ ≤ 0 which gives a contradiction. It is then not difficult to see

that at the optimal solution,

δ1|S1|+ δ2(m− |S1|) = 1, and δ1|S2|+ δ2(n−m− |S2|) = 0.

So, if (n−m)|S1| 6= m|S2|,

δ1 =
n−m− |S2|

(n−m)|S1| −m|S2|
and δ2 =

−|S2|
(n−m)|S1| −m|S2|

. (3.1)

Define xS as follows:

xS[i] =


δ1, i ∈ S,

δ2, i 6∈ S.

Note that xS satisfies conditions (a) and (b) in the linear-programming formulation. If
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|S1|
|S| >

m
n

, then (n − m)|S1| − m|S2| > 0. So, if |S1|
|S| >

m
n

, then δ1 > δ2 (since m < n).

Consequently by Lemma 1,

B(xS) = (δ1 − δ2)|S| · e(S) =
1− m

n
|S1|
|S| −

m
n

e(S), (3.2)

where δ1 and δ2 are given in (3.1). We are now ready to state the theorem.

Theorem 29. Consider any T ⊆ [n] and assign the vertices of T to [1,m] in the above

optimization problem. Then,

1. Any optimal solution gives a subset T ′ ⊆ [n] so that B0 = B(xT ′) and
|T ′1|
|T ′| >

m
n
.

2. For every S ⊆ V (G) with |S1|
|S| >

m
n

, e(T ′) ≤

(
|T ′1|
|T ′|−

m
n

|S1|
|S| −

m
n

)
e(S).

The relationship between the approximation and overlap will become clearer in the next two

corollaries.

Corollary 30. e(T ′) ≤ e(S) for every S ⊆ V (G) with |S1|
|S| ≥

|T ′1|
|T ′| .

Proof. Follows immediately from (ii) in the theorem since, in this case,

(
|T ′1|
|T ′|−

m
n

|S1|
|S| −

m
n

)
· e(S) ≤

e(S).

Corollary 31. Given T ′ and T as in Theorem 29,

1. For any ε > 0, e(T ′) ≤ 1
ε
e(S) for all S ⊆ V (G) satisfying |S1|

|S| ≥
m
n

+ ε
(
|T ′1|
|T ′| −

m
n

)
.

2. For any ε > 0, e(T ′) ≤ 1
ε
e(S) for all S ⊆ V (G) satisfying |S1|

|S| ≥
m
n

+ ε
(
m
n
− |T ′1||T ′|

)
.

It is in this precise sense that for a given T , up to an approximation factor, we can

find a set S for which e(S) is minimum over all sets S having large overlap with T . Note

that ε determines the tightness of the inequalities e(T ′) ≤ 1
ε
e(S) and e(T ′) ≤ 1

ε
e(S). Larger

values of ε imply a tighter inequality. Also, notice that ε and the ratio
|T ′1|
|T ′| govern the amount
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of overlap required between S and T . In particular, large values of ε and
|T ′1|
|T ′| imply large

required overlap between S and T . Small values of ε and
|T ′1|
|T ′| imply small required overlap

between S and T . Given Theorem 29, we now prove the corollary.

Proof. Let  |T ′1|
|T ′| −

m
n

|S1|
|S| −

m
n

 ≤ 1

ε
.

Then,

ε

(
|T ′1|
|T ′|
− m

n

)
≤
(
|S1|
|S|
− m

n

)
,

which can be re-written as

|S1|
|S|
≥ m

n
+ ε

(
|T ′1|
|T ′|
− m

n

)
.

To show (ii), we follow a similar procedure. From (3.1),

B(xS) = (δ1 − δ2)|S| · e(S) =

(
n−m

(n−m)|S1| −m|S2|

)
|S|e(S)

=

(
n−m

n|S1| −m|S|

)
|S|e(S) =

(
n−m

n(m− |S1|)−m(n− |S|)

)
|S|e(S)

=

(
n−m

m|S| − n|S1|

)
|S|e(S) =

 1− m
n

m
n
− |S1|
|S|

 e(S).

Note that

m

n
− |T

′
1|

|T ′|
=

mn−m|T ′| −mn+ n|T ′1|
n(n− |T ′|)

=
|T ′1| − m

n
|T ′|

n− |T ′|
=

|T ′1|
|T ′| −

m
n

n
|T ′| − 1

.

Since
|T ′1|
|T ′| >

m
n

and n
|T ′| > 1, we see that |T

′
1|

|T ′| <
m
n
. So,
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 1− m
n

m
n
− |T ′1||T ′|

 e(T ′) ≤

(
1− m

n
|S1|
|S| −

m
n

)
e(S)

and

e(T ′) ≤

 m
n
− |T ′1||T ′|

|S1|
|S| −

m
n

 e(S).

Now, requiring that  m
n
− |T ′1||T ′|

|S1|
|S| −

m
n

 ≤ 1

ε
,

we see that

ε

(
m

n
− |T

′
1|

|T ′|

)
≤ |S1|
|S|
− m

n
.

So, the condition for the inequality to hold becomes

|S1|
|S|
≥ m

n
+ ε

(
m

n
− |T

′
1|

|T ′|

)

as desired.

Note that in the d-regular case, the main theorem in [AL08] can be written as

Theorem 32 ([AL08]). Given T ⊆ V (G) with |T | := m ≤ n
2
, we can find a subset T̃ ⊆ V (G)

with |T̃ | ≤ n
2

such that

• e(T̃ ) ≤ e(S) ∀ S ⊆ T

• e(T̃ ) ≤ 1
ε
e(S) ∀ S ⊆ V (G) s.t. |S1|

|S| ≥
m
n

+ ε
(
1− m

n

)
.

We now show that Theorem 32 is a corollary of Theorem 29.

Proof. First, it follows immediately from Corollary 30 that e(T̃ ) ≤ e(S) for all S ⊆ T .

Second, if |T ′| ≤ n
2
, it is easy to see that ε

(
|T ′1|
|T ′| −

m
n

)
≤ ε

(
1− m

n

)
. Consequently, in this case,
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(i) in Corollary 31 immediately implies that e(T̃ ) ≤ 1
ε
e(S) for all S ⊆ V (G) such that |S1|

|S| ≥
m
n

+ ε
(
1− m

n

)
.

If |T ′| ≤ n
2
, we must make a slightly more complicated argument. Note that 2m

n
≤ 1

since we are assuming in Theorem 32 that m ≤ n
2
. So, 2m

n
≤ 1 + |T ′1|

|T ′| , which implies that

m
n
− |T ′1||T ′| ≤ 1 − m

n
. Consequently, in this case, by setting T̃ = T ′, part (ii) of Corollary 31

implies that e(T̃ ) ≤ 1
ε
e(S) for all S ⊆ V (G) such that |S1|

|S| ≥
m
n

+ ε
(
1− m

n

)
.

We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 29.

Proof. We first prove (ii). Assume for the moment that (i) holds so that there exists a

T ′ ⊆ [n] with
|T ′1|
|T ′| >

m
n

and B0 = B(xT ′). Then for every S ⊆ V (G),

B(xT ′) ≤ B(xS) (3.3)

since B(xT ′) is optimal. From (3.2), inequality (3.3) is equivalent to

1− m
n
− m

n
γ

|T ′1|
|S| −

m
n

e(T ′) ≤
1− m

n
− m

n
γ

|S1|
|S| −

m
n

e(S). (3.4)

Finally, since
|T ′1|
|T ′| >

m
n
, we can easily manipulate (3.4) to obtain

e(T ′) ≤

 |T ′1|
|T ′| −

m
n

|S1|
|S| −

m
n

 e(S).

We now give the proof of (i). Our strategy will be to show that for the given op-

timization problem, there is an optimal solution vector taking at most two distinct values.

Using this fact, Theorem 29 will follow as an easy consequence of Lemma 1. Suppose we

take an optimal vector x = (x1, . . . , xn) and order the vertices so that xt1 ≥ xt2 ≥ · · · ≥ xtn ,

where {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a permutation of [n]. Moreover, suppose that the elements in x take
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at least three distinct values. Let a > b > c denote the three largest values of x. Then,

define

L1 := {i ∈ [1,m] : xi = a} , L2 := {xi ∈ [1,m] : xi = b} , L3 := [1,m] ∩ (L1 ∪ L2)c

and

R1 := {i ∈ (m,n] : xi = a} , R2 := {i ∈ (m,n] : xi = b} , R3 := (m,n] ∩ (R1 ∪R2)c.

Further, define

∆1 := a− b, ∆2 := b− c, e1 := e(L1 ∪R1), e2 := e(L1 ∪R1 ∪ L2 ∪R2).

Following similar reasoning to the proof of Theorem 28, define a new vector x′ from x by

setting

x′i =


xi + δ′1, i ∈ L1 ∪R1,

xi + ∆1 + δ′1, i ∈ L2 ∪R2,

xi + δ′2, i ∈ L3 ∪R3

where δ′1, δ
′
2 ∈ R and satisfy

δ′1|L1|+ ∆1|L2|+ δ′1|L2|+ δ′2|L3| = 0, δ′1|R1|+ ∆1|R2|+ δ′1|R2|+ δ′2|R3| = 0.

Then, assuming δ′1 + ∆1 + ∆2 ≥ δ′2, we see that x′ still satisfies the constraints to the

optimization problem and preserves the original ordering of the vertices as well. Solving this

system of equations yields

δ′1 =
1

d1

(−∆1|L3||R2|+ ∆1|R3||L2|) , δ′2 =
1

d1

(∆1|R2|(|L1|+ |L2|)−∆1|L2|(|R1|+ |R2|))
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where

d1 := |L3|(|R1|+ |R2|)− |R3|(|L1|+ |L2|),

and for now, we assume that d1 6= 0. Notice that

d1 = |L3|(|R1|+ |R2|)− |R3|(|L1|+ |L2|)

= |L3|(|R1|+ |R2|+ |R3|)− |R3|(|L1|+ |L2|+ |L3|) = |L3|(n−m)− |R3|m.

By Lemma 1,

B(x) = (|L1|+ |R1|)∆1e1 + (|L1|+ |R1|+ |L2|+ |R2|)∆2e2 + C

where C denotes the contribution to B(x) from the elements in {x1, x2, . . . , xn} which do

not take values in {a, b, c} . Moreover,

B(x′) = (|L1|+ |R1|+ |R2|+ |L2|)(∆1 + ∆2 + δ′1 − δ′2)e2 + C. (3.5)

So,

B(x′)−B(x) = (|L1|+ |R1|+ |R2|+ |L2|)(∆1 + δ′1 − δ′2)e2 − (|L1|+ |R1|)∆1e1.

Next, note that

δ′1−δ′2 =
1

d1

(∆1|L2|(|R1|+|R2|+|R3|)−∆1|R2|(|L1|+|L2|+|L3|)) =
∆1

d1

(|L2|(n−m)−|R2|m).

So,

δ′1 − δ′2 = ∆1
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m

.

We now consider the option of subtracting ∆2 from each x ∈ L2 ∪ R2. Similarly to
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before, define a new vector x′′ from x by setting

x′′i =


xi + δ′′1 , i ∈ L1 ∪R1,

xi −∆2 + δ′′2 , i ∈ L2 ∪R2,

xi + δ′′2 , i ∈ L3 ∪R3.

where δ′′1 , δ
′′
2 ∈ R and satisfy

δ′′1 |L1| −∆2|L2|+ δ′′2 |L2|+ δ′′2 |L3| = 0, δ′′1 |R1| −∆2|R2|+ δ′′2 |R2|+ δ′′2 |R3| = 0.

Then, x′′ still satisfies the constraints to the optimization problem and preserves the original

ordering of the vertices if we assume that δ′′1 +∆1 +∆2 ≥ δ′′2 . Solving this system of equations

yields

δ′′1 =
1

d2

(∆2|L2|(|R2|+ |R3|)−∆2|R2|(|L2|+ |L3|)), δ′′2 =
1

d2

(−∆2|L2||R1|+ ∆2|L1||R2|)

where

d2 := |L1|(|R2|+ |R3|)− |R1|(|L2|+ |L3|),

and for now, we assume d2 6= 0. We will return to prove that both d1 and d2 must be non-zero.

Note that d2 = |L1|(|R2| + |R3|)− |R1|(|L2| + |L3|) = |L1|(|R1| + |R2| + |R3|)− |R1|(|L1| +

|L2|+ |L3|) = |L1|(n−m)− |R1|m as well. Now,

B(x′′) = (|L1|+ |R1|)(∆1 + ∆2 + δ′′1 − δ′′2)e1 + C.

and consequently,

B(x′′)−B(x) = (|L1|+ |R1|)(∆2 + δ′′1 − δ′′2)e1 − (|L1|+ |R1|+ |L2|+ |R2|)∆2e2.
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Similarly to the case where we computed δ′1 − δ′2, we have that

δ′′1 − δ′′2 = ∆2
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m

.

We next derive an important identity. Given that d1, d2 6= 0,

(
1 +
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m

)(
1 +
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m

)

= 1 +
|L2|(n−m)2(|L1|+ |L3|) +m2|R2|(|R1|+ |R3|)
(|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m)(|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m)

= 1 +
|L2|(n−m)2(|L1|+ |L3|) +m2|R2|(|R1|+ |R3|)
(|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m)(|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m)

− m|R2|(n−m)(|L1|+ |L3|) +m(n−m)|L2|(|R1|+ |R3|)
(|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m)(|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m)

+
(|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m)2

(|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m)(|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m)

= 1 +
(n−m)2|L2|(m− |L2|) +m2|R2|((n−m)− |R2|)

(|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m)(|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m)

− m|R2|(n−m)(m− |L2|) +m(n−m)|L2|((n−m)− |R2|)
(|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m)(|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m)

+
(|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m)2

(|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m)(|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m)
=

= 1 +
−(n−m)2|L2|2 + 2m(n−m)|L2||R2| −m2|R2|2

(|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m)(|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m)

+
(|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m)2

(|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m)(|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m)

= 1.
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Consequently,

1 +
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m

=
1

1 + |L2|(n−m)−|R2|m
|L1|(n−m)−|R1|m

. (3.6)

We now prove the result. Suppose for sake of contradiction that

B(x′′)−B(x) > 0 and B(x′)−B(x) > 0.

Specifically, suppose that

(|L1|+ |R1|+ |R2|+ |L2|)(∆1 + δ′1 − δ′2)e2 − (|L1|+ |R1|)∆1e1 > 0

and

(|L1|+ |R1|)(∆2 + δ′′1 − δ′′2)e1 − (|L1|+ |R1|+ |L2|+ |R2|)∆2e2 > 0.

Let D := 1 + |L2|(n−m)−|R2|m
|L3|(n−m)−|R3|m . Substituting for δ′1 − δ′2 and δ′′1 − δ′′2 respectively, dividing by

∆1 and ∆2 respectively (which are guaranteed to be nonzero by assumption), and applying

(3.6), we see that the above inequalities are equivalent to the inequalities

(|L1|+ |R1|+ |R2|+ |L2|)De2 − (|L1|+ |R1|)e1 > 0

(|L1|+ |R1|)
1

D
e1 − (|L1|+ |R1|+ |L2|+ |R2|)e2 > 0.

Multiplying the second equation by D and re-writing, we see that this pair of inequalities

reduces to

(|L1|+ |R1|+ |R2|+ |L2|)De2 − (|L1|+ |R1|)e1 > 0

and

(|L1|+ |R1|+ |R2|+ |L2|)De2 − (|L1|+ |R1|)e1 < 0

both of which cannot be satisfied simultaneously. So, we have the desired contradiction. We
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implicitly assumed D > 0, but if D ≤ 0, the first inequality already does not hold, so we

have a contradiction in that case as well. So, either B(x′) ≤ B(x) or B(x′′) ≤ B(x). Since

we assumed x was an optimal solution, either B(x′) = B(x) or B(x′′) = B(x). So, we can

reduce the number of distinct values in the optimal solution by at least one. We can continue

this process until only two values remain.

Recall that we assumed throughout the proof that d1 6= 0, d2 6= 0. We now show

that these assumptions are valid. To begin, suppose for sake of contradiction that d1 =

|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m = 0 and d2 = |L1|(n−m)− |R1|m = 0. Note that

|R1|+ |R2|+ |R3| = |L1|+ |L2|+ |L3|+ n− 2m.

So, from our assumption that |R3| = |L3|(n−m)
m

, we find after algebraic manipulation that

|R1|+ |R2| = (|L1|+ |L2|)
(
n−m
m

)
. However, we also assumed that |R1| = |L1|(n−m)

m
, so we see

that |R2| = |L2|(n−m)
m

as well.

Consequently, in the following system of equations:

δ′1|L1|+ ∆1|L2|+ δ′1|L2|+ δ′2|L3| = 0, δ′1|R1|+ ∆1|R2|+ δ′1|R2|+ δ′2|R3| = 0,

the second equation is entirely redundant. Consequently, we have one free variable. Setting

δ′1 = −∆1

(
1 +
|L2|
|L3|

)
|L3|
m

,

we see that δ′1−δ′2 = −∆1 in which case B(x′)−B(x) = −(|L1|+|R1|)∆1e1 < 0 contradicting

minimality of B(x).

Next, suppose d1 = 0, d2 6= 0. Then, as we have seen, |R1|+ |R2| = (|L1|+ |L2|)
(
n−m
m

)
which implies that (n−m)|L1| −m|R1| = − ((n−m)|L2| −m|R2|) . So, δ′′1 − δ′′2 = −∆2 and

B(x′′) − B(x) = −(|L1| + |R1| + |L2| + |R2|)∆2e2 < 0 which again contradicts minimality
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of B(x). Similarly, when d1 6= 0, d2 = 0, we see that δ′1 − δ′2 = −∆1 which implies that

B(x′)−B(x) < 0. Thus, d1, d2 6= 0.

Recall that we also assumed that δ′1 + ∆1 + ∆2 ≥ δ′2 and δ′′1 + ∆1 + ∆2 ≥ δ′′2 . We now

show that these assumptions are valid. For sake of contradiction, begin by supposing both

δ′1 − δ′2 < −∆1 −∆2 and δ′′1 − δ′′2 < −∆1 −∆2. Note that

δ′1 − δ′2 < −∆1 −∆2 if and only if ∆1

(
1 +
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m

)
< −∆2

and

δ′′1 − δ′′2 < −∆1 −∆2 if and only if ∆2

(
1 +
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m

)
< −∆1.

Observing that 1 + |L2|(n−m)−|R2|m
|L1|(n−m)−|R1|m < 0 if the second inequality holds and applying (3.6) to

the second inequality yields that the given system of inequalities is equivalent to

∆1

(
1 +
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m

)
< −∆2, ∆1

(
1 +
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m

)
> −∆2,

which gives the desired contradiction. Thus, δ′1 − δ′2 ≥ −∆1 −∆2 or δ′′1 − δ′′2 ≥ −∆1 −∆2.

Now, suppose that δ′1 − δ′2 ≥ −∆1 −∆2 and δ′′1 − δ′′2 < −∆1 −∆2. Then,

1 +
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L1|(n−m)− |R1|m

< 0 and (3.6) imply that 1 +
|L2|(n−m)− |R2|m
|L3|(n−m)− |R3|m

< 0.

Multiplying this last inequality by ∆1, we see that ∆1 + δ′1 − δ′2 < 0.

Hence,

B(x′)−B(x) = (|L1|+ |R1|+ |R2|+ |L2|)(∆1 + δ′1 − δ′2)e2 − (|L1|+ |R1|)∆1e1 < 0

which is impossible since we assumed B(x) was optimal. The case where δ′1−δ′2 < −∆1−∆2
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and δ′′1 − δ′′2 ≥ −∆1 − ∆2 is handled similarly. Thus, our assumptions are valid, and we

have established the fact that there is an optimal solution to the given optimization problem

with at most two distinct values. Note that no solution can have only one value. Suppose

for sake of contradiction that there were an optimal solution having the form (α, α, . . . , α).

Then, any solution in this form which satisfies the given constraints must satisfy

mα ≥ 1, (n−m)α ≤ 0

which gives a contradiction. So, there is an optimal solution taking exactly two values, say

δ1, δ2 with δ1 > δ2. Define T ′ to be those vertices corresponding to the entries in the optimal

solution with value δ1. Then, B0 = B(xT ′). Moreover, from (3.1),

δ1 − δ2 =
n−m

n|T ′1| −m|T ′|
.

Thus, since δ1 − δ2 > 0,
|T ′1|
|T ′| >

m
n

proving (i).

Next, we formulate the problem of exactly computing the minimum edge expansion

of a graph.

3.4 Computing Exactly

In this section, we extend our arguments to formulate the problem of finding ΦE(G)

as an optimization problem which is linear except for a single 1-norm constraint. Consider

the following optimization problem:

min
x∈Rn

B(x1, . . . , xn)
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subject to

(i)
n∑
i=1

xi = 1, xi ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

(ii)
n∑
i=1

∣∣xi − 1

n4

∣∣ = 1.

Proposition 33. For any x ∈ Rn satisfying (i) and (ii), define

S =

{
1 ≤ i ≤ n : xi >

1

n4

}
, α =

∑
i∈S

xi.

Then k = |S| ≤ n/2 and α = 1− n−2k
2n4 .

Proof. Define β =
∑

i 6∈S xi. Then (i) and (ii) imply that

α + β = 1,

(
α− k

n4

)
+

(
n− k
n4
− β

)
= 1.

Hence

α = 1− n− 2k

2n4
, β =

n− 2k

2n4
.

Since β ≥ 0, we have k ≤ n/2.

Now, for any nonempty subset T ⊂ [n] of size k ≤ n/2, we define

xT [i] =


1
k

(
1− n−2k

2n4

)
, i ∈ T,

n−2k
(n−k)(2n4)

, i 6∈ T.

Note that xT satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), and

B(xT ) =
1

k

(
1− n− 2k

2(n− k)n3

)
· e(T, T̄ ) =

(
1− n− 2k

2(n− k)n3

)
· e(T ) = e(T )− ε. (3.7)
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Also, since e(T ) is at most the largest vertex degree of G (which is less than n),

0 ≤ ε =
n− 2k

2(n− k)n3
· e(T ) <

1

2n2
. (3.8)

We now show that the set S computed in the previous proposition is optimum.

Theorem 34. Let x be any optimal solution with S being defined as in Proposition 33. Then

ΦE(G) = e(S).

Proof. We follow a similar approach to the proof in the previous section. Suppose x =

(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is an optimal solution vector and {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a permutation of [1, n]

such that xt1 ≥ xt2 ≥ xtk ≥ xtk+1
≥ . . . ≥ xtn . As before, define M := B(x). Notice that

the first k terms in {t1, t2, . . . , tn} are in S since for each element x ∈ S, we have x > 1
n4 . In

contrast, for each element y ∈ S, we have y ≤ 1
n4 . As before, define Ti := {t1, t2, . . . , ti}. We

first wish to show that e(Ti) ≥ e(Tk) for all 1 ≤ i < k. For sake of contradiction, suppose

there is an integer m with 1 ≤ m < k such that e(Tm) < e(Tk). Define ∆ := xtk − 1
n4 , then

define a new vector x′ where

x′tj =


xtj −∆ + k∆

m
if 1 ≤ j ≤ m

xtj −∆ if m < j ≤ k

xtj otherwise.

Since x′ still satisfies the constraints and the original ordering, by Lemma 27,

B(x′) = M +
k∆

m
me(Tm)− k∆e(Tk)

which contradicts the minimality of M since we assumed that e(Tm) < e(Tk). So, e(Ti) ≥

e(Tk) for all 1 ≤ i < k.
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Next, let ε = xt1 − xt2 . Then, define a new vector x′′ such that

x′′tj =


xtj − ε+ ε

k
if j = 1

xtj + ε
k

if 1 < j ≤ k

xtj otherwise.

Note that, again by Lemma 27,

B(x′′) = M − εe(T1) + εe(Tk).

But, since e(T1) ≥ e(Tk), B(x′′) ≤ B(x). So, by optimality, B(x′′) = B(x) and we have

decreased the number of distinct terms in x by at least one. Also, note that
k∑
i=1

x′i = α as

well, and (i) and (ii) are still satisfied in the linear-programming formulation given at the

beginning of this section. Following the same pattern until we reach the k − 1 term, we see

that there is an optimal solution for which xt1 = xt2 = · · · = xtk . Moreover, since
k∑
i=1

xi = α,

it follows that xi = α
k

= 1
k

(
1− n−2k

2n4

)
.

Now, suppose the distinct values among xi, for i > k (i 6∈ S), are δ1, . . . , δm, which

we may assume satisfy

1

n4
> δ1 > · · · > δm ≥ 0

by definition of S. Then, by Lemma 27, there are subsets S1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Sm ⊂ [n] so that

B(x) =

(
1

k

(
1− n− 2k

2n4

)
− δ1

)
e(S, S̄) +

m−1∑
i=1

(δi − δi+1)e(Si, S̄i) = e(S)− δ, (3.9)

where

δ =

(
n− 2k

2n4
+ kδ1

)
· e(S)−

m−1∑
i=1

(δi − δi+1)e(Si, S̄i).
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Note that since e(S) is at most the largest vertex degree of G, we see that e(S) < n. So,

(
n− 2k

2n4
+ kδ1

)
· e(S) <

(
n− 2k

2n4
+

k

n4

)
· n =

1

2n2

and

m−1∑
i=1

(δi − δi+1)e(Si, S̄i) =
m−1∑
i=1

(δi − δi+1) · n
2
· e(Si, S̄i)

n/2

≤
m−1∑
i=1

(δi − δi+1) · n
2
· n

= (δ1 − δm) · n
2

2
<

1

n4
· n

2

2
<

1

2n2
.

It follows that

|δ| < 1

2n2
. (3.10)

Let T ⊂ [n] be any subset with |T | ≤ n/2. By (3.7) and (3.8), we have

B(xT ) = e(T )− ε

where 0 ≤ ε < 1/(2n2). Moreover, the expressions in (3.9) and (3.10) imply that

B(xT ) = B(x)−B(x) + e(T )− ε = B(x) + (δ − ε)− (e(S)− e(T )),

where |δ−ε| < 1/n2. Suppose for sake of contradiction that e(T ) < e(S). Then, by definition,

e(S)− e(T ) =
N

|T | · |S|
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for some integer N ≥ 1. Since |T | and |S| are at most n/2, we see that

e(S)− e(T ) ≥ 1

(n/2)2
=

4

n2
.

Hence e(S)− e(T ) > |δ− ε|, which implies that B(xT ) < B(x). However, this is impossible,

since B(x) is the minimum value. Therefore, for every subset T ⊂ [n] of size at most n/2,

we have e(T ) ≥ e(S), which implies that ΦE(G) = e(S) as desired.
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Chapter 4

Expander Codes

In this chapter, we first introduce codes on graphs. In particular, we discuss LDPC

and GLDPC codes based on Tanner graphs. Next, after giving an overview of linear pro-

gramming and message-passing decoding, we briefly describe girth-based approaches used to

analyze the performance of these decoding algorithms. We also discuss the advantages and

limitations of girth-based analysis. In particular, while girth-based approaches give excellent

results with high probability, they do not provide asymptotically good bounds (i.e. bounds

which guarantee the correction of any pattern of at most αn errors even as n → ∞, where

α > 0 is fixed and n denotes the length of the code). In contrast, arguments based on the

expansion of the underlying graph do give asymptotically good bounds on fast decoding

algorithms. Such arguments either rely on the second-largest eigenvalue of the underlying

adjacency matrix (spectral arguments), or they rely directly on the vertex expansion of the

underlying graph. After providing a synopsis of results obtained using spectral expansion

arguments, we give a detailed summary of results obtained by arguing directly from the

vertex expansion of the underlying graph. While all of these results require vertex expansion

greater than 1/2, we describe our new contribution which gives asymptotically good codes

with fast decoding algorithms even when the vertex expansion is much smaller than 1/2.
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4.1 Background

4.1.1 Tanner Graphs

As mentioned in Chapter 1, one can describe a linear code as the set of solutions to the

linear system Hx = 0, where H = (hij) is called the parity-check matrix. Each row of H gives

a parity check constraint for the code. Gallager [Gal63] provided a graphical representation

of the relationship between the parity check constraints and the variable bits of a codeword

by forming a tree in which paths represented parity checks and nodes represented variable

bits. The nodes lying along a given path denoted the variable nodes associated with a given

parity check equation (see Figure 2.5 in [Gal63]). However, it was Tanner [Tan81] who first

noticed that any binary linear code has a very simple graphical description as a bipartite

graph G = (L ∪ R,E), where L denotes the set of vertices on the left-hand side and R

denotes the set of vertices on the right-hand side. In particular, each row of the parity-check

matrix corresponds to a constraint node in R, and each column of the parity-check matrix

corresponds to a variable node in L. Given i ∈ L and j ∈ R, (i, j) ∈ E if and only if hij = 1.

Alternately, given a bipartite graph G = (L ∪ R,E), we can define a binary linear

code. Given an ordering on the nodes in L, index the individual bits in a vector x ∈ Fn2

by the nodes in L. Denote this indexing by x = (xi)i∈L. In what follows, given a node

k ∈ L∪R, let N(k) denote the neighbors of the node k (not including k itself). We can now

define a binary linear code from the graph G = (L ∪R,E).

C :=

c = (ci)i∈L ∈ Fn2 such that for each j ∈ R,
∑
i∈N(j)

ci = 0 mod 2

 . (4.1)

For example, the [7,4,3] Hamming code can be represented as follows:
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Figure 4.1: Tanner Graph for the [7,4,3] Hamming Code

Codes defined as above for which the number of non-zero entries in the columns and

rows of the parity-check matrix are bounded by constants c and d (respectively) which are

independent of the size of the matrix are called low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes.

It is possible to generalize this graphical approach to codes over any field. Suppose

we are given a d right-regular bipartite graph G = (L ∪ R,E) and an Fq-linear code Cd of

length d (called the inner code). Given a a node j ∈ R and a vector x = (xi)i∈L indexed

by the nodes in L, let x|N(j) denote (xi)i∈N(j). We can now define an Fq-linear Tanner code

T (G,Cd). A vector c = (ci)i∈L ∈ Fnq , where n is the number of vertices in L, is a codeword

of T (G,Cd) if and only if

c|N(j) ∈ Cd for each j ∈ R.

We also call the code T (G,Cd) a generalized LDPC (GLDPC) code. Recall that the parity-

check code is defined as the set of all codewords

Cpc :=

{
c = (ci)i∈[1,d] ∈ Fd2 such that

d∑
i=1

ci = 0 mod 2

}
.

Consequently, in the case of d-right regular bipartite graphs, the codes described in (4.1)
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can alternately be described as Tanner codes T (G,Cd), where Cd is a parity-check code of

length d.

Theorem 35 ([Tan81]). Given a d-right regular graph G = (L ∪ R,E) with |L| = n and

|R| = m, the rate of T (G,Cd) is at least 1− md
n

(1− rd), where rd denotes the rate of Cd. If

G is (c, d)-biregular, then the rate of T (G,Cd) is at least 1− c(1− rd).

Proof. Given a code Cd with rate rd and length d, the dimension of Cd is d · rd. So, Cd is

defined by d− d · rd = d(1− rd) linear equations over Fq. Consequently, T (G,Cd) is defined

by at most md(1 − rd) linear equations over Fq. This implies that T (G,Cd) has dimension

at least n −md(1 − rd) (since n = |L| gives the length of the codewords in T (G,Cd)). So,

the rate of T (G,Cd) is at least

n−md(1− rd)
n

= 1− md

n
(1− rd).

Note that when G is a (c, d)-biregular graph, nc = dm, so the rate of T (G,Cd) is 1−c(1−rd)

in this case.

As an aside, note that using similar arguments, it is possible to show that the rate of T (G,Cd)

is upper bounded by c · r0.

Corollary 36. Let G be a (c, d)-biregular graph, and let Cd be the parity-check code. Then,

the rate of T (G,Cd) is at least 1− c
d
.

Proof. Substitute r0 = 1− 1/d in Theorem 35.

We pause to note that both LDPC codes and GLDPC codes can be defined over

irregular graphs. The use of irregular graphs has been shown to enhance the properties of

LDPC codes [LMSS01]; however, due to the increased difficulty in analyzing such codes,

we will primarily focus on (c, d)-biregular Tanner graphs in this chapter. Also, though we
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do not discuss it further here, GLDPC codes have been used effectively over the AWGN

channel using a simple soft-decision decoder [BPZ99], coming within 0.72dB of the capacity

of the channel. We next describe two general decoding methods which will be relevant in

the discussion that follows.

4.1.2 Linear Programming (LP) Decoding

Using linear programming techniques, Feldman et al. [FWK05] introduced a different

method for decoding a binary linear code over a DMC. Given a code C, the idea is to solve

a linear optimization problem over the convex hull of the codewords, where we now view C

as a subset of Rn instead of a subset of Fn2 . The convex hull of C is given as follows:

conv(C) =

{∑
c∈C

λcc : λc ≥ 0 and
∑
c∈C

λc = 1

}
.

Since the vertices of this convex hull are the codewords in C, and since the optimal solution

of a linear optimization problem over a convex hull is always a vertex of the convex hull, the

solution to a linear optimization problem over conv(C) will always be a codeword.

The objective function can be chosen to ensure that the optimal codeword is the

maximum-likelihood codeword. Let ŷ denote the input to the decoder, and let ŷi denote the

ith bit of ŷ. Similarly, let y denote the output of the decoder, and let yi denote the ith bit

of y. Now, for a code of length n, define the linear program as follows:

min
n∑
i=1

γiyi, (4.2)

subject to

y ∈ conv(C),
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where

γi = log

(
Pr[ŷi|yi = 0]

Pr[ŷi|yi = 1]

)
.

Assuming that Pr[i|i] > Pr[i|j] for i 6= j with i, j ∈ {0, 1}, notice that if ŷi = 1, γi < 0.

If ŷi = 0, γi > 0. Consequently, minimizing (4.2) over conv(C) penalizes the decoder for

flipping bits. The decoder is penalized more for flipping bits whose value is quite certain

than for flipping bits whose value is quite uncertain. Intuitively, it is clear that minimizing

(4.2) over conv(C) is an alternate method for performing ML-decoding.

In the case of the BSC, we can set γi = −1 if ŷi = 1 and γi = 1 if ŷi = 0. Note

that if we minimize over this cost function, each time the decoder flips a value in ŷi, the

decoding cost increases by 1. Consequently, it is not hard to see that the codeword which

minimizes this cost function over conv(C) will be the closest codeword to the received word

in Hamming distance. (Recall that for the BSC, the closest codeword is also the maximum-

likelihood codeword.)

While it is possible to describe conv(C) with a finite number of constraints, the number

of these constraints grows exponentially quickly in the length of the code. Consequently,

Feldman et al. [FWK05] defined a relaxation of an integer programming problem with a

manageable number of fixed-length constraints. Given an LDPC code defined on a bipartite

graph (L ∪ R,E), denote the parity-check code on constraint node j ∈ R by Cj, and define

the code

C :=
{
c = (c1, c2, . . . , cn) ∈ Fn2 such that c|N(j) ∈ Cj for each j ∈ R

}
.

In many cases, the codes on the constraint nodes will be the same, so Cj′ = Cj′′ for j′ 6=

j′′. However, to provide as much flexibility as possible, we allow a different code on each

constraint. Note that the formulation in [FWK05] exclusively considers the parity-check

code, while the formulation we present below generalizes to any binary code. For each
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j ∈ R, let dj denote the degree of node j. To make the notation c|N(j) precise, we need a

bijection

τj : N(j)→ {1, 2, · · · , dj}

for each j ∈ R. For notational convenience, we will drop the subscript j when it is clear

from the context. Then, we can write

c|N(j) = (cτ−1(1), cτ−1(2), . . . , cτ−1(dj)).

For each j ∈ R and each codeword v ∈ Cj, introduce a new variable I(v, j). Consider the

following linear programming problem:

min
n∑
i=1

γiyi

such that for each j ∈ R, ∑
v∈Cj

I(v, j) = 1 (4.3)

and for each j ∈ R and i ∈ N(j),

yi =
∑
v∈Cj

vτ(i)I(v, j) (4.4)

with

I(v, j) ∈ {0, 1} for each j ∈ R and each v ∈ Cj. (4.5)

The constraints in (4.3) and (4.5) imply that I(v, j) = 1 for exactly one codeword v ∈ Cj and

I(v, j) = 0 for all other codewords in Cj. Thus, I(v, j) serves as an indicator variable for the

local codeword selected in Cj. The constraints in (4.4) ensure that yi = vτ(i) for each selected

codeword v ∈ Cj such that j ∈ N(i). Consequently, every yi ∈ {0, 1}, and each feasible
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solution (y1, y2, . . . , yn) is a codeword in C. For an LDPC code defined over a (c, d)-biregular

graph, there are a total of |R|(1 + d + 2d−1) linear constraints and 2d−1|R| + |L| variables.

Consequently, both the number of constraints and number of variables depend only linearly

on the length of the code. Next, we relax the integrality constraints and obtain the linear

program in [FWK05] (in a slightly more general form):

min
n∑
i=1

γiyi

such that for each j ∈ R, ∑
v∈Cj

I(v, j) = 1 (4.6)

and for each j ∈ R and i ∈ N(j),

yi =
∑
v∈Cj

vτ(i)I(v, j) (4.7)

with

0 ≤ I(v, j) ≤ 1 for each j ∈ R and each v ∈ Cj. (4.8)

For example, the bijection for the first constraint node in the [7,4,3] Hamming code

in Figure 4.1 (reproduced below for convenience)
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is given by

τ1 : 1 7→ 1

τ1 : 3 7→ 2

τ1 : 4 7→ 3

τ1 : 7 7→ 4

The bijections for the two other constraint nodes are given similarly. Assume that the word

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) is received over a BSC. Notice that C1 = C2 = C3 = Cpc, where Cpc has length

4. Since Cpc in this case has dimension 3, there are 8 codewords in each local code. Denote

these codewords by v(1), v(2), . . . , v(8). Then, the linear program for the [7,4,3] Hamming code

in Figure 4.1 is given by

min y1 + y2 + y3 + y4 + y5 + y6 − y7

such that

I(v(1), 1) + I(v(2), 1) + · · ·+ I(v(8), 1) = 1

I(v(1), 2) + I(v(2), 2) + · · ·+ I(v(8), 2) = 1

I(v(1), 3) + I(v(2), 3) + · · ·+ I(v(8), 3) = 1

and

y1 = v
(1)
1 I(v(1), 1) + v

(2)
1 I(v(2), 1) + · · ·+ v

(8)
1 I(v(8), 1)

y3 = v
(1)
2 I(v(1), 1) + v

(2)
2 I(v(2), 1) + · · ·+ v

(8)
2 I(v(8), 1)

y4 = v
(1)
3 I(v(1), 1) + v

(2)
3 I(v(2), 1) + · · ·+ v

(8)
3 I(v(8), 1)
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y7 = v
(1)
4 I(v(1), 1) + v

(2)
4 I(v(2), 1) + · · ·+ v

(8)
4 I(v(8), 1)

y1 = v
(1)
1 I(v(1), 2) + v

(2)
1 I(v(2), 2) + · · ·+ v

(8)
1 I(v(8), 2)

y2 = v
(1)
2 I(v(1), 2) + v

(2)
2 I(v(2), 2) + · · ·+ v

(8)
2 I(v(8), 2)

y4 = v
(1)
3 I(v(1), 2) + v

(2)
3 I(v(2), 2) + · · ·+ v

(8)
3 I(v(8), 2)

y6 = v
(1)
4 I(v(1), 2) + v

(2)
4 I(v(2), 2) + · · ·+ v

(8)
4 I(v(8), 2)

y1 = v
(1)
1 I(v(1), 3) + v

(2)
1 I(v(2), 3) + · · ·+ v

(8)
1 I(v(8), 3)

y2 = v
(1)
2 I(v(1), 3) + v

(2)
2 I(v(2), 3) + · · ·+ v

(8)
2 I(v(8), 3)

y3 = v
(1)
3 I(v(1), 3) + v

(2)
3 I(v(2), 3) + · · ·+ v

(8)
3 I(v(8), 3)

y5 = v
(1)
4 I(v(1), 3) + v

(2)
4 I(v(2), 3) + · · ·+ v

(8)
4 I(v(8), 3)

where

0 ≤ I(v, j) ≤ 1 for each j ∈ R and each v ∈ Cj.

Any solver for this linear program gives an LP decoder. However, note that the solu-

tion to the relaxed linear program could have fractional solutions. In particular, constraints

(4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) imply that 0 ≤ yi ≤ 1. If at least one yi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) takes a fractional

value, then the decoder returns “failure.” However, if the solution to the relaxed linear pro-

gram is integral, then the resulting codeword is guaranteed to be the maximum-likelihood

solution. Feldman et al. [FWK05] called this property the “ML Certificate Property” and

proved that the probability of decoding error is independent of the transmitted codeword.
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As mentioned, the formulation given above is slightly more general than the formulation

given in [FWK05] since it can accommodate any binary code on the constraints, not just the

parity-check code.

4.1.3 Message-passing Decoding

Given a DMC, let O denote the set of possible channel outputs (corresponding to

the set of possible inputs to the decoder), and let M denote the set of possible messages

which the variable and check nodes of a Tanner graph can pass to each other. Message-

passing decoders typically assume O ⊆M. In the description that follows, assume that the

underlying Tanner graph is (c, d)-biregular.

We make use of the following diagram in which the node on the left represents a

variable node, and the node on the right represents a check node. This particular diagram

represents a (3, 6)-regular graph, but the concepts generalize to any (c, d)-biregular graph.

Initially, the representative variable node receives message r, and the probability that this

message is in error is p0.

Figure 4.2: Message-passing: Initialization

Typically, in the first step (round 0) of a message-passing decoder, the variable nodes forward

their received values to the neighboring constraint nodes. Denote this step by Φ
(0)
v : O →M.

This stage is represented pictorially in the following figure:
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Figure 4.3: Message-passing: Initial Forwarding

In each subsequent round ` > 0, every constraint node processes the messages received from

the variable nodes and sends the processed messages back to the neighboring variable nodes.

For the message-passing algorithms considered in [RU01], there is an important restriction.

The message sent from constraint node ci to variable node vj cannot depend on the message

sent from node vj to ci in the previous round. Denote the processing at the constraint nodes

of the incoming messages from the variable nodes at round ` by Φ
(`)
c : Md−1 → M. This

stage is represented pictorially below for the first edge from the representative constraint

node. The blue arrows denote messages received at the previous step, and the orange arrows

denote messages sent at the current step. In addition, q` denotes the probability that the

sent message y is in error.

Figure 4.4: Message-passing: Constraint Nodes to Variable Nodes

Similarly, every variable node processes the messages received from the constraint nodes

(as well as the message received initially) and sends the resulting messages back to the

neighboring constraint nodes. Denote the processing of the incoming nodes at round `
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by Φ
(`)
v : O × Mc−1 → M. Following the same color convention as before, this stage is

represented pictorially below for the first edge from the variable node. The probability p`

denotes the probability that the sent message x is in error.

Figure 4.5: Message-passing: Variable Nodes to Constraint Nodes

Density evolution is the process of determining the maximum p0 (threshold probability

of error) so that p` → 0 as `→∞ (preferably, this convergence is quite fast). While we will

consider several thresholds for message passing algorithms, we do not explore this direction

in detail in this chapter.

4.2 Girth-based Analysis

Though Gallager’s thesis did not mention the explicit correspondence between the

parity-check code and the corresponding graph, his arguments implicitly relied on the girth

of the underlying Tanner graph (see, for example, Theorem 2.5 in [Gal63]). The importance

of girth lies in the fact that locally, up to the girth of the graph, the neighborhood of each

vertex is a tree. More precisely, given a vertex v in the graph, let N `
v denote the induced

subgraph of depth ` obtained from all paths of length ` starting from (and including) vertex

v. Given an edge e = (u, v) of the graph, let N `
e := N `

u ∪ N `
v . (Similarly, let N `

~e denote

the induced subgraph from directed paths ~e1, . . . , ~e`, where ~e1 6= ~e.) If ` ≤ girth(G), then

N `
e is a tree. Based on this observation, Gallager’s arguments (and subsequent arguments

based on girth) used a tree-based analysis to obtain bounds on the number of random errors
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the code could correct with high probability over various channels. In particular, Gallager

provided an algorithm for which a rate 1/2 code over a BSC could correct a fraction of

approximately 0.07 errors with high probability. He also introduced a simple hard-decision

decoder but gave no guarantees for how many errors his hard-decision decoder could correct.

The main limitation of his analysis lay in the short cycles of the underlying Tanner graph.

Consequently, he implicitly attempted to find codes whose Tanner graphs had the largest

possible girth. Margulis [Mar82] explicitly constructed Cayley graphs with large girth and

then substituted these graphs into Gallager’s analysis. His results were similar to Gallager’s,

but he achieved lower computational complexity costs for determining entries in the parity-

check matrix.

In addition to introducing Tanner graphs, Tanner [Tan81] provided lower bounds on

the rate and minimum distance of codes on graphs. In addition, he introduced a hard-decision

decoder as well as a soft-decision decoder having parallel computational complexity O(log n).

Unfortunately, as in Gallager’s analysis, Tanner’s analysis was limited by the girth of the

underlying graph. In fact, as in [CNVM10], girth-based analysis generally shows that the

error-correction capabilities grow exponentially in the girth of the graph. However, because

the girth of the graph is only logarithmic, such results do not guarantee the correction of a

constant fraction of errors in the code length. A natural question then is to investigate the

performance of codes with no cycles. Unfortunately, Etzion et al. [ETV99] showed that such

codes have very small minimum distance. In fact, for codes with rate greater than or equal

to 1/2, the minimum distance of codes with cycle-free Tanner graphs can be at most 2. For

rate r < 1/2, the minimum distance of codes with cycle-free Tanner graphs can be at most

2/r.

Instead of selecting a graph with a specified girth, Richardson and Urbanke [RU01]

considered graphs chosen uniformly at random from the set of all (c, d)-biregular graphs. In

this way, they were able to simplify Gallager’s analysis [Gal63] and give an improved bound
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on the fraction of errors that their belief-propagation decoder was likely to correct. The

key tool in their simplification was a proof that on a random graph with a random channel

output, after a fixed number of iterations `, the number of incorrect messages passed during

round ` of a message-passing decoder converges in probability to the average number of

incorrect messages passed during round ` of a message-passing decoder on a cycle-free graph.

Consequently, for a fixed number of iterations `, they were able to perform their analysis

assuming no cycles of length 2`. The errors are assumed to be made uniformly at random.

Theorem 37 (Theorem 2, [RU01]). Suppose the underlying (c, d)-biregular Tanner graph

of an LDPC code is chosen uniformly at random, and suppose the errors are introduced

uniformly at random. Let Z be a random variable which denotes the number of incorrect

variable-to-check node messages passed at iteration ` of a message-passing decoder, and let p

denote the average number of errors passed during iteration ` along a single edge ~e of a graph

for which N 2`
~e is a tree. Then, there exist positive constants β = β(c, d, `) and γ = γ(c, d, `)

such that the following hold:

• Concentration around the expected value: For any ε > 0,

Pr {|Z − E[Z]| > cnε/2} ≤ 2e−βε
2n.

• Convergence to the cycle-free case: For any ε > 0 and n > 2γ
ε

,

|E[Z]− ncp| < cnε/2.

• Concentration around the cycle-free case: For any ε > 0 and n > 2γ
ε

,

Pr {|Z − ncp| > cnε} ≤ 2e−βε
2n.
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Concentration around the expected value guarantees that as n → ∞, the actual

number of error messages passed at round ` of a message-passing decoder converges in

probability to the average number of error messages passed at round `. Convergence to

the cycle-free case guarantees that the average number of incorrect messages passed at a

particular round ` of a message-passing decoder on a randomly chosen graph is close to

the average number of incorrect messages passed at round ` of a message-passing decoder

on a cycle-free graph. Concentration around the cycle-free case guarantees that the actual

number of incorrect messages passed at a particular round ` of a message-passing decoder

on a randomly chosen graph converges in probability to the average number of incorrect

messages passed at iteration ` on a cycle-free graph. Note that in the proof, concentration

around the cycle-free case results from combining concentration around the expected value

and convergence to the cycle-free case.

By performing their analysis on cycle-free graphs for a given number of ` iterations,

then invoking Theorem 37 to show that their cycle-free assumption was asymptotically valid

with high probability, Richardson and Urbanke [RU01] improved on Gallager’s bounds for

various channels. As a particular example, for a rate 1/2 code over the BSC channel, they

showed that their belief-propagation decoder could correct a fraction of 0.084 errors with

high probability. By using a similar analysis over irregular graphs (instead of (c, d)-biregular

graphs), Richardson, Shokrollahi, and Urbanke [RSU01] demonstrated a degree distribution

and decoding algorithm which could correct a fraction of 0.106 errors with high probability.

Note that due to the analysis techniques used, all of these results are asymptotic in the

length of the code.

Recently, Arora et al. [ADS12] used a girth-based analysis for LP decoding to prove

the following theorem:

Theorem 38 (Theorem 1 in [ADS12]). Consider the BSC channel with transition probability

p and an LDPC code of length n defined over a (c, d)-biregular graph with girth Ω(log n). Let
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x ∈ {0, 1}n be the transmitted codeword and y ∈ {0, 1}n be the received word. Suppose c, d,

and p satisfy the following conditions:

• p < 1− 2−
1
d−1

• √p(1− (1− p)d−1)
c−2
2 (1− p)

(d−1)(c−2)
2

+ 1
2 < 1

(d−1)·2c−1 .

Then, for some constant γ > 0, the following two properties hold with probability at least

1− exp(−nγ):

• The codeword x is the unique optimal solution to the LP described in (4.6)-(4.8); and

• A simple message-passing (dynamic programming) algorithm running in time O(n ·

log2 n) can find x and certify that it is the nearest codeword to y.

Recall from Corollary 36 that the rate of an LDPC defined on a (3, 6)-regular graph has rate

at least 1/2. Also, by Theorem 38, if we choose c = 3 and d = 6, we can take p ≤ 0.05.

While this bound is numerically weaker than the bound given by Richardson and

Urbanke [RU01], it assumes a fixed graph with a girth requirement which can be checked

in polynomial time. In contrast, Richardson and Urbanke’s bound assumes a graph chosen

uniformly at random with no requirements made on the graph. Consequently, in this sense,

the bound in Arora et. al [ADS12] is stronger than Richardson and Urbanke’s bound in

[RU01]. We summarize the results discussed so far for a rate-1/2 code over the BSC channel

in the following table, where p denotes the channel error probability:
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Decoding Strategy Error Type Graph Type p

Capacity limit n/a random n/a 0.11

Richardson et al. [RSU01] BP Decoding random random, irregular 0.106

Richardson and Urbanke [RU01] BP Decoding random random, regular 0.084

Gallager [Gal63] BP Decoding random fixed, regular 0.07

Arora et al. [ADS12] LP/Min-Sum Decoding random fixed, regular 0.05

Table 4.1: Errors Corrected w.h.p. by Rate-1/2 Codes Over BSC

Despite the success of girth-based analysis, it leaves several questions unanswered. In

particular, in the presence of cycles, it cannot guarantee the correction of all error patterns

with no more than αn errors (where n denotes the length of the code and α > 0). It can

only guarantee with high probability the correction of errors chosen independently and at

random with probability p, where p is less than a specified threshold. In fact, there could

exist patterns of only a few errors which such analysis cannot guarantee will be corrected.

However, such patterns will occur with very small probability. Moreover, girth-based analysis

is primarily geared toward asymptotic analysis, not finite-length analysis (though the authors

in [RU01] note that the actual convergence is faster than that suggested by the analysis).

To partially address these points, there is a second type of analysis of LDPC codes based

on the expansion of the underlying graph. In particular, expansion-based arguments will be

able to guarantee the correction of a linear fraction of errors in the length of the code in

linear time regardless of the error pattern (though this fraction is typically quite small).
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4.3 Spectral Analysis

4.3.1 Sipser and Spielman [SS96] Decoding

Recall that one of the primary tools used to study the expansion of a graph G is

the graph’s second-largest eigenvalue, λ(G). We will call analysis of expander codes based

on λ(G) the “spectral approach.” By basing the generator matrix of a code on an ex-

pander graph with good spectral properties, Alon et al. [ABN+92] obtained codes with good

minimum distance properties. However, they were unable to produce a polynomial-time

algorithm for the codes which they constructed.

By instead basing the parity-check matrix on graphs with good spectral properties,

Sipser and Spielman [SS94, SS96] provided a simple algorithm which could correct any

pattern of up to αn errors (where n denotes the length of the code and α > 0) in O(n) time

(or O(log n) time on n parallel processors). Spielman [Spi96] also provided a linear-time

encoder for codes whose parity-check matrix was based on a good expander graph; however,

the rate was lower than in [SS96]. As noted before, guaranteeing the correction of up to a

constant fraction of errors in linear time by a code which has fixed rate and is allowed to grow

arbitrarily long has not been accomplished using girth-based arguments alone. We pause to

note that empirically, expander codes with Hamming codes on the constraints perform quite

well over the AWGN channel (coming within 0.47 dB of capacity) [DMT04]; however, we

will not discuss these empirical studies further here.

Though the new result which we present later in this chapter is not based on spectral

arguments, the proof of our result will follow somewhat closely to the spectral arguments

presented in [SS96]. Consequently, we present them in some detail. Given a d-regular graph

G = (V,E), Sipser and Spielman [SS96] placed the codewords on the edges of the graph

and placed the constraints on the vertices. Given an edge e = (u, v) in the graph G, let

N(e) := {u, v}. Similarly, let E(v) := {(u, v) : u ∈ V }. Order the edges. Then, given a
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vector c = (ce)e∈E, define c|E(v) := (ce)e∈E(v). Let Cd be a linear code of length d over Fq. A

vector c = (ce)e∈E in Fnq , where n is the number of edges in E, is a codeword if and only if

c|E(v) ∈ Cd for each v ∈ V. (4.9)

We now describe a generalized bit-flipping strategy for decoding such a code. In the discus-

sion that follows, given a vector w, we will say that constraint vertex v ∈ V is unsatisfied if

w|E(v) /∈ Cd.

Generalized Bit-flipping

Input:

A d-regular graph G = (V,E) with |E| = n.

A binary (d, r0d, δ0d) code Cd with relative minimum distance δ0 and rate r0.

A received word w = (we)e∈E ∈ Fnq .

A constant 0 < θ < 1/3.

τ, τ ′: Constants to be determined.

Initialize:

Set h := θδ0d.

Set z := w.

Repeat logτ (τ
′n) times:

Local decoding: For each v ∈ V , find a codeword c(v) ∈ Cd with

d(z|E(v), c
(v)) ≤ h if it exists.

If z|E(v) = c(v) for each v ∈ V , then output z.

Update: For each e ∈ E, if there is a v ∈ N(e) such that c(v) exists,

set z|E(v) = c(v).

Output “failure.”

Note that the algorithm presented above allows slightly more flexibility than the algorithm
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described in the original paper [SS96] in which θ was set to the fixed constant 1/4. In

addition, the above algorithm extends the algorithm in [SS96] to codes over Fq.

Remark 3. Note that because θ < 1/3, a codeword with d(N(j), Cd) ≤ h will be the nearest

codeword.

Theorem 39 ([SS96]). Let G be a d-regular graph, and let Cd ⊂ Fdq be a code with rate

r0 and relative minimum distance δ0. Then, the code described in (4.9) has the following

properties:

• Rate: r ≥ 2r0 − 1

• Relative minimum distance:

δ ≥

(
δ0 − λ(G)

d

1− λ(G)
d

)2

.

Proof. We have already given a proof that r ≥ 2r0 − 1 in Theorem 35. We now present the

proof of the bound on the relative minimum distance. Let m be the number of vertices in

the graph G. For convenience, define

φ(x) =
d · x2

2m
+ λ(G)

(
x

2
− x2

2m

)
.

Let c be any non-zero codeword c = (ce)e∈E ∈ Fnq with support S ⊆ E, where

S := {e ∈ E : ce 6= 0}.

Suppose |S| = φ(t), where t is a positive real number, and let V denote the set of vertices in

G incident with the edges in S. Note that S is certainly contained in E(V, V ), and by the

Expander Mixing Lemma in its original form (Lemma 2.3 in [AC88]),

|E(V, V )| ≤ φ(|V |). (4.10)
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Now, combining (4.10), and the fact that φ(x) is strictly increasing for x ≥ 0 when λ(G) < d,

we see that if |V | < t, then

|S| ≤ |E(V, V )| ≤ φ(|V |) < φ(t) = |S|,

which gives a clear contradiction. So, |V | ≥ t. Since each edge in S is incident with exactly

two vertices, for a support set S of size φ(t), the average number of edges per vertex is

at most 2φ(t)/t. Consequently, there is at least one vertex which is incident with at most

2φ(t)/t edges in S. Since the minimum distance of Cd is δ0d, it must be the case that

2φ(t)

t
≥ δ0d. (4.11)

Let t = γm for some γ ≤ 1. Then, (4.11) can be written as

(
γ +

λ(G)

d
(1− γ)

)
≥ δ0.

This inequality is satisfied when

γ ≥ (δ0 − λ(G)/d)/(1− λ(G)/d).

Note that

|S| = φ(t) =
md

2

(
γ2 +

λ(G)

d
(γ − γ2)

)
≥ md

2
γ2

since γ ≤ 1. So, the relative weight |S|/(md/2) of the codeword c must be at least

((δ0 − λ(G)/d)/(1− λ(G)/d))2

as desired.
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Theorem 40 ([SS96]). The fraction of errors which the Generalized Bit-flipping algorithm

can correct approaches θ2δ2
0

(
1−3θ
1−θ

)
as d→∞.

Proof. Let E denote the set of errors before a decoding round, and let E ′ denote the set

of errors after a decoding round. Suppose there are n edges and m vertices in the graph

G. (Note that n = md/2.) At each decoding round, each constraint on a vertex which is

incident with at least one error symbol on an edge could be in one of three categories:

• The constraint vertex is incident with fewer than θδ0d errors. Such constraints will

decode correctly. Following the notation in [SS96], we call these constraints helpful.

Denote the set of helpful constraints by H.

• The constraint vertex is incident with more than θδ0d errors but fewer than (1− θ)δ0d

errors. Such constraints will not decode. We call these constraints unhelpful. Denote

the set of unhelpful constraints by U .

• The constraint vertex is incident with more than (1 − θ)δ0d errors. Such constraints

could decode incorrectly. Call these constraints confused. Denote the set of confused

constraints by C.

The error edge set is incident with 2|E| constraint vertices (which may not be distinct), so

since each constraint node in U is incident with at least θδ0d error edges,

|U | ≤ 2|E|
θδ0d

. (4.12)

Similarly,

|C| ≤ 2|E|
(1− θ)δ0d

. (4.13)

Note that if the edge corresponding to an error symbol is incident with two unhelpful

constraint vertices, then the symbol will remain in error. The Expander Mixing Lemma
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(truncated from in its original form in Lemma 2.3 in [AC88]) combined with (4.12) and

(4.13) gives an upper bound on the number of errors after one decoding round:

|E ′| ≤ θδ0d|C|+
2|E|2

θ2δ2
0dm

+
λ(G)|E|
θδ0d

≤ 2θ|E|
1− θ

+
2|E|2

θ2δ2
0dm

+
λ(G)|E|
θδ0d

. (4.14)

Let |E| = αn. Then, write (4.14) as

|E ′| ≤ αn

(
2θ

1− θ
+

α

θ2δ2
0

+
λ(G)

θδ0d

)
.

If (
2θ

1− θ
+

α

θ2δ2
0

+
λ(G)

θδ0d

)
< 1,

then the fraction of bits which are in error decreases after one decoding round. It is possible

to argue similarly for each subsequent decoding round. Note that

(
2θ

1− θ
+

α

θ2δ2
0

+
λ(G)

θδ0d

)
< 1

if and only if

α < θ2δ2
0

(
1− 3θ

1− θ
− λ(G)

θδ0d

)
.

If G is an expander graph, then θ2δ2
0

(
1−3θ
1−θ −

λ(G)
θδ0d

)
→ θ2δ2

0

(
1−3θ
1−θ

)
as d→∞. Consequently,

asymptotically in d, if the fraction of errors is smaller than θ2δ2
0

(
1−3θ
1−θ

)
, the Generalized

Bit-flipping algorithm will correct all of the errors.

From this proof, we see that in the Generalized Bit-flipping Algorithm,

τ =

(
2θ

1− θ
+

α

θ2δ2
0

+
λ(G)

θδ0d

)−1

, τ ′ = θ2δ2
0

(
1− 3θ

1− θ
− λ(G)

θδ0d

)
.

Lemma 41. The Generalized Bit-flipping algorithm runs in linear time.
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Proof. Let Ek denote the set of errors after decoding round k, where k ≥ 1 and E0 = E .

From the proof of Theorem 40,

|Ek| ≤ ε|Ek+1|,

where

ε =

(
2θ

1− θ
+

α

θ2δ2
0

+
λ(G)

θδ0d

)
< 1.

During the first step of the decoding algorithm, the decoder must check the code on each

of the m constraint vertices. However, at each subsequent step the decoder only needs to

decode the codes on the constraint vertices which are incident with at least one edge whose

symbol was altered. Because the number of errors at each step decreases, the maximum

number of bits which have changed after decoding round k is 2|Ek−1|. It follows that at most

2c|Ek−1| decoding operations are required at each step with the exception of the first step in

which m decoding operations are required. Consequently, the maximum number of decoding

operations during the course of the algorithm is

m+ 2c
∞∑
k=0

|Ek| = m+ 2c
∞∑
k=0

εk|E0| ≤ m+ 2c
1

1− ε
|E|.

Since |E| = αn for some constant α < 1, and since each decoding operation takes constant

time, the decoding algorithm runs in time linear in the length of the code.

The fraction θ2δ2
0

(
1−3θ
1−θ

)
is maximized at approximately 0.02129δ2

0 when θ ≈ 0.2324.

This is an extremely negligible improvement over Sipser and Spielman’s guarantee of δ2
0/48 ≈

0.02083δ2
0 when θ = 1/4. Consequently, it is clear that a different method of analysis or

a different decoding algorithm is necessary to improve on the result given above. Note

that as d → ∞, the lower bound on the minimum distance is δ2
0, so the fraction of errors

corrected is only 1/24 of what is possible with minimum-distance decoding. Moreover, it

is not hard to show that the right-degree of the underlying codes must be at least 9,200
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to guarantee correction of even a positive fraction of error. Despite these drawbacks, the

theorem guarantees the correction of a linear fraction of errors in the length of the code in

linear time, and the underlying graph can be given explicitly. However, there is clearly room

for substantial improvement.

4.3.2 Zémor [Zem01] Decoding

Note that a code defined on a d-regular graph G can be naturally extended to a

bipartite graph (L ∪ R,E) in two ways. First, one can associate each vertex in L with an

edge of G and each vertex in R with a vertex of G. There is an edge (e, v) between L and R

if and only if the edge e is incident with vertex v. The resulting bipartite graph is called the

edge-vertex incidence graph. All of the results given in the theorems of the previous section

can be described in terms of an edge-vertex incidence graph. Second, one can associate L

with the set of vertices, and associate R with a copy of the set of vertices. There is an edge

(u, v) between L and R if and only if there is an edge (u, v) in the original graph. The

resulting graph is called the double-cover of the original d-regular graph and has twice as

many edges and vertices as the original d-regular graph.

Instead of using the edge-vertex incidence graph, Zémor [Zem01] used the double-

cover of a graph to define his codes. Because each edge in the double-cover is incident with

only one vertex in L (and R respectively), he could perform minimum-distance decoding at

each of the constraint nodes without conflict. In addition, he modified Sipser and Spielman’s

analysis and showed that asymptotically in d, his algorithm could correct a δ2
0/4 fraction

of errors in linear time. For his algorithm and analysis, the length of the underlying codes

must be at least 574 to guarantee the correction of a positive fraction of error.

Let G′ = (L ∪R,E) denote the double-cover of a d-regular graph G = (V,E). Then,

given a code Cd of length d, define the code H(G′, Cd) :=
{
z : z|E(v) ∈ Cd for all v ∈ L ∪R

}
.

The decoding algorithm for H(G′, Cd) given in [Zem01] is outlined below. (Note that while
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Zémor defined binary codes, we can easily extend the construction to define q-ary codes.)

Zémor’s Decoding Algorithm

Input:

The double-cover H = (L ∪R,E ′) of a d-regular graph G = (V,E) with

|E| = n/2 and |E ′| = n.

A binary (d, r0d, δ0d) code Cd with relative minimum distance δ0 and rate r0.

A received word w = (we)e∈E′ ∈ Fnq .

τ, τ ′: Constants to be determined.

Initialize:

Set z := w.

Repeat logτ (τ
′n) times:

Left-hand side decoding:

Local decoding: For each v ∈ L, find a codeword c(v) ∈ Cd closest to z|E(v).

Update: Set z|E(v) = c(v) for each v ∈ L.

Right-hand side decoding:

Local decoding: For each v ∈ R, find a codeword c(v) ∈ Cd closest to z|E(v).

Check: If z|E(v) = c(v) for each v ∈ R, then output z.

Update: Set z|E(v) = c(v) for each v ∈ R.

Output “failure.”

The algorithm fails if some of the constraint nodes j ∈ R are still unsatisfied after logτ (τ
′n)

steps of the algorithm. If the algorithm succeeds, all constraint nodes in L ∪ R will be

satisfied.

Theorem 42 ([Zem01]). Let E denote the initial set of errors and let λ(G) denote the

second-largest eigenvalue of the underlying Tanner graph. Suppose |E| < δ0
2

(
δ0
2
− λ(G)

d

)
n.

Then, if δ0d ≥ 3λ(G), Zémor’s Decoding Algorithm will decode to the correct codeword.
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Like the Generalized Bit-flipping algorithm, Zémor’s Decoding algorithm clearly runs in

parallel in logarithmic time, and a more careful analysis reveals that it can be implemented

in linear time. Moreover, from Zémor’s analysis, it is easy to deduce that τ = 1
2−θ and

τ ′ = θ δ0
2

(
δ0
2
− λ(G)

d

)
for a given, arbitrary θ < 1. (The results given in the theorem are for

θ ≈ 1.) Finally, Zémor’s argument only held for (d, d)-regular double-cover graphs. However,

Janwa and Lal [JL03] generalized Zémor’s decoding algorithm and analysis to (c, d)-biregular

graphs.

4.3.3 Additional Results using Spectral Analysis

By exploiting the close relationship between concatenated codes and GLDPC codes,

Roth and Skachek [SR03] increased the fraction of correctable errors to δ2
0/2 asymptotically

in d. They used a decoding algorithm which was a variant of Forney’s generalized minimum

distance (GMD) decoding algorithm for concatenated codes, and their analysis requires

the right degree to be greater than 254 to correct a positive fraction of error. Roth and

Skachek’s arguments in [SR03] also hold for (d, d)-regular graphs. Just as Janwa and Lal

[JL03] generalized Zémor’s argument for (c, d)-biregular graphs, Kim [Kim05] generalized

Roth and Skachek’s arguments to (c, d)-biregular graphs. The results in [SS96], [Zem01],

and [SR03] are summarized in the following table:

Errors Corrected Required Degree

Sipser and Spielman 1996 (δ20/48− (δ0
√
d− 1)/2d)n d > 9, 200

Zémor 2001 (δ20/4− δ0
√
d− 1/d)n d > 574

Roth and Skachek 2006 (δ20/2− 2δ0
√
d− 1/d)n d > 254

In a series of papers, Barg and Zémor [BZ02, BZ04, BZ05a, BZ06] explored the
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relationships between expander codes and concatenated codes. They showed that GLDPC

codes whose underlying graphs are expander graphs can essentially match the performance

of concatenated codes with linear-time decoding instead of the quadratic-time decoding

inherent in Forney’s original concatenated codes. In particular, they showed that their

codes attain the Zyablov bound (which is asymptotically the best rate-distance tradeoff for

concatenated codes with a singly-extended GRS code as the outer code and a code meeting

the GV bound as the inner code). For more details, see [Rot06]. Moreover, they showed

that their codes achieve capacity for the BSC, and the error exponent matches that of

Forney’s concatenated codes. Following a construction of Blokh and Zyablov [BZ82], Barg

and Zémor also constructed multilevel expander codes which achieved the Blokh-Zyablov

bound (which surpasses the Zyablov bound) [BZ05b]. Justesen and Høholdt [JH04] also

studied the relationship between concatenated codes and expander codes, and they showed

that for their construction, the codes must be very long (on the order of 107 to 109) to have

an advantage over concatenated codes. Later, Frolov and Zyablov [FZ11] computed an upper

bound on the rate-minimum distance trade-off of the types of codes described in [BZ05a]

which was slightly below the GV bound. While the decoding complexity of these types of

codes is linear in the length of the code, Skachek and Ashikhmin [AS05, AS06] noted that

it depends exponentially on 1/ε2, where the rate R = (1 − ε)C, and where C denotes the

capacity of the given BSC channel. They introduced a scheme for constructing capacity-

achieving codes with decoding complexity polynomial in 1/ε, though they were limited by

the codes available to them in explicitly constructing such codes.

Independently, by combining ideas from [ABN+92], [AEL95], and [AL96], Guruswami

and Indyk [GI02, GI05] also gave codes which achieved the Zyablov bound and Forney ex-

ponent. In particular, they constructed codes which can be made arbitrarily close to the

Singleton bound. They then noted that it is possible to concatenate these codes with good

inner codes to attain the Zyablov bound (or Blokh-Zyablov bound if multilevel concate-
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nation is used). They also achieved Forney’s exponent for concatenated codes. Note that

their codes are also linear-time encodable while Barg and Zémor’s codes do not have this

additional feature. Given a code whose rate-distance tradeoff is R + δ − ε ≤ 1 (where R

is the rate and δ is the relative minimum distance), their alphabet size depended exponen-

tially on O(log(1/ε)/ε4). Roth and Skachek [RS06] improved this alphabet size to depend

exponentially on O(log(1/ε)/ε3).

In a different direction, Høholdt and Justesen [HJ06] studied codes derived from

expander graphs constructed from finite geometries such as those given by Tanner [Tan84].

While these arguments do not scale as the length of the code goes to infinity, they were used

to construct a code with length 4641 with rate slightly greater than 0.5 which can correct

52 errors (approximately 0.011 fraction of errors). The authors note that due to the very

small probability that a RS codeword in error will be confused with a RS codeword, the code

can typically correct a much higher fraction of errors (approximately 0.05). Later Høholdt,

Justesen, and Beelen [BHPJ13] exploited the specific geometric structure of the underlying

expander graphs to obtain an improved lower bound on the dimension of expander codes.

Recently, Høholdt and Justesen [HJ14] studied the problem of finding the largest graph

having a particular eigenvalue. In this way, they were able to generalize the minimum

distance bounds given by Barg and Zémor in [BZ02] in the non-asymptotic case.

We pause to mention that Kelley et al. [KSR08] implemented a sum-product algo-

rithm on codes defined on the zig-zag product presented in [RVW00]. However, they gave

mainly experimental results. Also, though we do not study them here, we mention in passing

that quantum expander codes have very recently been explored in [LTZ15].
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4.4 Expansion Analysis

Recall that while expander codes based on spectral methods have relatively good

error correction guarantees for large degrees and alphabet sizes, for relatively small degrees

and alphabet sizes, there are no good (if any) error correction guarantees. However, the

following theorem shows that with high probability, a randomly generated (c, d)-biregular

graph with relatively small c and d has very good expansion properties (surpassing Kahale’s

eigenvalue bound given in [Kah95]).

Theorem 43 ([RU08]). Suppose (γ, α) satisfies

c− 1

c
· h2(α)− 1

d
· h2(αγd)− α · γ · d · h2(

1

αd
) < 0.

Then, with high probability, a (c, d) regular graph chosen at random from the set of all (c, d)-

biregular graphs will be a (γ, α) expander.

This theorem is not at all intuitive. However, the table below compares the expan-

sion properties for several parameters and illustrates that for a (c, d, γ, α) expander, as α

decreases, γ quickly increases (which, as we will see, leads to greater error-correction capa-

bilities of expander codes). In addition, it illustrates that for a fixed α, as the ratio c/d

decreases, γ decreases.

(c, d) (γ, 34 ) (γ, 0.71) (γ, 12 ) (γ, 14 )

(36, 72) (0.000366, 34 ) (0.000851, 0.71) (0.00915, 12 ) (0.0410, 14 )

(5, 70) (1.7× 10−17, 34 ) (4.812× 10−11, 0.71) (0.000274, 12 ) (0.00971, 14 )

Table 4.2: Expansion of Random Graphs

Because of the inverse relationship between γ and α, it is clearly desirable to construct codes
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with the smallest possible requirement on α. The same inverse relationship between γ and

α holds with the explicitly constructed lossless expanders of [CRVW02] as well. Unlike the

results using spectral analysis, very large degrees are not required to guarantee correction

of a constant fraction of errors. Moreover, the guarantee on the fraction of errors which can

be corrected depends entirely on the expansion of the underlying graph, not on the relative

minimum distance of the inner code.

4.4.1 LDPC Codes

4.4.1.1 Bit-flipping Algorithm

In the 1970s, Zyablov and Pinsker [ZP75] showed that with high probability over

the choice of a random (c, d)-biregular graph, Gallager’s bit-flipping algorithm could correct

a constant fraction of errors in the length of the code. While their method shared some

similarities with expansion arguments used later, the first explicit analysis of LDPC codes

directly in terms of the expansion of the underlying graph without the use of spectral methods

was given in the analysis of the bit-flipping strategy described in Sipser and Spielman’s

paper [SS96]. Unlike the strategies in the previous section, the bit-flipping strategy does

not decode an inner code. Instead, each variable node counts the number of neighboring

unsatisfied constraints, and variable nodes with more than h unsatisfied constraints (where

h is a fixed threshold) are flipped. The bit-flipping algorithm described below allows more

flexibility than the strategy in the original paper [SS96] which set α = 3/4 and the threshold

h = c/2. However, the analysis proceeds almost identically. The added flexibility will allow

an easier comparison with Viderman’s decoding algorithm [Vid13] which is presented later.
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Bit-flipping

Input:

A (c, d, γ, α) expander graph (L ∪R,E) with |L| = n.

The binary parity-check code Cd.

A received word w = (wi)i∈L ∈ {0, 1}n.

Constants τ and τ ′ to be determined later.

Initialize:

Set z := w.

Set h := d(2α− 1)ce.

Repeat logτ (τ ′n) times:

Find the set of unsatisfied constraints: R0 :=
{
j ∈ R s.t. z|N(j) /∈ Cd

}
.

If R0 = ∅, then output z.

Update: For each i ∈ L

If |N(i) ∩R0| ≥ h, flip zi (i.e. set zi := zi + 1 mod 2).

Output “failure.”

Theorem 44 ([SS96]). Let E denote the initial set of errors. Given a code whose Tanner

graph is a (c, d, γ, α) expander graph with α > 3/4, if |E| < αc+h−c
h
bγnc with h = d(2α−1)ce,

then the Bit-flipping algorithm will correct all of the errors after log |E| decoding rounds.

Proof. After one decoding round, let E1 denote the set of correct bits which become error

bits, and let E2 denote the set of error bits which remain in error. The proof proceeds in

two steps. First, to guarantee that expansion arguments can be used at each step of the

algorithm, we show that |E1 ∪ E2| < bγnc. Second, to prove that the algorithm terminates

in logarithmic time, we show that |E1 ∪ E2| ≤ θ|E| for some θ < 1.

Proving that |E1 ∪ E2| < bγnc follows by proving the stronger result that |E1 ∪ E| <

bγnc. Suppose to the contrary that |E1∪E| > bγnc. Since |E| < bγnc, it is possible to select
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a set E ′1 ⊆ E1 such that |E ′1 ∪ E| = bγnc. Then, by expansion,

αc(|E ′1|+ |E|) ≤ |N(E ′1 ∪ E)|. (4.15)

Each element in E ′1 must have at least h unsatisfied neighbors. Consequently, each vertex in

E ′1 has at most c− h satisfied neighbors. Since R0 ⊆ N(E),

|N(E ′1 ∪ E)| = |N(E)|+ |N(E ′1)\N(E)| ≤ c|E|+ (c− h)|E ′1|. (4.16)

Because |E|+ |E ′1| = bγnc, combining inequalities (4.15) and (4.16) implies that

αcbγnc ≤ |N(E ′1 ∪ E)| ≤ c|E|+ (c− h)(bγnc − |E|). (4.17)

Rearranging gives

αc+ h− c
h

bγnc ≤ |E|

which contradicts our original assumption that |E| < αc+h−c
h
bγnc. So, |E1 ∪ E2| < bγnc.

We now prove that |E1 ∪ E2| ≤ θ|E| for some θ < 1. Because each error in E2 is not

corrected, it must have at most h neighbor constraints which are unsatisfied. The remaining

satisfied neighbors of E2 must have at least two edges to E2 since otherwise, they could not

be satisfied. Consequently,

|N(E2)| ≤
(
c− h

2
+ h

)
|E2|.

So,

|N(E)| = |N(E2)|+ |N(E)\N(E2)| ≤
(
c− h

2
+ h

)
|E2|+ c(|E| − |E2|)

= c|E| −
(
c− h

2

)
|E2|.

(4.18)
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Using expansion and the fact that each vertex in E1 has at most c− h neighbors which are

not in N(E),

αc(|E|+ |E1|) ≤ |N(E1 ∪ E)| ≤ |N(E)|+ (c− h)|E1|. (4.19)

Substituting (4.18) into (4.19) gives

αc(|E|+ |E1|) ≤ c|E| −
(
c− h

2

)
|E2|+ (c− h)|E1| (4.20)

which after re-arranging gives

(αc+ h− c)|E1|+
c− h

2
|E2| ≤ (1− α)c|E|. (4.21)

Multiplying both sides of (4.21) by 2
c−h yields

2(αc+ h− c)
c− h

|E1|+ |E2| ≤
2(1− α)c

c− h
|E|. (4.22)

So, if 2(αc+h−c)
c−h ≥ 1 and 2(1−α)c

c−h < 1, then |E1 ∪ E2| = |E1| + |E2| < 2(1−α)c
c−h |E| which implies

that the algorithm corrects all of the errors after log(c−h)/(2(1−α)c)(|E|) decoding rounds. We

can re-write the two conditions 2(αc+h−c)
c−h ≥ 1 and 2(1−α)c

c−h < 1 as
(
1− 2

3
α
)
c ≤ h < (2α− 1)c.

Note that this inequality is non-empty only when α > 3/4. So, since |N(i) ∩ R0| takes

integral values, we can set h := d(2α− 1)ce.

(Notice from this analysis that τ = (c− h)/(2(1− α)c) and τ ′ = αc+h−c
h

γ.)

4.4.1.2 Sequential Bit-flipping

Sipser and Spielman also introduced a sequential version of the bit-flipping algorithm.
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Sequential Bit-flipping

Input:

A (c, d)-biregular graph (L ∪R,E) with |L| = n.

The binary parity-check code Cd.

A received word w = (wi)i∈L ∈ {0, 1}n.

Initialize:

Set z := w.

Set R0 :=
{
j ∈ R s.t. z|N(j) /∈ Cd

}
.

For each i ∈ L, set Si = N(i) ∩R0.

Repeat cn/d times:

Count unsatisfied neighbors: Identify index k such that |Sk| is maximum.

Update: If |Sk| > c/2, flip zk. Otherwise, proceed to Output.

For each j ∈ N(k), update as follows:

If j /∈ R0, set R0 := R0 ∪ {j}, and for each ` ∈ N(j)

set S` := S` ∪ {j}.

Else if j ∈ R0, set R0 := R0\ {j}, and for each ` ∈ N(j)

set S` := S`\ {j}.

If R0 = ∅, proceed to Output.

Output:

If R0 6= ∅, output “failure.”

Otherwise, output z.

Note that unlike the previous Bit-flipping algorithm, the Sequential Bit-flipping algorithm

updates the constraints every time a single bit is flipped.

Theorem 45 ([SS96]). Let E denote the set of errors present before decoding begins. Given a

code whose Tanner graph is a (c, d, γ, α) expander graph with α > 3/4, if |E| < (2α−1)bγnc,
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the Sequential Bit-flipping algorithm is guaranteed to correct all of the errors in E in time

linear in the length of the code.

Notice that when α ≈ 3/4, the error correction bound in this theorem is identical to that in

Theorem 44. However, for larger α, the bound in Theorem 44 is superior to this bound. To

prove the bound in Theorem 45, it must be shown that the algorithm can begin and that

once it has begun, it can correct all errors up to the specified threshold. Proving that there

is a variable node j for which |N(j) ∩R0| > c/2 will show that the algorithm can begin.

Because the number of unsatisfied constraints decreases at each step, the algorithm

will correct all errors as long as it is allowed to finish. By using the expansion property of

the graph, proving that the algorithm never encounters more than bγnc errors will imply

that the algorithm successfully finishes decoding. The intuition behind these proofs depends

on the fact that for a bipartite expander graph (L ∪ R,E), small sets of nodes S ⊆ L have

many unique neighbors, which we now define.

Definition 17. Given a bipartite graph (L ∪ R,G) and a set S ⊆ L, an element i ∈ R is a

unique neighbor of S if |N(i) ∩ S| = 1, that is, there is only one edge between S and i. Let

N1(S) denote the set of unique neighbors of a set S.

Following similar notation, define Nk(S) := {v ∈ N(S) s.t. |N(v) ∩ S| = k} .

Lemma 46. Given a (c, d, γ, α) bipartite expander graph G = (L∪R,E), for any t > 0 and

any subset S ⊆ L such that |S| ≤ bγnc, (tα− 1)c|S| ≤
∑d

i=1(t− i)|Ni(S)|.

Proof. Because G is a (c, d, γ, α) expander, |S| ≤ bγnc implies that αc|S| ≤ |N(S)|. So,

of course, tαc|S| ≤ t|N(S)|. By definition, |N(S)| =
d∑
i=1

|Ni(S)|. So, tαc|S| ≤ t
d∑
i=1

|Ni(S)|.

Also, c|S| =
d∑
i=1

i|Ni(S)| by definition. Combining these facts shows that (tα − 1)c|S| ≤

t|N(S)| − c|S| =
d∑
i=1

(t− i)|Ni(S)|.
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Corollary 47. Given a set S ⊆ L with |S| ≤ bγnc, it follows that (2α− 1)c|S| ≤ |N1(S)|.

Proof. Set t = 2 in the previous lemma.

We now show that the algorithm can begin.

Lemma 48. Let E denote the initial number of errors, and let R0 denote the initial set of

unsatisfied constraints. If |E| < bγnc and α > 3/4, then there exists an i ∈ E such that

|N(i) ∩R0| > c/2.

Proof. Since |E| < bγnc, Corollary 47 guarantees that |N1(E)| ≥ (2α−1)c|E|. Consequently,

there must be at least one error with at least (2α− 1)c unique neighbors. So, since α > 3/4,

there exists an error with more than c/2 unique neighbors. Because each unique neighbor of

the set of error bits is unsatisfied, there must be an i ∈ E such that |N(i) ∩R0| > c/2.

This lemma shows that if there are at most bγnc errors, the decoder can begin. After each

iteration of the algorithm, the number of unsatisfied constraints decreases by at least one.

However, the number of errors could increase or decrease by one. If the number of errors

ever exceeds bγnc, then we can no longer use the expansion property to ensure that the

algorithm can continue. The next lemma verifies that the number of errors remains below

bγnc at each stage of the algorithm.

Lemma 49. Let E denote the initial set of errors, and let Ei denote the set of errors at step

i of the algorithm. If |E| ≤ (2α− 1)bγnc, then |Ei| < bγnc for all i ≥ 0.

Proof. Because α < 1, |E| = |E0| ≤ (2α − 1)bγnc < bγnc. Since the decoder flips only one

bit at a time, if |Ej| > bγnc for some j > 0, then |Ek| = bγnc errors for some 0 < k < j. By

Corollary 47, |N1(Ek)| ≥ (2α − 1)cbγnc. All of these unique neighbor constraints must be

unsatisfied. However, because |E| ≤ (2α−1)bγnc, there can initially be at most (2α−1)cbγnc

unsatisfied constraints which contradicts the fact that the number of unsatisfied constraints

decreases by at least one at each step in the algorithm.
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Together, Lemma 48 and Lemma 49 show that the bit-flipping algorithm will termi-

nate after correcting all errors in E . Because the number of unsatisfied constraints decreases

by at least one after each decoding round, the algorithm must terminate after a linear num-

ber of steps, each of which takes constant time. So, Theorem 45 is proved. Notice that for

α ≈ 3/4, the bound in Theorem 45 is as strong as the bound in Theorem 44. However, for

α > 3/4, the bound in Theorem 44 is stronger.

4.4.1.3 LP Decoding and Additional Results

Luby et al. [LMSS98] (see [LMSS01] for the full journal article) noted that these

expander-based arguments could be used in conjunction with girth-based arguments. In

particular, girth-based arguments on a hard-decision message passing algorithm could be

used to show that most of the errors were corrected, and the expansion-based analysis of

the bit-flipping strategy could then guarantee that the remaining errors were corrected.

Burshtein and Miller [BM01] showed that changing the algorithm from message-passing to

bit-flipping was unnecessary, and they directly analyzed various message-passing algorithms

using expansion arguments. We mention in passing that by using probabilistic arguments,

Burshtein in [Bur08] was able to guarantee correction of a larger fraction of errors than were

Sipser and Spielman in [SS96] using expansion arguments. However, as the emphasis of this

dissertation is on expander codes (whose arguments also apply to explicit code constructions,

not only probabilistic constructions), we do not pursue this direction further here.

Feldman et al. [FMS+07] used direct non-spectral expansion arguments to compute

the number of errors that the LP decoder described in (4.6)-(4.8) could correct.

Theorem 50. Let E denote the initial error set. Given an LDPC code whose Tanner graph

is a c-left regular (c, γ, α) bipartite vertex expander graph with α > 2/3 + 1/(3c), if |E| <(
3α−2
2α−1

)
bγnc, then the LP decoder described in (4.6)-(4.8) is guaranteed to correct all of the

errors in E.
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While the analysis of Sipser and Spielman [SS96] required expansion α > 3/4, the

analysis of Feldman et al. [FMS+07] required expansion of only α > 2/3 + 1/(3c). However,

though the expansion requirement for an LP decoding algorithm is less than the expansion

requirement of Sipser and Spielman’s bit-flipping algorithm, an LP decoding algorithms runs

in polynomial time while the bit-flipping algorithm runs in linear time. We pause to mention

that Skachek [Ska11] extended the result in [FMS+07] to the case of nonbinary codes. We

also mention that using very similar (spectral) expansions arguments to those of Barg and

Zémor [BZ02], Feldman et al. showed in a different paper [FS05] that an LP decoding

algorithm can achieve the capacity of the BSC.

4.4.1.4 Viderman [Vid13] Decoding

Recently, Viderman [Vid13] introduced a new linear-time decoding algorithm with

a slightly smaller expansion requirement than in [FMS+07]. Viderman’s decoding strategy

shares some similarities with the Sequential Bit-flipping algorithm; however, it introduces

a new decoding aspect. Instead of flipping bits connected to many unsatisfied constraints,

Viderman’s algorithm erases them and then applies a peeling decoder to recover the erased

bits. Also, instead of only considering unsatisfied constraints, Viderman utilizes “suspicious”

constraints which include the unsatisfied constraints as well as all of the other neighboring

constraints of erased bits.

Let R0 denote the set of unsatisfied constraints, let L′(`) denote the set of erased bits

at step ` of the algorithm, and let R′(`) denote the set of “suspicious” constraints at step

` of the algorithm. Given a bipartite Tanner graph G = (L ∪ R,E) which is a (c, d, γ, α)

expander graph, the corrected algorithm which erases the error bits is given as follows:
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Find Erasures

Input:

A (c, d, γ, α) bipartite expander graph (L ∪R,E) with |L| = n.

The binary parity-check code Cd.

A received word w = (wi)i∈L ∈ {0, 1}n.

Initialize:

Set z := w.

Set h := d(2α− 1)ce.

Set R0 :=
{
j ∈ R s.t. z|N(j) /∈ Cd

}
.

Set L′(0) := {i ∈ L : |N(i) ∩R0| ≥ h}.

Set R′(0) = N(L′(0)) ∪R0.

Set ` := 0.

Repeat n times:

Count potentially corrupt neighbors: Identify an index k ∈ L\L′(`)

such that |N(k) ∩R′(`)| ≥ h.

If no such index exists, proceed to Output.

Set L′(`+ 1) := L′(`) ∪ {k} .

Set R′(`+ 1) := R′(`) ∪N(k).

Set ` := `+ 1.

Output:

For each i ∈ L′(`), set zi := ?.

Return z.

Note that in Viderman’s original decoding strategy, R′(0) = R0 in which case the algorithm

will never begin. However, setting R′(0) := N(L′(0))∪R0 easily fixes this difficulty, and the

proof proceeds almost identically to the proof in [Vid13].

Theorem 51 ([Vid13]). Let E denote the initial error set, and let T denote the step at
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which this algorithm terminates. Given an LDPC code whose Tanner graph is a (c, d, γ, α)

expander graph with α > 2/3, if |E| < αc+h−c
h
bγnc with h = d(2α− 1)ce, then

• E ⊆ L′(T )

• |L′(T )| < bγnc.

The error bound in this theorem is the same as the error bound in Theorem 44 for α >

3/4, the error bound in Theorem 45 for α ≈ 3/4, and the error bound in Theorem 50 for

α > 2/3 + 1/(3c). However, the expansion requirement in Theorem 51 is smaller than the

expansion requirement in any of these other theorems.

The first result of the theorem guarantees that the algorithm actually erases all of the

errors. The second result guarantees that the size of erasures does not grow beyond bγnc,

which allows the proof to leverage expansion. Since the Find Erasures algorithm terminates

after at most n steps, each of which takes constant time, the Find Erasures algorithm is a

linear-time algorithm. We now present a proof of the theorem.

Proof. Notice that the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate in at most n steps. So, assuming

the algorithm terminates at step T , we first prove that E ⊆ L′(T ). For sake of contradiction,

suppose E\L′(T ) 6= ∅. Since |E| < αc+h−c
h
bγnc < bγnc, it follows that |E\L′(T )| < bγnc.

Consequently, by Lemma 47 at least one error bit i ∈ E\L′(T ) must have at least d(2α −

1)ce unique neighbors which are either unsatisfied constraints or are satisfied constraints

neighboring error bits in L′(T ). Letting h = d(2α − 1)ce, it must be the case that |N(i) ∩

R′(T )| ≥ h which contradicts the fact that i is not in L′(T ).

We next show that |L′(T )| < bγnc. First, we demonstrate that |L′(0)| < bγnc.

Let E ′ := L′(0)\E . Suppose |E ∪ E ′| ≥ bγnc. Then, take a subset E ′′ ⊆ E ′ such that

|E ∪ E ′′| = bγnc. By the expansion of the graph,

αcbγnc ≤ |N(E ∪ E ′′)| = |N(E)|+ |N(E ′′)\N(E)| ≤ |N(E)|+ (c− h)|E ′′|
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since for each i ∈ E ′′ we know that |N(i) ∩R0| ≥ h and R0 ⊆ N(E). So,

αcbγnc ≤ c|E|+ (c− h)(bγnc − |E|) = h|E|+ (c− h)bγnc

which implies that αc+h−c
h
bγnc ≤ |E|, contradicting the assumption that |E| < αc+h−c

h
bγnc.

So, |L′(0)| < bγnc.

We now show that |L′(`)| < bγnc. First group the “suspicious” constraints R′(`) at

some step ` of the algorithm into the three following disjoint sets:

• Unsatisfied constraints: R0

• Satisfied neighbors of the error bits in L′(`): R1(`)

• Remaining satisfied neighbors of L′(`): R2(`).

For convenience, let E0(`) = E ∩ L′(`) denote the set of error bits in L′(`), and let E1(`) =

E\L′(`) denote the set of error bits which are not in L′(`). Next, bound R1(`). Notice that

|R1(`)| = |N(E0(`))| − |R0 ∩N(E0(`))|. (4.23)

Also, due to possible overlap between N(E0(`)) and N(E1(`)),

|R0| − |R0 ∩N(E1(`))| ≤ |R0 ∩N(E0(`))|. (4.24)

Substituting 4.24 into 4.23, it follows that

|R1(`)| ≤ |N(E0(`))| − |R0|+ |R0 ∩N(E1(`))|.

For each i ∈ E1(`) and ` ≥ 0, |N(i) ∩ R0| < h. So, |R0 ∩ N(E1(`))| < h|E1(`)|. Also,
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|N(E0(`))| ≤ c|E0(`)|. Consequently,

|R1(`)| ≤ c|E0(`)| − |R0|+ h|E1(`)|.

To obtain an upper bound on |R2(`)|, argue by induction. For the base case, notice

that at the first step of the algorithm, |N(i)∩R0| ≥ h for each i ∈ L′(0). Consequently, each

i ∈ L′(0)\E0(0) can have at most c− h neighbors in R2(0) (since R0 and R2(0) are disjoint),

so

|R2(0)| ≤ (c− h)(|L′(0)| − |E0(0)|).

By the inductive hypothesis, suppose that

|R2(`− 1)| ≤ (c− h)(|L′(`− 1)| − |E0(`− 1)|), (4.25)

where ` ≥ 1. Let {i} = L′(`)\L′(`− 1). If i ∈ E , then

R2(`) = R2(`− 1).

So, because |L′(`− 1)| − |E0(`− 1)| = |L′(`)| − |E0(`)| (since i ∈ E0(`)), the following bound

trivially holds:

|R2(`)| ≤ (c− h)(|L′(`)| − |E0(`)|)

Next, suppose i /∈ E . Since i ∈ L′(`),

|N(i) ∩R′(`− 1)| ≥ h

which implies that

|N(i)\R′(`− 1)| = c− |N(i) ∩R′(`− 1)| ≤ c− h.
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So,

|R′(`)\R′(`− 1)| ≤ c− h. (4.26)

Because no more constraints can be added to R2(`− 1) than can be added to R′(`− 1),

|R2(`)\R2(`− 1)| ≤ |R′(`)\R′(`− 1)|,

|R2(`)\R2(`− 1)| ≤ c− h. (4.27)

Combining 4.25 and 4.27 gives the desired bound on R2(`):

|R2(`)| = |R2(`)\R2(`− 1)|+ |R2(`− 1)| ≤ (c− h) + (c− h)(|L′(`− 1)| − |E0(`− 1)|).

Since |L′(`− 1)|+ 1 = |L′(`)|,

|R2(`)| ≤ (c− h)(|L′(`)| − |E0(`)|)

which gives the same bound on R2(`) as in the case when i ∈ E . In summary, for ` ≥ 0,

• |R0| ≤ |R0|

• |R1(`)| ≤ c|E0(`)| − |R0|+ h|E1(`)|

• |R2(`)| ≤ (c− h)(|L′(`)| − |E0(`)|).

Since |R0|+ |R1(`)|+ |R2(`)| = |N(L′(`))|, summing these inequalities gives

|N(L′(`))| ≤ h|E1(`)|+ (c− h)|L′(`)|+ h|E0(`)|. (4.28)
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Because |E1(`)|+ |E0(`)| = |E|,

|N(L′(`))| ≤ h|E|+ (c− h)|L′(`)|. (4.29)

Notice that L′(`) increases by one at each step of the algorithm. Consequently, because

|L′(0)| < bγnc, if |L′(`)| > bγnc for some ` > 0, it must have been the case that |L′(`′)| =

bγnc for some `′ < `. At this point, |N(L′(`′)| ≥ αcbγnc by the expansion property of the

graph. So,

|E| ≥
(
αc+ h− c

h

)
bγnc

by (4.29) which contradicts the assumption that |E| <
(
αc+h−c

h

)
bγnc.

Assuming that the code on the right-hand side constraint nodes is the parity-check

code, the decoding algorithm is the simple peeling algorithm from LDPC codes. In what

follows, let ? denote an erasure.
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Peeling Decoder

Input:

A (c, d) bipartite graph (L ∪R,E) with |L| = n.

The binary parity-check code Cd.

A received word w = (wi)i∈L ∈ {0, 1, ?}n.

Set of erasure positions Er.

Initialize:

Set z := w.

Repeat n times:

Local decoding: For each constraint j ∈ N1(Er), find the codeword c(j)

closest to z|N(j).

Update: Set z|N(j) := c(j), and remove the corrected bit’s index from Er.

If N1(Er) = ∅, then proceed to Output.

Output:

If Er = ∅, return z.

Otherwise, return “failure.”

The Peeling Decoder identifies constraints adjacent to only one erased bit. Each constraint

can easily correct one erasure by setting the erased bit equal to the sum of its other adjacent

un-erased bits. The constraint is then satisfied. By Theorem 51, if |E| < αc+h−c
h
bγnc, then

E ⊆ L′(T ) and |L′(T )| < bγnc. Set Er = L′(T ). Then, Lemma 47 guarantees that there

exists an i ∈ Er with a unique neighbor constraint while Er is not empty. Consequently,

Find Erasures followed by the Peeling Decoder will successfully decode any set E of errors

with |E| < αc+h−c
h
bγnc. Here again, the Peeling Decoder terminates after a linear number of

steps each of which requires constant time. Since erasing the bits also took linear time, the

overall decoding algorithm is a linear-time algorithm in the length of the code.

Notice that αc+h−c
h

> 0 for α > 2
3
. So, this result slightly improved on the expansion
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of α > 2/3 + 1/(3c) required by Feldman’s LP decoding [FMS+07] and the expansion of

α > 3/4 required by Sipser and Spielman [SS96].

By slightly modifying the FindErasures algorithm, Viderman showed that it is only

necessary that α > 2/3−1/(6c), where the underlying graph is a (c, d, γ, α) bipartite expander

graph. Furthermore, he showed that if α ≤ 1/2 and if the binary parity-check code is used on

the constraint nodes, no decoding algorithm can guarantee correction of a constant fraction

of errors. This result is intuitively satisfying since for α ≤ 1/2, Lemma 47 cannot even

guarantee the existence of a single unique neighbor.

These conclusions led Viderman to raise the question of whether or not it was possible

to guarantee the correction of a linear number of errors of an LDPC code while only requiring

that α > 1/2. While this question is still open, we will see that by considering more general

codes on the constraints, there are simple decoding algorithms which only require α > 1/2

asymptotically. In fact, in our main result of this section, we will show that there is a simple,

linear-time decoding algorithm which only requires that α > 1/t for an arbitrary t > 1.

4.4.2 GLDPC Codes

4.4.2.1 Chilappagari et al. [CNVM10] Decoding

In the context of girth-based expansion guarantees, Chilappagari et al. [CNVM10]

analyzed the error-correction capabilities of GLDPC codes based directly on the expansion

of the underlying Tanner graph. The authors introduced a decoding algorithm which is very

similar to the parallel bit flipping algorithm in [SS96] for GLDPC codes. This time, however,

the threshold is set to half the minimum distance of the inner code instead of a quarter of

the minimum distance of the inner code. In addition, the decoding algorithm is generalized

to (c, d)-biregular graphs instead of just d-regular graphs (or the corresponding (2, d)-regular

edge-vertex incidence graphs).
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Generalized Bit-flipping 2

Input:

A (c, d, γ, α) expander graph (L ∪R,E) with |L| = n.

A binary code Cd of length d with relative minimum distance at least 2t+ 1.

A received word w = (wi)i∈L ∈ {0, 1}n.

Initialize:

Set z := w.

Repeat γn times:

Local decoding: For each j ∈ R, find a codeword c(j) ∈ Cd with

d(z|N(j), c
(j)) ≤ t if it exists.

Update: For each i ∈ L, if there are more than c/2 constraints j ∈ N(i)

such that c(j) exists and c
(j)
i 6= zi, then flip zi

(i.e. set zi := zi + 1 mod 2).

If z remains unchanged, proceed to Output.

Output:

If there exists a j ∈ R such that z|N(j) /∈ Cd, output “failure.”

Otherwise, output z.

Theorem 52 ([CNVM10]). Given a (c, d, γ, α) bipartite expander graph G and a code Cd of

length d and minimum distance at least 2t+ 1, if α > t+2
2(t+1)

, then Generalized Bit-flipping 2

will correct up to bγnc errors.

Notice that as t → ∞, this theorem only requires that α > 1/2. Also, unlike Theorems 44,

45, and 51, there is no fraction in front of the bγnc term.

Proof. We first introduce the following terminology from [CNVM10] which is similar to the

terminology used in previous proofs. Notice that “unhelpful” and “confused” constraints

from the proof of Theorem 40 have both been merged into “confused” constraints.
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• Call the set of constraints in N(E) which either send a “flip” message to a correct bit

or do not send a “flip” message to an incorrect bit “confused,” and denote the set of

such constraints by C.

• Call the constraints in N(E) which send a “flip” message to incorrect bits “helpful”

constraints, and denote the set of such constraints by H.

Notice that H ∪ C = N(E). To prove the theorem, it is enough to show that the number of

errors decreases after each decoding round. Following the same notation used in the proof

of Theorem 44, after one decoding round let E1 denote the set of error bits resulting from

flipping correct code bits, and let E2 denote the set of error bits resulting from not flipping

incorrect code bits. Suppose that |E1|+ |E2| > |E|. Then, there is a subset E ′2 ⊆ E2 such that

|E1| + |E ′2| = |E|. The proof works toward showing that the number of neighbors of E1 and

E2 is smaller than that guaranteed by the expansion property of the graph, thus yielding a

contradiction. Notice that each code bit in E1 must be connected to at least b c
2
c+1 confused

constraints (hence at most b c
2
c−1 non-confused constraints), and each code bit in E2 must be

connected to at least b c
2
c confused constraints (hence at most b c

2
c non-confused constraints).

So,

|N(E1 ∪ E ′2)| ≤ |C|+ |E1|(b
c

2
c − 1) + |E ′2|b

c

2
c < |C|+ |E| c

2
. (4.30)

Next, bound the number of confused constraints. Because Cd can correct at least

t errors, confused constraints must have at least t + 1 neighbors in E . Of course, helpful

constraints must have at least one neighbor in E . Exactly c|E| edges are adjacent to E . So,

(t+ 1)|C|+ |H| ≤ c|E|.
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Since |C|+ |H| = |N(E)|,

(t+ 1)|C|+ |N(E)| − |C| ≤ c|E|. (4.31)

Rearranging,

|C| ≤ c|E| − |N(E)|
t

.

By expansion, αc|E| ≤ |N(E)|. So,

|C| ≤ c|E| − αc|E|
t

. (4.32)

Combining 4.30 and 4.32 gives

|N(E1 ∪ E ′2)| <
(

1− α
t

+
1

2

)
c|E|. (4.33)

Recall that α > t+2
2(t+1)

. So,

1− α
t

<
2α− 1

2
.

Substituting this inequality into 4.33 gives

|N(E1 ∪ E ′2)| <
(

1− α
t

+
1

2

)
c|E| <

(
2α− 1

2
+

1

2

)
c|E|.

So,

|N(E1 ∪ E ′2)| < αc|E|. (4.34)

Since |E1 ∪ E ′2| = |E| < bγnc, (4.34) contradicts the assumption that the underlying Tanner

graph was a (c, d, γ, α) bipartite expander graph.

Notice that the update step takes O(n) time, and the algorithm terminates after at

most γn iterations. Consequently, the algorithm is an O(n2) algorithm (or an O(n) parallel-
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time algorithm). The authors in [CNVM10] note that by requiring slightly larger expansion,

it can be shown that their algorithm runs in O(log n) parallel time.

4.4.2.2 Decoding with Small Expansion

We now present our recent contribution which shows that by using a more refined

analysis, we can obtain simple GLDPC codes for which the expansion of the underlying

Tanner graphs can be made arbitrarily small. In addition, these codes can be decoded in

linear time. We also show that by employing stronger codes on the constraints, we can

approximately double the error correction capabilities of Viderman’s expander decoding

algorithm when the underlying expander graphs are constructed probabilistically.

As before, let G = (L∪R,E) be a (c, d, γ, α) bipartite vertex expander graph. Recall

that we denoted the number of constraints which have k edges adjacent to the set S as

Nk(S) := {v ∈ N(S) s.t. |N(v) ∩ S| = k}, where S ⊆ L represents the set of errors and

N(S) denotes the neighbors of S. We also called the constraints in N1(S) unique neighbor

constraints. The key observation in analyzing more powerful codes using bipartite vertex

expansion arguments is in Lemma 46 which shows that for any k ∈ [1, d), we can bound the

number of constraints in Nk(S). In particular, Lemma 46 showed that given S ⊆ L with

|S| ≤ γn, (tα− 1)c|S| ≤
∑d

i=1(t− i)|Ni(S)|.

If t = 2 and if we employ a code on the constraints with minimum distance 3 which

can correct one error, all of the constraints in N1(S) will decode their neighboring bits to

the correct value. However, it is also possible for a constraint in ∪i≥2Ni(S) to decode its

neighboring bits incorrectly since the decoder could perceive a constraint in ∪i≥2Ni(S) as

a unique neighbor. As we increase the minimum distance of the code, we also increase the

number of errors which must be introduced in order for a non-unique neighbor to appear

to be a unique neighbor. For example, if the minimum distance of the code is 5, then only

constraints in ∪i≥4Ni(S) could be misinterpreted as unique neighbors.
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For a given t > 1, if α > 1/t and the minimum distance of the code is large enough, we

will harness the bound in Lemma 46 to guarantee that the total number of errors corrected in

a decoding round is a positive fraction of the total number of errors in the previous decoding

round. By adjusting t, we will be able to make α arbitrarily small. Naturally, as t increases,

we will need a more powerful code with a higher minimum distance, and for a given value of t,

we will use an inner code Cd with minimum distance at least 2t+c(t−1)2−1. Although using

such a powerful inner code would enable us to correct more than t−1 errors, we will restrict

ourselves to only decoding a constraint when it detects t− 1 or fewer errors. Moreover, we

will say that a constraint “suggests” values to its neighboring variable nodes if the decoder

at that constraint would have decoded to those values if allowed. Our decoding algorithm is

very similar to Sipser and Spielman’s Bit-flipping strategy except that our threshold is t−1,

and our algorithm is defined on (c, d)-biregular graphs instead of d-regular graphs.
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Generalized Bit-flipping 3

Input:

A (c, d)-biregular graph (L ∪R,E) with |L| = n.

A code Cd of length d with relative minimum distance at least 2t+c(t−1)2 +1,

where t > 1.

A received word w = (wi)i∈L ∈ Fnq .

Constants τ and τ ′ to be determined later.

Initialize:

Set z := w.

Repeat logτ (τ
′n) times:

Local decoding: For each j ∈ R, find a codeword c(j) ∈ Cd with

d(z|N(j), c
(j)) ≤ t− 1 if it exists.

Update: For each i ∈ L, if there is a j ∈ N(i) such that c(j) exists and

c
(j)
i 6= zi, then set zi := c

(j)
i .

If z remains unchanged, proceed to Output.

Output:

If there exists a j ∈ R such that z|N(j) /∈ Cd, output “failure.”

Otherwise, output z.

Theorem 53. Let G be a (c, d, γ, α) expander graph, and suppose Cd has minimum distance

at least 2t + c(t − 1)2 − 1. If α > 1/t, any error pattern of size at most bγnc in T (G,Cd)

can be corrected in time linear in the length of the code.

Notice that t can be made arbitrarily large. Consequently, at the cost of a higher minimum

distance on the inner code Cd, our code’s expansion requirements can be made arbitrarily

small. In contrast, recall that the expansion for the codes in Chilappagari et al. [CNVM10]

could be made no smaller than 1/2. We prove Theorem 53 in a sequence of lemmas. First, we
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show that the number of errors decreases by a positive fraction at each step of the decoding

algorithm.

Lemma 54. Let Ek denote the number of errors remaining after round k of the algorithm

has completed. Then, |Ek+1| ≤
(
1− tα−1

t−1

)
|Ek|.

Proof. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 40, we first partition the constraints after round k

into three categories:

• Helpful constraints:
t−1⋃
i=1

Ni(Ek)

• Unhelpful constraints:
t+c(t−1)2−1⋃

i=t

Ni(Ek)

• Potentially confused constraints:
d⋃

i=t+c(t−1)2
Ni(Ek)

Because the minimum distance of the code is at least 2t + c(t − 1)2 − 1, unhelpful

constraints do not make any suggestions during a round of the decoding algorithm. In

contrast, a helpful constraint inNi(Ek) sends i correct suggestions to its neighboring variables.

Let E0(k) denote the set of errors in E which are corrected after a given decoding round k, and

let E1(k) denote the new errors introduced after decoding round k. Since the graph is c-left

regular, each variable node can be connected to at most c helpful constraints. Consequently,

|E0(k)| ≥

t−1∑
i=1

i|Ni(Ek)|

c
.

Moreover, a potentially confused constraint sends at most t− 1 erroneous suggestions to its

neighboring variables. So,

|E1(k)| ≤ (t− 1)
d∑

i=t+c(t−1)2

|Ni(Ek)|.
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Combining these two facts, the number of errors corrected during each round of the decoding

algorithm is at least

|Ek| − |Ek+1| = E0(k)− E1(k) ≥
∑t−1

i=1 i|Ni(Ek)|
c

− (t− 1)
d∑

i=t+c(t−1)2

|Ni(Ek)|. (4.35)

From Lemma 46, given E ⊆ L with |E| ≤ γn,

t−1∑
i=1

(t− i)|Ni(E)| −
t+c(t−1)2−1∑

i=t

(i− t)|Ni(E)| −
d∑

i=t+c(t−1)2

(i− t)|Ni(E)| ≥ (tα− 1)c|E|.

Removing the unhelpful constraints, it immediately follows that

t−1∑
i=1

(t− i)|Ni(Ek)| −
d∑

i=t+c(t−1)2

(i− t)|Ni(Ek)| ≥ (tα− 1)c|Ek|. (4.36)

Note that because i ≥ (t − i)/(t − 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1 and (i − t)/(c(t − 1)) ≥ t − 1 for

i ≥ t+ c(t− 1)2,

∑t−1
i=1 i|Ni(Ek)|

c
− (t− 1)

d∑
i=t+c(t−1)2

|Ni(Ek)| ≥

∑t−1
i=1(t− i)|Ni(Ek)|

c(t− 1)
−

d∑
i=t+c(t−1)2

i− t
c(t− 1)

|Ni(Ek)|. (4.37)

Finally, combining 4.35, 4.36, and 4.37 gives

|Ek| − |Ek+1| ≥
tα− 1

t− 1
|Ek|.

Consequently,

|Ek+1| ≤
(

1− tα− 1

t− 1

)
|Ek|.
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If α > 1/t, then

1− tα− 1

t− 1
< 1.

Consequently, for any α > 1/t, if |E| < bγnc, the number of errors decreases by a positive

fraction at each step of decoding.

From this proof, we see that τ =
(
1− tα−1

t−1

)−1
, and τ ′ = γ.

Lemma 55. Generalized Bit-flipping 3 runs in time linear in the length of the code.

Proof. To see that the algorithm terminates in linear time, notice that at the first step of the

algorithm, the decoder must decode each constraint. This initial step requires cn/d decoding

operations. After this initial step, the decoder only needs to check the neighbor constraints

of each adjusted variable node since the other constraints cannot have changed. Since the

number of errors decreases at each step, the number of adjusted variable nodes after round

k of decoding is at most 2|Ek−1| (which would occur if |Ek−1| errors were corrected and

|Ek−1| errors were introduced). But from the previous lemma, {|Ek−1|}∞k=1 forms a geometric

sequence. So, the number of decoding operations (each of which takes constant time) is

bounded by

cn/d+ 2c
∞∑
k=0

|Ek| = cn/d+ 2c
∞∑
k=0

(
1− tα− 1

t− 1

)k
|E0| ≤ cn/d+ 2c

(
t− 1

tα− 1

)
γn

where E0 = E . Consequently, the algorithm runs in time linear in the length of the code.

Theorem 53 now follows as an immediate corollary of Lemmas 54 and 55. Note that in the

previous lemma, t−1
tα−1

could be an arbitrarily large constant. If we desire to enforce that the

constant be no greater than 2(t− 1), we can do so by requiring α > 2/t instead of α > 1/t.

Alternately, given a fixed α > 1/t, we can translate this condition into a stricter minimum
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distance requirement. In particular, we can require the minimum distance to be at least

4t+ c(2t− 1)2 − 1 to maintain the same value of α > 1/t.

We now compare our result to those of Sipser and Spielman [SS96], Feldman et al.

[FMS+07], Chilappagari et al. [CNVM10], and Viderman [Vid13]. We let β(c, d, γ, α) denote

a function of the parameters c, d, γ, and α. In the table below, G is a (c, d, γ, α) bipartite

expander graph, Cd is a code of length d, and the parameters listed are for T (G,Cd):

Cd is the parity-check code

Required Expansion Run Time Number of Errors

Sipser and Spielman 1996 α > 3
4

linear (2α− 1)γn

Feldman et al. 2007 α > 2
3

+ 1
3c

polynomial 3α−2
2α−1

γn

Viderman 2013 α > 2
3
− 1

6c
linear 3α−2

2α−1
γn

Open α > 1
2

polynomial β(c, d, γ, α)γn

Open α > 1
2

linear β(c, d, γ, α)γn

Cd has minimum distance w ≥ 2t− 1, t > 1

Required Expansion Run Time Number of Errors

Chilappagari et al. 2010 α > t+2
2(t+1)

linear γn

Cd has minimum distance w ≥ 2t+ c(t− 1)2 − 1, t > 1

Required Expansion Run Time Number of Errors

Our result α > 1
t

linear γn

Table 4.3: Comparisons of Required Expansion

Note that when using a more powerful code on the constraints, the rate of T (G,Cd) decreases

while the minimum distance of T (G,Cd) increases. The exact relationship between the
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minimum distance of Cd and the rate and minimum distance of T (G,Cd) when Cd is an

MDS code is made precise in the tables below:

Previous setting: Cd is a parity-check code with minimum distance 2 and rate 1− 1
d :

rate of T (G,Cd) min dist. of T (G, Cd) # of errors corrected required expansion

≥ 1− c
d ≥ 2αγn 3α−2

2α−1γn α > 2
3

Our setting: Cd is an MDS code with minimum distance w and rate 1− w−1
d :

rate of T (G,Cd) min dist. of T (G, Cd) # of errors corrected required expansion

≥ 1− c
d (w − 1) ≥ wαγn γn α > 1

t , t > 1

Table 4.4: Comparison of LDPC and GLDPC Parameters

Recall that in our construction, w ≥ 2t + c(t − 1)2 − 1. Consequently, for large values of t

(corresponding to very small expansion requirements), there is a large gap between wαγn
2

and

γn. We believe this gap can be significantly reduced. Also, as t increases, c
d

must decrease to

maintain a comparable rate to the rate when Cd is a parity-check code. We pause to point

out that, as noted by McEliece and Swanson [MS86], the probability that a RS code decodes

to an incorrect codeword is 1/`!, where ` is the number of errors the RS code can correct.

Consequently, for small expansion requirements (corresponding to large minimum distance

requirements), we need only require w ≥ 2t− 1 to guarantee correction of most patterns of

up to γn errors. Høholdt and Justesen [HJ06] noted a similar phenomenon for their codes.

Finally, we numerically compare our construction to Viderman’s using probabilisti-

cally constructed expander graphs whose expansion is bounded with high probability by the

expression in Theorem 43. In the comparison, we fix the rate at 1/2. Empirically, expansion

of 0.71 gave the best results for Viderman’s decoding algorithm which is why we selected it.
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Previous setting: Cd is a parity-check code with minimum distance 2 and rate 1− 1
d :

(c, d) rate of T (G,Cd) (α, γ) min dist. of T (G, Cd) # of errors

(24, 48) ≥ 1
2 (0.71, 0.000870) ≥ 0.00124n ≥ 0.000269n

(36, 72) ≥ 1
2 (0.71, 0.000851) ≥ 0.00121n ≥ 0.000263n

(48, 96) ≥ 1
2 (0.71, 0.000771) ≥ 0.00109n ≥ 0.000235n

Our setting: Cd is an MDS code with minimum distance 3 + c and rate 1− 2+c
d :

(c, d) rate of T (G, Cd) (α, γ) min dist. of T (G, Cd) # of errors

(4, 48) ≥ 1
2 ( 1

2 , 0.000094) ≥ 0.00033n ≥ 0.000094n

(5, 70) ≥ 1
2 ( 1

2 , 0.000274) ≥ 0.0011n ≥ 0.000274n

(6, 96) ≥ 1
2 ( 1

2 , 0.000426) ≥ 0.0019n ≥ 0.000426n

Table 4.5: Viderman Decoding vs. Our Result

These tables show that for d ≈ 100, our decoding algorithm corrects approximately

twice the number of errors as Viderman’s decoding algorithm. (Recall that d = 96 is a

smaller degree than the degree of 256 required by [SR03] to guarantee correction of even

a positive fraction of errors.) We believe that the decoding algorithm and analysis can be

modified to improve on Viderman’s decoding capabilities for all values of d.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we studied explicit constructions of expander graphs, methods for com-

puting both approximate and exact edge expansion using linear programming techniques,

and methods for analyzing fast decoding algorithms for expander codes using vertex expan-

sion analysis.

In Chapter 2, we modified the original construction of Margulis [Mar73] to construct

a family of 16-regular expander graphs with a larger spectral gap than that of the family of 8-

regular graphs in [AGM87]. We also surveyed many of the existing constructions of expander

graphs including the modified zig-zag product construction of the d-left regular lossless ex-

pander graphs presented in [CRVW02]. Unfortunately, our expander code constructions in

Chapter 4 rely on (c, d)-biregular graphs with good vertex expansion properties. It is an

interesting question whether the construction in [CRVW02] can be modified to produce such

(c, d)-biregular bipartite expander graphs.

In Chapter 3, we provided a linear program for finding the smallest ratio |E(S, S)|/|S|

with S ⊆ T for some pre-determined set T . We then modified this linear program to find

the smallest ratio |E(S, S)|/|S| up to an approximation factor while allowing some overlap

between S and T , where again T is a pre-determined set. Finally, we added a non-linear
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constraint to give an integer program which exactly computes the minimum |E(S, S)|/|S|

over all subsets S in the graph having size at most half the number of vertices in the graph.

It would be interesting to see whether or not it is possible to modify our linear programming

formulation to reduce the amount of overlap required for the approximation.

In Chapter 4, we gave a fast decoding algorithm for GLDPC codes which is guaranteed

to correct a constant fraction of errors in linear time even when the expansion is much smaller

than 1/2, thus improving on a result by Chilappagari et al. [CNVM10]. This result allowed

us to approximately double the fraction of errors corrected in [Vid13]. Unfortunately, for

very small expansion requirements and large left-degree, the gap between the guaranteed

minimum distance and the bound on the number of errors which our algorithm is guaranteed

to correct is quite large. We believe it is possible to drastically reduce (or even eliminate)

this gap, possibly by incorporating ideas from [Vid13] into our generalized setting.

We note that Viderman gave an example of an LDPC code with minimum distance

2 which was constructed from a bipartite expander graph with vertex expansion 1/2. Con-

sequently, no decoding algorithm for this code could guarantee the correction of even one

error. Viderman also introduced a linear-time decoding algorithm which could correct a con-

stant fraction of errors on any LDPC code constructed from a bipartite expander graph with

vertex expansion greater than 2/3−1/(6c), where c is the left degree of the graph. However,

it is not known whether there exist even polynomial-time decoding algorithms for LDPC

codes constructed from bipartite expander graphs with vertex expansion between 1/2 and

2/3−1/(6c). Viderman conjectured that such decoding algorithms do exist, and our original

motivation for studying the expansion requirements of expander codes was to answer this

conjecture. While we have shown that GLDPC codes constructed from bipartite expander

graphs with vertex expansion greater than 1/t (where t is an arbitrarily large constant) have

linear-time decoding algorithms, Viderman’s conjecture for LDPC codes is still open.
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